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There were six murders in Maine in 1903,
'deli is less than the usual number.
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W. GOWEN.
an

°PeM letter to the

by Prank W. Gowen
•ptlignige
who is the secretary and
The annual meeting and banquet of tl c-5 Jlig g'uiwuvi
*!ne Democratic Club will be held in W;
1, heavfurer 0 lf) legislature temperance
/£
rvilie, January 8, 1904.
al3odi,iit,t'e lie Maine Good Templars,
Knox county is in a splendid
ndition w ith a ca>h balance on the credT
de of the ledger of $16,810.11. The
■ndiiures for the year were $24,492, aii,e
e. excess of resources over liabilities <
Ill
,024.

8rou,iown

al

Maine as

one

,,

order in Maine to attend the
intion of Good Templars in
He is a successful
eden.
harles H. Nason, a Bangor letter carriq re
"Msluess niii ,Iso, and is one of the nianaga..s arrested on the charge of stealingfr
tra. oi the U n Mutul Life Insurance Co. of
mails. Nason was detected taking fd
\ rs supposed to contain money. He c
Stf,inland.
lowing is the letter:
ssed stealing a number of letters beea.
| gu i the Mem rs of the State
Grange:
was in debt and needed money.
...Permit min behalf of the legislative
^
of the Maine Good
Maurice Dow of Iiouque Bluffs has ent<
Vmperancelunmittee
]
into a contract with the Sea Coast Pauan ; k-' emplars tibank you for the noble stand
Hi hich you lik on the question of prohibiig Co. to build six gasoline boats whii*:
>e on and relbniission at your annual sesill cost about $3500 each. They are to
feet long, and 15 feet wide. Three lily « if ion in our tv so very recently.
■•ms pos in oy your power!ui organ iza:em to be finished before June 1, 1904.
ion mean: iuch lor the temperance cause
Tl.n
»
5n Knnirnr nmc olw.nf
a
tlie Stai bt Maine. Your position, not
erase in regard to deaths, births a,
uly on ttn question of prohibition baton
irriages. In 1902, 375 births, 407
issue a Ionian suffrage, wii) raise your
(i 288 marriages were repoited at the oiwlj excellent o fer
to a higher level than it has
rk’s office. For tlie past 12 months
/<
obtaim/in our commonwealth. 1 beores were 3*>9 births, 379 deaths and orM lieve
that jhe enfranchisement of the
ol
irriages.
(women of Stine would be a just and riglitus measi e for our next legislature to
The Governor and Council have
>
1
not mean to say, however,
d Frank \Y. Haskell, now an attorneyo adopt
t!
at
if all tl women of our State should be
secret
ashington, fonnerli assistant
enfranchise by the legislature of 1905,
the navy, to look after Maine's intei
he matter of M>me old war claims fif°oi that every uin hole would he closed at
once
in ou cities, hut I will say that we
never
b.^en
k* war of 1812-15 which have
would he ii arer that goal than we arc toullv settled.
in
day,
my pinion. The ballot in the hand
The state of Maine begins the year
of woman loulil be a powerful weapon in
th a cash balance of .5037,078,38 in
our light (gainst the wicked rum traffic
easurx : but as there are warrants drawn
they arc tie ones who suffer terribly as a
ml unpaid to a total of 5230,000, the actual
result oi tils mighty evil, and if they could
dance is 5407,078.38.
This cash balance I only wield that magical weapon, the ballot
the largest in the history of the State at ] which nukes and unmakes Presidents,
.e beginning of a year.
Congress and Legislatures, they would he a
of
It was reported Saturday, in Bangor,that mighty power against the strongholds
Satan.
:«* cases pending iu the Washington coun
1 thoroughly believe that the solution of
supreme court, growing out of the col- these two
great and far-reaching i-sues,
pse of the Sawtelle circus tent in July,
ouhl he settled out of court. Twenty of prohibition and woman suffrage, would do
|
more for the stability, the welfare and the
is hav*- been brought by persona
church oi the living God than all other isallege they received injuries in the sues
combined. Their success means tlie
•id“nt.
salvation of tlm American nation and tlie
Church of Christ.
SECRET SOCIETIES
1 admire your position on the question of
just taxation, your efforts in behalf of the
1 meeting and election of offi- unfortunate blind, and for “Good Roads.”
No great, civilized nation in tlie world lias
< h i'-'
■:
i a
Bodge, Free and Ac-. such poor highways as the United States.
•'
h* held this, Thursday, ! Ju tact, tliis was
da
very forcibly impressed
upon my mind as 1 rode ovei the niagniiio-iit macadamized highways in the English
..I,,
full.iuji
were elected
in Empire and other nations of Europe, while
thian Ki.>at \:cli ( liapter at the an- \ abroad during the summer ol 1902, and
.,il cciiviM iitinii .Ian. 4th II. I’., Wilmer I. wiiiie we prohibitum people do not expect
the Grange to turn itself into a temperance
mail; K., Aside? \ smith ; S., Henry J.
j organization or a woman suffrage society,
pies: lr., Nathan K. Houston; Sec., still I do desire to earnestly impress upon
your minds that high above all questions of
I Keating: I', s., Clifford .1.
Pattee; taxation,
tariff's and protection stands the
of II
George K. Doak.
great question of the overthrow of the liquor
traffic.
laremont cotnmandery, Rockland, he'd!
God wants this awful sin destroyed, lie
tentorial exercises at the asylum lastSun- is
calling upon us as Christian and moral
afternoon in remembrance of tin ir citizens at the beginning of a new anil
cad of l!m:t: Sirs Robert Anderson, .1 ., wonderful century to accomplish this great
task. It scatters nothing but misery
sor-aac Coombs of Camden, Amos F. Crockrow and mill throughout our beautiful
tt and Kniineiit Sir Caleb G. Moftit. Tae country.
It takes from the pockets of our
exercises were very impressive and touch- people directly $1,500,000,000 annually and
adds not a penny of value to the wealth of
ng.
our land.
This is a stupendous sum of
The officers of Penobscot Encampment money which is worse than wasted each
by our people. This sum is more than
N'o. Jr., 1. 0. 0. F., were installed Tuesday year
the entire value of the wheat, oat, barley,
evening by M. C. Mureh, 1). 1). C. P., assis- rye, buckwheat, corn and potato crops of
ted by L. K. McMahan as G. H. P„ 1, T. the farmers of tire United States.
We shall have paid our laboring people
lough as G. s., H. A. Wiley as G. S. Vi., in wages at the close
of this prosperous
and I). F. Stephenson as G. J. W.
Infor- year something like the great sum of $1,200,and
we
will
have
mal speeches were made after the installa- 000,000
expended $1,500,Our protective laws
000,900 for liquor.
tion.
from the days of the McKiuley law down
King Solomon Council, R. & S. M., elect- to the present time have never brought
revenue enough to our national treasury in
■d the following officers at the annual cona. year’s time to puy the liquor bill of our
vocation Tuesday evening: T. 1. M., Wnt. people for more than sixty day s. Cobden’s
C Libby; I) M., James 11. Iiowes; r. C. ol affirmative that the temperance question
lies at the foundation of all true social and
't
George R. Itoak ; Tr., Robert lSutgess; political reform is as true
to-day as when it
Rec., Charles E. Johnson; C. of G., Frank was first uttered by that great English
'■
Smith; C of C., Henry J. Chaples; statesman and reformer. Hut happy are
steward, Wilmer J. Dorman; Sentinel, we who live in tlie State of Maine. It may
be far away in the eastern part of our great
Henry W. Marriner.
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'.'Mowing officers Dec. 30th: C. C., Win. D.
Nickerson; V. C., Herbert L. Bucklin;
i’rel., Coleman Sheldon; M. of W., Benj.
Frost; K. of K. and S., Fred J. Stephenson;
M. at A., Win. ,). Gordon; M. of F„ Frank
A I’rescott; M. of E„ Fred 1). Jones; I. G.,
u
red Frisbee ; O. G., Charles E. Stevens ;
-ustees, Andrew S. Fahy, ltoy E. Young.
Islesboro

Cottage

Burned.

Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 29th, the cottage
Islesboro owned by Mrs. Rachel Hunt,
widoj* of Albert G. Hunt, and situated
next tlie cottage of F. O. lieal, was totally
destroyed by lire, the loss being estimated
Si,000. Mrs. Hunt died on Sunday and
I uesday morning her son, Fred A.
Hunt,
ef with the body for Bangor. The cottage
ha
been
for
five hours
therefore,
empty
when the lire occurred.
It is supposed to
e
from a fire in the Kitjchen
cauglit
“■
re, which Mr. Hunt had neglected to ex-

at

■

I

dished.
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Boston
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Apple Shipments.

srox, Jan. 4. The apple shipments
i- week
ending Jam 2, 1!K)4, were 17,107
to Liverpool and 1435 bbls. to London,
nows:

Steamship Saxonia, Liverpool,

12,1 h obis.; Canadian, Liverpool, 440 bids.;
Geo: x n, London, 14:55 bbls. Total for the
week, 18,542 bbls. Same time in 1903, 22,785
bids.
Total since season opened, 459,458
bbls.. ame time 1902-1903, 000,073 bbls.
The Shoe

Industry

in

1903.

_

I he

shoe business of

1903 exceeded in

volume that of any year in the history of
.he

industry It is estimated that the shipments of shoes from Boston for 1993 will
e meed those of 1902
by 600,000 01 700,00(1
cak“
and it is the first time that the 3,006,"
mark has been reached and passed.—
'n’s Review, Jan. 2.
May Dig

clams

Anywhere.

Judge

I

Wiswell of the law court has handdown a decision to the effect that there is
statute in the State which gives tlie instants of any town authority to prohibit
.-residents from taking clams or requiruem first to obtain a license.

.1

it

east,

of the ali-

‘i
eartl and st chest of temperance leaders, the time with his brother, Atwood A., of
and his sister in Dorchester.
by stias held ;h office in the order of Good Searsport,
Mr. Gilmore was a member of the Doric
of
con
International
Lecturer
weroplai s.hi
He
Lodge of Masons of Hudson, Mass.
foul Waldo < sr, and in 1‘JOO was sent to was never married.

Mrs. Hattie L. Tucker, widow of Pays ls
acker of Portland, who was for
a;
s manngvi of the Maine Central ri
’iCi, died in Boston Thursday night, 1.
mber 31st. She had lived there since t is
■ath of her husband.

_

He then decided to try a seafaring life and engaged in the coasting
In a few years be changed for the
trade.
foreign branch, in which he continued a
few years after the discovery of gold in
California. He left the sea in the early
fifties in San Francisco and went into the
gold mines, where his older brother Albert
had been engaged for several years.
Here
he continued with fair success for a number of years, but his early knowledge of

carpentering induced him to leave it and
engage in putting heavy machinery into
mills for separating and refining gold and
silver from the ores in mines in California,
work
in
behalf
of
nest
pro- Nevada and
tin' ii*S ^olnP
Colorado, at which he worked
ion an gainst resubniission.
Mr.
until six years since, when ill health obliged
111,1 8
en was nerly of Waldo County and
him to retire and come
where he divided

tinanci*lg

t

Grange, Swanville, held its regular
Mr. Albion N. Gilmore died of paralysis
The first fire of the year occurred Mon- meeting last Monday night, and will instal
Dec. 30th at the home of his sister, Mrs.
day evening, January 4th, in the Howes officers at the meeting January nth.
Charles Wilson, in Dorchester, Mass., aged block at the corner of Main and
In spite of very severe weather the
High

and went to Unity and learned the carpentering trade. After finishing his apprenticeship he went to Boston and continued
in the trade until poor health forced him to
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It was here that the earliest liquor laws in
the Western Hemisphere were adopted in
lKiti and the white banner of prohibition
first saw the light of day in all the world.
It is here where rest the ashes of lion.
Neal Dow who won a great name as the
Father oi Prohibition. IIis memory will
live forever in the hearts and minds of men,
as a sweet savor wherever happy homes are
recognized as the citidel of national virtue
and the hope of the world.
“How happy is he born or taught,
Who serveth not another’s will,
Whose armor is his honest thought.
And simple truth his highest skill.”
Upon your firm stand for prohibition and
against resubmission rests the approving
smile of heaven, and metninks that the
“Father of Prohibition” must have looked
down from the starry heavens above on
your deliberations in your great meetings
and rejoiced w ith the rest ol us on earth in
your devotion to the great principles which
have made our State so long famous as the
home of prohibition.
There can be no
doubt but what eongiessman Littlefield was
right when he stated in his great speech at
Old Orchard last .summer, “That Maine
would never retreat from prohibition,” or
that Hon. Joseph 11. Manley voiced tliesentiment of our people in general when he
slated in the public press last August
“That the principles of prohibition had
come to stay in Maine.”
Whoever may be
our next Governor and our sheriffs
and atin
our
different counties, I trust
torneys
that you will aid us in electing
men, irreof party, who will not
spective
go with
their hands behind them to catch
“eagles,”
or wink at the violations of our
prohibitory
law.
1 understand of course that the
grange is
not a political organization, neither is the
Maine Good Templars or the Civic
League
of which 1 am a member, but I believe
you
to be a broad-minded class of citizens and
ready to say with us, that you will be willing to support in the eoming campaign only
candidates for the Legislature, whether
they be republicans, democrats or prohibitionists, who will stand firm for prohibition.
Hut here I must close, but before
laying
down my pen allow me to say that the
grangers of Maine have my most affectionate regard aud my heartfelt gratitude for
your excellent position on the temperance
question. May God bless and prosper you
in your noble work.
Frakk W. Gowen.
nr

Waterville, Deo. 24,190J.

Comet

Block and It* Content*.

streets. The fire was discovered about 8.15
o’clock in the evening, burning briskly
against the eastern wall inside C. C.
Coombs shoe store. The ptore was closed
for the night about 15 minutes before,

Gilmore. Mr. Gilmore waB born in that
part of Belfast, Me., later incorporated as
the town of Searsport.
As a boy he was everything appearing all right at that time.
engaged on his father’s farm, but not liking The alarm was rung in, the hose company
it, while yet a young man he abandoned it had two streams from the hydrant playing

.*

During 1903, 959,539

NUMBER

On Dec. 35, 1!K)3, in Cambridge, Mass.,
Mrs. Sarah R., widow of Thomas Knowlton, passed from the ministry of loving
hands to the higher life. A period of twenty-eight months of weary waiting was marked by the sweet patience that characterized
11X74

CHUIC

111X7.

X

11X7

X31X/OX7

1/11X3

X30.111IJJ

in keeping with her gentle
personality and she sank peacefully to rest
like “him who wraps the drapery of his
couch around him and lies down to pleasant
dreams.” The funeral services were held
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. J. HElwell, and were largely attended by true

journey

was

sympathizing friends.

The profusion of
tiowers amid which she slept spoke a just
tribute to the four-score years well lived in
the spirit of the charity that never faileth.
She is survived by a daughter, granddaugh-

ter, and

The interment was in
Northport, Maine, to which place the remains were accompanied by her son-in-law,
Mr. J. H. Elwell.
one

sister.

A telegram was received here Monday
morning announcing the death the previous
evening of Mary E., widow of the late Joseph L. llavner, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. A. S. Stoney, in Cambridge, Mass.
She was a native of Cherryfield, Me., and
her maiden name was Burnham. Her husband died in Belfast December 10, 1!H>3,
and she went soon after to Cambridge to
live with her daughter. She is survived by
three daughters and one son: Fannie, wife
of A. S. Stoney of Boston ; Kittie, wife of G.
V. Kennedy of Milo; Evelyn, wife of Frank
T. Carter of Belfast; and William J. llavner
of Boston. She was a member of the Con-

gregational church of Belfast, and was one
whose life was devoted to good deeds. The
remains

arrived in

Belfast

Wednesday

evening and funeral services will be
held this, Thursday, afternoon at2o’eloek,
the residence of John
gress street.
at

Dolloff on Con-

\\ illiam Flanders died at his home in
Waldo Dec. 2, 1H03, at the advanced age of
82 years.
He was born in North Waldoboro, Aug. 23, 1821, and lived there until
grown to manhood, when he bought a farm
in Morrill and lived there about 18 years.
He then moved to Waldo, which had since
been his home. He was a son of Daniel and Mehitabel (Crocker) Flanders, one
of eleven children of whom only one survives, Mrs. Alvina Winchenbaeh of Wash-

into the store in short order and the fire
was soon pronounced “all out.” The fire
originated in a row of drawers along the
eastern side of the store and the damage
by tire was confined to a short space about
midway of these drawers, and the stock in
the immediate vicinity. The remainder of
the stock was badly damaged by smoke and
water. The glass in the front door was
completely broken out, and the large plate

has been received of the death in
Whitman, Mass., after a short illness of
pneumonia, of Mrs. Margaret J. Spaulding,
formerly of Waldo. She was born in the
News

town of Knox, March 7th, 1838, a daughter
of Nathaniel and Margaret Jackson.
Her
mother died when she was an infant. In
early life she married John A. L. Spaulding of Lincolnville and to them were born
fourteen children, of whom thirteen are
now living.
Of her father’s family only
two remain—N. L. and R. M. Jackson of
Morrill. Although aftlieted for many years
with that dread disease, asthma, she was
always pleasant aud cheerful in her family
and with her friends, of whom she had
We can truly say that a kind and
many.
affectionate wife, mother and sister has
left us and we shall miss her presence here
on earth, jet we feel that our loss is her
gain.—N. L. J.

Brooks grangers had an oyster supper and
flue time Monday evening. They came
in from a distance of several miles.
a

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, had a dinner in
their banquet hall last Saturday noon, after
which County Master Evans installed the
officers. The prize for the worst looking
characters at the poverty social was carried
off by Messrs. Cooper and Evans.
The officers of Union Harvest Grange,
Centre Montville, were installed on the
evening of January 2d, by Edward Evans
of Waldo, assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Clement of Knox. A supper followed the
installation, wbich added grace to the occasion.

SUPREME JUDICIAL
HON.

WM. P.

COURT.

PERSONAL

WHITEHOUSE, JUSTICE PRESIDING.

The January term of Supreme Judicial
Court opened in the court house in Belfast,
Tuesday morning, .Jan 5th. Following are
the officials, jurors, etc., in attendance.
Judge, Wm. P. Whitehouse, Augusta.
Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
Chaplain, Rev. A. A. Smith, Belfast.
County Attorney, Arthur Ritchie, Belfast.

Stenographer,

J. S. Estes, Augusta.
Sheriff, Samuel G. Norton, Belfast.

Crier,
Springs.

Eugene

Blanchard,

Oscar II. Oil worth of Madison was in
Belfast yesterday.
Lewis J. Sanborn and wife of Thoinaston
spent Sunday in Belfast.
Arthur F. Brown is in Augusta
books for a business house.

Mr. and Mrs. Amos S. Scott visited relatives in Deer Isle last week.

Misses Isabel Towle and Emily Gilbreth
returned

Stockton

keeping

Saturday from

a

visit in Boston.

Richard W. Woodbury left yesterday to
spend the winter in East Nortlifield, Mass.
Dr. F. E. Follett of Rockland spent Satwith his father, F. A.

Messenger, E. W. Ellis, Belfast.
urday and Sunday
Deputy Sheriffs, Joseph Farwell, Unity; Follett.
M. G. Norton Belfast; Geo. A.
Jackson,

Searsmont.

The Grand

Jury

the same as at the
September term except Lewis E. Pitcher of
Northport, who was excused on account of
was

George E. Pendleton was at home last
week on a visit from Spencer Camp, Moosehead Lake.

W'orthy Master Arthur Ritchie of Belfast
Mrs. E. A. Richardson and daughter Matoccupied his chair in Georges River.Grange,
tie of Deer Isle have gone to Quincy, Mass.,
glass window, one of the largest in town Liberty, Wednesday evening, Dec. 30th. an accident.
The traverse jurors were as follows :
to spend the winter.
was broken.
The patrons gave him a warm welcome.
Fibst Jury.
Percy S. Edgeeomb, BelFogg & iirown’s market, which is on Forty members were present, and the proMisses Edith and Florence Duntou refast, foreman; George Allen, Burnham; turned to Mt.
the High street side and directly under the gram was as follows:
Ilolyoke College Wednesday,
Report of State Charles C.
Coombs, Belfast; Edmund Cross, after the holiday vacation.
store, was damaged by smoke and water. Grange b> W. M. Ritchie; reading
by Mrs.
B.
Waldo; George Dyer, Searsmont; Charles
The smoke penetrated throughout the mar- Grinnell; music
by Grange choir ; Beginning
'Mrs. Mark S. Crockett and son George
W. Follett, Belfast; Sumner J.
ket aud slightly damaged most of the stock. of American
Glidden, returned home last
Literature, llarry.A. Brown.
Thursday from a visit
Freedom ; Henry G. Hills,
The back room contained 20barrels of newNorthport; Fred of several weeks in Union.
Evening Star Grange, Washington, is reS. Hutchings, Belfast; Josiali T.
ly salted pork and the smoky water came ceiving new members and
KingsA. P. Allen of Lincolnville was the lucky
having very in- bury,
down from above, ruining the pickle.
Frankfort; Jackson Mathews, Linteresting meetings. Officers were installed
one to receive the watch given
away at the
Frank
A.
I
K. F. Irani hall’s stock of fish was slightcolnville;
Morse, Belmont.
Saturday evening, Jan. 2nd. The program
prize hall at Hope last Thursday evening.
The first jury was excused
ly damaged by smoke and water, the princi- for
immediately
Jan, 0th is as follows: Song, choir; after being impaneled until
Mr. and Mrs. 11. C. Pitcher and Mrs.
pal damage being to fresh halibut and
Wednesday
recitation, Eva Overlook; remarks for the morning.
Electa Stone were in Bangor Tuesday to
shelled clams and oysters.
interest, A. E. Poland; song by Maude
The following traverse jurors were ex- attend the funeral of Mrs. Joanna Pitcher
The stock of R. A. French & Co., dry and
Rockwell and Louie Johnston; reading, cused the first
day: Edward N. Harriman,
fancy goods, adjoining the shoe store, was Katie
Emery M. lleagan has returned to HarCunningham; song, Telia Austin; Stockton Springs; Chas. W. Lord,
not affected, the smoke not penetrating the
Brooks; vard after spending the Christinas vacation
A. G. Sukeforth. Question, Arc so- G. I).
story,
Pendleton, Islesboro; Herbert D. with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. S. lleagan.
w'all. No damage was done in the rooms,
cial gatherings profitable, if so, in what
Simpson, Winterport; C. M. Howes, Libon tlie upper floors.
Miss Louise Thompson was married Monway? Opened by the worthy master, B. erty; Augustus C.
I lie damage to the building is estimated
Myrick, Troy.
day evening at the parsonage to George W.
E. Cunningham.
McKinnon
of Castine.—Deer Isle MessenOn
account
of
the
number of jurors exat between 8200 and $300. Mr. Coombs was
ger.
Honesty Grange, No. 83, Morrill, elected cuseu me seconu jury was two men short
closing out his stock and is unable to esti»> an tin
it
iviiuw ltmi
(iiiu
sun arrived
mate his loss without taking an account. officers Wednesday night, Dec. 30th, and and an extra draft was ordered from Bellast Friday from North Vassalboro to visit
fast.
The
were
officers
installed
met
they
municipal
&
Brown’s pork was worth about
Wednesday evening,
Fogg
Tuesday
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wayland Knowl$250. E. F. Brainhall estimates his damage Jan. 6tli, by Janies G. Harding, a past mas- and drew the following: Wm. B. Cammett,
ton.
as not over $10.
All are covered by insur. ter of Waldo County Pomona Grange. Wm. W. Blazo, Augustiue Colburn, Samuel
After the installation the annual harvest Adams.
Orrin J. Dickey went to Pittsfield yesterance.
The newly drawn jurors from Belfast day to attend the wedding of Harry Confeast was served. The officers are as folBelfast Weather Report.
lows: M., D. O. Bowen; 0., Adelbert Paul; were ordered to report Thursday
morning. don, formerly of Belfast,and Miss Tina MelHattie Paul; S., John Berry: A. S., R. B. The jurors who reported Tuesday, but who vin of Pittsfield.
Following is a summary of the weather L.,
are not
yet impaneled, are as follows:
record of the Belfast station of the U. S. Smith; Chap., Sarah Rogers; Treas., F. A.
Elton A. Hall, Superintendent of the
William W. Moulton, Unity; Augustus C.
Portland Division of the Maine Central K.
Weather Bureau for the week ending Jan- Grey; Sec., Perley Berry; P., Laura Carter;
F., Bethia Bates; C., Sylvia Erskipe; L. A. Myrick, Troy; E. A. Sargent, Searsport; R., was in Belfast Jan. 1st on business, and
uary 5, 1901:
Frank M. Simpson, Winterport; William
S., Altha Berry ; G. K., Simon Erskine.
was the guest of Conductor Jerre Sullivan
a
Seaside Grange held its annual installa- II. Small, Monroe; J. W. Soule, Palermo;
Mr. Williston Grinned, the well known
§ (ti
Wind, Sky, etc.
JT
J.
II.
Sullivan, Searsport; Daniel Went- horseman of Camden, has been in the citytion and supper Saturday evening, Jan. 2d,
»
B!
a:
B3
r“
and despite the inclement weather a large worth, Knox ; William Woodbury, Morrill; today looking up a chance to secure a good
Dec.
Hufus Harriman, Prospect; Chas. F. Con- trade in horseflesh—Waterville Mail Jan.
number were present. The meeting was
30
21
7
N. E. Part cloudy. Snow fore2d.
Montville.
nor,
noon; snowfall. 5 inches; precalled to order by Worthy Master Abbott.
The case of Alida B. Emmett vs. llama
cipitation, .36 of an inch. Clear
Air. and Mrs. Alfred W. Ferguson of
The officers were installed by Past Master
in evening.
was opened before the first
Cliftondale, Mass., arrived Dec. noth. Mr.
31
18
-2
w. Part cloudy.
Perry
jury
J.
assisted
Henry
Chaples,
by Herbert E.
Jan
has returned to Cliftondale, but
Ellis. The list of officers was published in Wednesday forenoon. It involves the title Ferguson
1
4
tV. Clear.
27
to a tract of land on Seven Hundred Acre bis wife will remain for some time with her
N. Fart cloudy. Snow after 5
0
-11
.2
The Journal of Dec. 10th. An ample supp. in.; not enough to measure at
Island, Islesboro, formerly owned by Job parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. O. Stoddard.
time of observation, 6 p. in.
per v.as served in the dining hall below,
3
-2
-9
N
Philbrook.
Part cloudy. Gale and snow- after
The friends in this city of W. R. Howard,
Montgomery of Camden for
which
the
was again ealled to
grange
storm in forenoon; cleared in
late principal of the Belfast lliuh school,
order and a short program given, including plaintiff, Littlefield of Rockland for defendafti moon. Snowfall, 5 inches;
ant.
The ease was on trial when The
will be interested in the notes of a visit to
precipitation, .33 of an inch.
a finely rendered selection of instrumental
4
-2
-13
N. W. Clear.
the Friends School, Providence, R. 1. pub5
10
-9
N. W. Clear.
music by Charlie Harmon and Lou Mason. Journal went to press.
—,

A Genuine Blizzard. A snow storm
combined with a gale and th' mercury below zero is a rare occurrence
!! this vicinity, yet such a storm prevailed here Saturday night and Sunday forenoon, Jan. 2nd
and 3d. Tlie thermometer dropped to zero
Friday evening and remained at or below
that point until Tuesday noun. Snow began

The following program was read for Jan.
9th: Roll call; responses to consist of resolutions for the New Year; character sketch
of Ben Butler by Ausel Wadswo tli; ques-

lished

THE HAY CROP.
Thai

for 1903 Valued at Almost 9550.000000 Tlie Field Per Acre.

on

the 2d page.

Messrs. Rigby, Chase, Drinkwater, Keyes,
Crockett and Crosby of the Belfast Band
>
went to Waterville last Thursday to a
the Third Regiment, U. It., K. of 1'.. Band
of Pittsfield at a concert and ball by the
Knights of Pythias.

The department of agriculture has pubtion, “Which is of.',more importancei n our
public schools, book-knowledge or charac- lished a supplement to its monthly Crop
ter building?” essayist, Charles 11. Eaton; Reporter, which contains a vast amount of
Mark Andrews A Co. of Boston, wholequestion opened by J. R. Dnnton, followed interesting statistics in regard to the princifalling Saturday at 5 p. m., the mercury then by Messrs. Stantial, Abbott, Wilson, Wal- pal agricultural products of the United sale clothiers, manufacturers of “Our FaStates.
Coin
stands
first, and is given a mous," “Chauney” brands and "Hub" rain
being 4° below zero. The wind increased to a lace and Carter; solo, Lillian .Spinney;
gale and blew steadily- all night and until toast, Maine's Future; response, F. P. Wil- value for the crop year 1903 of almost $953,- coats, have moved to to Bedford street, to
about noon Sunday.
Snow continued to son; recitation, Mrs. McKeeu; Grange 000,000. Second of the agricultural products secure the additional floor space needed for
grown in all the states comes hay, which
fall until 10 o’clock Sunday forenoon, the paper.
an increasing business.
crop was estimated to have a value in 1903
snowfall being about five inches, but badlyMrs. Walkei ami
William W.
of
more
than
A BIG BLAZE IN UNITY.
drifted. The precipitation, or water result§550,000,000. On that basis, their son and Walker,of Castine are vi-itdaughter
the
hay crop exceeded in value by a large ing at the home of Congressman l.ittletield.
ing from melting the snow, was .33 of an
inch. Conductor Cook of the Waterville Odd Fellows’ Block and Other Property margin the wheat crop, while it exceeded Mr. Walker conducts the Acadian hotel tit
Castine and is a prominent candidate for
the combined value of the
Burned. Loss Estimated at 910,000.
and Belfast freight train came over the
crops of oats, .State senator from Hancock county.- llockbarley,
rye,
flaxseed
branch Sunday afternoon with a snow plow
and white land Star.
The citizens of Unity village were startled
buckwheat,
potatoes. According to the agricultural deand cleared the track for Monday’s trains. early Tuesday morning by a tire
breaking
John W. Hannagan and Miss Adeline
The milk teams had hard traveling Sunday out in J. A. Adams’ store. It was under partment’s figures, New York had a greater Hilton of this place were married at Belbut all got around, though considerably be- such progress when discovered that in a acreage used for producing hay and cut a fast, Wednesday evening, Dec. 2tnl, by Rev
Miss Frances Mitchell acted
greater amount of hay than any other state J. E. Kealy
hind their usual time. The trains, mail very short time the whole
building was a in the Union.
as bridesmaid and J. Howard Hough!' ; as
The
value
of
her
and
other
land
stages
hay pro- best man.
conveyances made solid mass of flames.
Men, women and
They returned to Mad.-on
duct was also greater than that of any other Thursday- evening, Dec. 24th.—Mad--u.
their usual trips Monday, all nearly on children were
quickly on the spot and by
Bulletin.
and
almost
§13,000,000 greater than
time. The river steamers were delayed remarkable good work and favorable weath- state,
somewhat by ice in the river at and above er they secured control of the fire after it the value of the hay crop of the entire New
Friends of Rev. J. II. Irvine will be
England states. Second to New York pleased to learn that on the Christmas just
the Bueksport narrows Monday. The mer- had destroyed J. A. Adams' meat and
grocmeasured by the value of the hay crop, past he received a present of $1000 from
cury- went to 10° above Tuesday afternoon, ery store and its eonteuts, Archibald Tozhis wealthy brother who resides in the
stands
Pennsylvania, and then come Ohio, West, who also at the same time invested
but dropped back to zero early in the even- ier’s barber shop and store, and the Odd
$4000, the income of which is to be used to
ing.
Wednesday morning opened at 10° Fellows’ block. The fire originated from a Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Michigan, Wiscon- assist
in educating the three younger chiland Indiana, this exhausting the list of
below, but went up to 111 above at noon, defective flue.
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Irvine.—Bucksport
states where the hay crop of 1903 was valued
with every indication of a break in the cold
Times.
The Central hotel, situated 50 feet from
in excess of $20,000,000.
spell.
the burned buildings, was barely saved by
The January number of the Girls' Home
Of the New England states, MassachusDecember Weather. The monthly re- the liberal use of wet blankets and buckets
has a portrait of Mrs. Florence A.
with less than half the acreage of paper
etts,
port for December, 1903, as compared with of water.
Maynard, the'.former matron of tile G Is’

ington, Me. He was a man of genial nature, a kind husband and father, and will
be sadly missed in his family. He was not
a church member, but was a reader and
lover of the Bible, and died in the faith that
closing his eyes on this world he would
open them on one fairer and more beautiful. He died of consumption, but was conlined to his bed only three weeks.
He
leaves a wife and six children—Mrs. A. A. former years, is as follows :
Woodbury of Morrill, Ira J. of Knox,
lybl/CUIUCI
1902
George A. of Howard, R. I., Seldon A. of Mean temperature.19.6°
Belfast, and Delbert and Willie, with whom Departure from normal*.4.4°
he made his home.

l.~

_____

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

Fire, Smoke and Water Damage the Howe*

74 years.
Mr. Gilmore was one of a family of four sons and one daughter, children of Mr. Nathaniel and Mary (Bean)

(continued).
county Correspondence Ship News..
Markets—Hirt ns .Marriages Deaths.
MAINE

THE FIRST FIRE OF igo4.

OBITUARY.
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on

Grange.

The News o* a rooks Brown Brader..
Wedding Bells..Waldo and Penobscot
Agricultural Society..U. S. Pensions in
1903.
The News of Belfast..The Unitarian
Banquet The Churches. Good Templars. .W.C. Crawford Promoted.
Belfast In 1903.
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47.°
Highest temperature
Date.27
Lowest temperature .2°
Date. 20
Rainy days. 3
....

Snow storms.8
Amount of snow, inches. 17.5
Precipitation, rain and melted
snow.
4 90
1.39
Departure from uonnalt
Greatest precipitation in 24
hours. l.5t
Number of clear days .11
Number of partly cl uciy days.. 9
Number of cloudy days.11
Dates of thunder. none
Dates of bail.none

L/CUCIIIUCI

1903
20.3°
-3.7°
51.°
13
-8°
27
5
8
12
4.26
.75
1.51
10
16
5
none

9

•Average 1860 fo date.
tAverage 1890 to date.
A
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COLLISION AT BURNHAM.

Engine and Snow Plow Derailed And
Several Injured.

Bi rnuam, Me., Jan. 3. As the result of
collision between a snow plow with a
freight train which was standing on the
Mrs. Joanna 1’. Pitcher died at her home main line at the Maine Central station early
in Bangor December 31st, after an illness to-day, the engine which was driving the
plow' and car attached to the latter were
of but two days, of bronchial pneumonia. thrown from the track and
badly damaged.
She was born in Belfast December 25, 1818, Engineer Edward A. Coburn, Conductor
Charles
Brakemen
Goodale
and StinBuck,
a daughter of Calvin and Joanna (Prescott)
son, of the snow plow train, were severely
Pitcher. She taught school in Belfast in bruised and Fireman James
Coyne sustainearly life, and after her marriage to Jona- ed a deep scalp wound and an injury to one
than Pitcher of Bangor lived in that city. knee. The crew of the freight train escaped
without injury.
He died in 1892. They had no children. She
It is believed the accident was caused by
leaves three sisters and two brothers: Mrs. the blinding snow storm, which prevented
Sarah W. Mathews, Mrs. Electa Stone and the engineer of the special train from disllartson C. Pitcher of Belfast, Mrs. Caro- covering his position in time to avoid the
line Frederick of Boston and Ellis J. Pitch- collision.
er of South Weymouth.
Funeral services
were held at her late home Jan. 5th, Rev
E. F. Pember officiating. The bearers were
Transfers in Real Estate.
four nephews of the deceasr-d, A. E. Pote,
Charles B. Pote, J. W. White and
Ralph I.
The following transfers iu real estate
Pitcher. The interment will be in Mt. Hope
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Cemetery, Bangor.
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 6, 1S04:
Mrs. Arnold Harris died at her winter
Eva E. Ilubbs et als., Rcsiindale, Mass., to
residence in New York city, Dec.
30th, in David E. Seekins, Belfast; land and Duildher 81st year, of pneumonia, after an illings in Monroe. Betsy A. Ilaswell, Monness of two days.
While Mrs. Harris had roe, to David E.
Seekins; land and buildbeen in failing health for some timo, the
ings in Monroe. Addie A. Davis, Jackson,
decline was so gradual that the family hard- to Albert H.
Curtis, do.; land and buildings
ly realized how her strength had waned.
L. S. Marriner et als., SearsHer husband and three childreu, Mrs. Wm. in Jackson.
11 jams, Mrs. J. B. Smith and Louis
rnont, to Leroy Marriner, do.; land inSearsHarris,
survive her. She was born in Prussia in
mont.
Geo. S. Silsby, Winterport, to Fred
March, 1823, aud in 1858 came to Belfast
AImon
with her husband and this city has since Atwood, do.; land in Winterport.
been their home. She celebrated her
golden L. Woods, Grafton, Dax., to Georgia T.
wedding two years ago.
Woods, Troy; land and buildings in Troy.

Mrs. Adams was ill and was rescued from
the building with considerable difficulty,

but uninjured except from the shock of
the excitement.
One of Mr. Adams’ sons
jumped from a chamber window, but was

seriously hurt. Mr. Adams was severely burned while rescuing his children. He
was obliged to take them from an attic window down a ladder.
not

un.

loziei

was aoie

Teachers

a

L

to save much of the

contents of his shop and Mr. Caram managed to get out some of the stock from his
clothing store. The first floor t.f the Odd
Fellow block was used as a hall, the second
by the Odd Fellows and the third by the
Masons. The fraternities got out the larger
part of their paraphernalia.
The losses are estimated as follows; Odd
Fellows and Masons, loss on building, $2,OOO.ou furnishing $1,000, insurance small:
J. A. Adams, loss on store $4,000, on residence, $1,000, small insurance; Caram
Clothing Co., loss $1,000, no insurance; A.
lozier, barber shop, small loss. Shortly
after the fire started telephone and telegraphic cjinmunications were cut off.

Meeting

in

Liberty.

Following is the program for a teachers’
meeting to be held in the High schoolroom
Liberty, Friday afternoon, Jan. 8th:
1.
Methods of Teaching Phonetic Heading Illustrated by Class Exercise,
2.
3.
4.

Mary

Diagram Analysis,
First Steps in Heading,
Hints

A. lirown
c. M. Howes

Mrs. Ida L. McLain

on

Physiology Teaching,

Lolie A. Ludwick
Methods of Teaching Arithmetic Illustrated by Class Exercise,
Mrs. Carrie M. Ayer
6. How to Teach Geography,
Ethel M. Howes
7. Methods and Aims in Teaching HisMrs. Abbie M. Jones
tory,
8. Composition Writing in a CountryMrs. Edna L. Knowlton
School,
9. Reading and Discussion of State Supt.
Stetson’s Article, “Some Things the Common School Should do for the Child,”
Supt. Harry A. Brown
10. General Discussion.
3.

Maine and a considerably smaller acreage
than either Vermont or New Hampshire,

produced, measured by value, more than
any of the other New England states. The
reason for this is found in the
high average
price per ton, which was $10.72 in Massavuuoemo,

afjauiok

iU

it

lit?,

<MU.O0 111

Vermont and $13.26 in New Hampshire.
Of the forty-nine states and territories enu-

merated, the highest average price per ton
is shown in Rhode Island, almost $19,
while the lowest price is reported from Nebraska, $4.48 per ton, the average for the
whole country being $9.08. The figures for
yield per acre put Arizona at the top of the
list, with 3.46 tons per acre, while New
Hampshire is low, with .92 ton per acre, and
Maine next, with .98 ton per acre.
CITY GOVERNMENT MEETING.
The meeting of the City Council
Monday
evening, January 4th, was the shortest session for many years. The business was all
23 minutes.
Mayor Small presided, and four Aldermen and seven Common Councilmen were present.
Rolltof
accounts No. 10 was passed. Following are
the amounts under the various appropriations:

completed in

Contingent.
Highways and bridges.
Fire department.

$799.07

houses.

5938

General school purposes.
Repairs and insurance, school-

School contingent.
Free text books.
Free library.

95.35

246.10
102J8

23^46
15 01

237.94

T01*1. $1,638.49

A petition was received from the Belfast
Gas and Electric Co. for permission to
erect poles and extend wires on Front
street. A hearing was ordered to be held
Thursday, Jan. 28th, of which the official
notice appears in another column.

Adjourned.

Tontine Hotel, Brunswick, Burned.

A Collision Case.

Brunswick, Jan. 5. As the result of a
fire which broke out at three this
morning,
the historic Tontine hotel was
entirely- destroyed. Solon Bramhall, fifty-five, a painter,
of Camden lost his life and the inmates escaped in their night clothes after losing all
their personal effects.
Mr. Bramhall gave
up bis life in an effort to save Miss Carrie
a
waitress
at
Grafton,
the hotel, who later
was rescued by others.
The loss is about

St. John, N. B., Jan. 4. With the evidence
all befoie the court and part of the
argument of counsel heard, the case of the Yai*
mouth- bark Reform against the Eastern
Steamship Co’s steamer Calvin Austin, was
adjourned until a date to be named for further argument. This case grew out of a
collision in Boston harbor last July. In
court today Dr. A. A. Stockton, K. C of St.
John, argued for the defense and b. S.
Dodge of Boston presented the argument

$20,000.

for the Reform.
r

1

Home and the present ..very cllicient iic‘d
secretary of the Children’s Aid Societ. I
in
Maine.
Mrs. Maynard is now at w
Knox County.
Elmer Bradbury, manager of the Augus-

ta steam laundry, was knocked down
team Saturday forenoon in front of

by

a

the
Chinese laundry, and narrowly escaped
serious injury, lie had been talking with
a gentleman and was just stepping off-—®
sidewalk when a team came along, w
T
lie did not see. The vehicle struck him,
wheels
throwing him down, so that two
passed over his legs. As he fell his right
hand and wrist came in contact with the
paving and were quite badly bruised, but
otherwise he was uninjured.—Kennebec
Journal.
A personal letter received from Alls. 1.
M. Cobe gives a very vivid description of
her thrilling experience in the Chicago
tire. Mrs. Cobe, the two children of Mr.
McKinnon, Mr. Cube's partner, and ltuth,
the daughter of Mr. Geo. E. Cobe of Boston, were among the saved. We quote the
following from Mrs. Cube's letter : “Howl
got out alive is more than 1 know. \'o two
of

us

were

together. The children

were

not

scarred.
They are happy as can be. I am
not burned or bruised, but frightfully sore
and lame from being dragged from the
centre aisle to the street. M; seal skin was
gone, my marquise ring lost, and my hair
was hanging, blit 1 am without regret: only
thankful to be alive and the children saved.
The newspaper accounts are not exaggeraThe sights were something fearful,
ted.
and I can not close my eyes without seeing
again what I passed through.”
Frank U. Mayo, one of the Dickey excursion party, wrote home from Jacksonville,
lie said that they left New York
Jan. 1st.
on steamer Kansas City at 4 p. m. Dec. 'JOth.
There were 80 passengers at table the tirst
meal on board, but less than a dozen the
Mr. and Mrs. Mayo were
second meal.
among the latter, but Mr. Perry was not.
They passed Cape llatteras Wednesday
forenoon, aitei which the sea was very
smooth during the remainder of the trip.
They arrived at Savannah at 3.30 Friday
morning, and went to Jacksonville by the
Atlantic Coast Line. In Jacksonville they
visited an ostrich farm.
As an item of
comparison for Maine readers it may be of
interest to state that the thermometer
stood at 78° in the shade in Jacksonville,
Jan. 1st. Mr. and Mrs. Mayo and Mr. and
Perry left Jacksonville for llawthorne

Saturday morning.

i

A VISIT TO THE FRIENDS SCHOOL IN
R.

PROVIDENCE,
Whether

being

postmaster’s

an

home had

accompaniment to the knives and
forks.
An hour’s chat with the hostess and
Miss Caroline F. Chase, formerly of

I.

inmate of the
anything to do

with it or not, w’^»,«rny;> oe a mystery;
—Wwt enyTfffFthe Stamford postman

whose route included 32 Forest street

busy

were

drawing

town.

We

were

halted on the way,

envelope, also postmarked Providence, however, as a fire necessitated the hose
crossing the track, but a glimpse was
only added.
After breakfast there was a rush for obtained of the most gorgeous fire decalendars and timetables, engagements partment and the quietest fire it lias
ever been the fortune of the writer to
were talked over and dates and trains
discussed, until finally the itinerary was see.
com' leted and a delighted girl liew upTransferring to another car very litstairs to write a hearty “Thank you. I tle time was lost, and making another
should love to come,” as well as an change downtown, the magnificent
overflow letter borne. Thus it was that new white marble State House was
laden with “little box, big box, band- reached. We went over this beautifulbox and bundle," and with the corporal iy uecuraieu uunaing, even
catching a
on
special escort duty, the writer glimpse of the governor in his

office,

ticket,

ior

rroviuenee,

ana

stepped aboard the Boston Express via
Xev, Haven one chilly day in late October. The ioliage, so dull and sombre
month earlier had taken on a gayer
and with a box of luncheon, a
magazine and interesting glimpses of
tin Sound to hurry up old Father
Time's temperate flight even the half-

a

tone,

hour

wait iu the midst of an

extremely

unexciting marsh on account of an accident to the engine did not seem un-

and the unofficial committee of investigation from Maine approved of everything, except the decoration of the
House of Representatives, which they
thought did not compare at all favorably with the corresponding room in
the capital “Up in Maine.”
Dinner time was very near when the
school was reached. After dinner an
enjoyable half-hour was spent with

Principal Jones, who kindly acted as
guide, showing the fine marble busts in
duly long.
the hall, which are kept under lock and
When the Providence station was
key, and visiting the fascinating studio,
e.o'hed it seemed to be the destination
where remarkable wood carving, paintof great many fellow passengers and
ing, pyrographic and pottery work is
everybody made a rush, forthe gates, oil done by the students under the directhe other side of which I had espied a fation of tine teachers. The new gymmiliar, figure for which I steered as well
nasium, with its running track, apparaas the current of the hurrying
baggage- tus, lockers and shower-baths comladen crowd would allow.

A final de-

plete, and a swimming pool soon to be
finished, was the last place visited, but
and I hove to.
not the least interesting.
the form of a suit case) to receive a
Indoors once again, wrapping up in
hearty handshake from Governor How- preparation for the football
game beard-not of Khode Island, but of the
tween F. S. and the Brown Sophs was
Friends' school—the beloved “Uncle
next on the program, and we descended
Billy" of irreverent High school days. to the girls' parlor, where maidens with
To Market Square was but a short
the dark blue and white dag of the
distance, and as we climbed the steep
Friends’ were assembling to support
hill in the electric, aided in the ascent
their team.
It seemed to one interby a “pusher.” the buildings of Brown ested spectator,
taking Jier first lesson
University on the summit came into in the gentle art
(?) of foot ball to be a
full view. The handsome new gates
well played game and the only one
big
were passed, the clock tower in the
mistake was that the big Brown men
process of erection left behind, and be- should
carry off the victory, if not all
nae veiy long we were walking up a
of the honors.
At any rate, every bit
neat walk, through shrub-ornamented
of the six gained by the Friend’s
boys
and tree-dotted grounds.
En route I
against the eleven of the
termined

tack

brought me to harbor,
letting go my anchor (in

Brown men
informed that that walk was the
was plucky and well earned.
It was
fatelu 1 line separating the girl’s domain
nearly dark when the game was over
lrom the boys, and woe betides the
and the girls were glad to get under
iuckiess youth or madden who steps
cover, followed later by the majority of
foot on the forbidden ground of “the
the boys, assisting a bruised, battered
other side." As we neared the buildand limping set of heroes.
'ugs glimpses of foot ball practice on
At supper fragments of foot ball
one side and of field hockey on the
talk floated over to our table, andjit.was
other gave the first evidence of life, and
afterward explained that each boy.was
1 was initiated into the mysteries of
propounding his individual theory as to
Alumni Hall, the Middle House, and
just why the game was not a victory.
the boys’ wing. Up the stone steps and
A call on Miss Chase finished out an
nto the line entrance hall, up stairs
exceedingly
enjoyable day. The next
and along a corridor we progressed, to
morning bade fair to be as delightful,
in
a
and
attractive sitemerge
bright
climatically, as the preceding one, and a
fiiiu-rnmn u Iipva mv linctoco umo o.i-.ilf
was

»ian

mg us.

After the warmest of

greetings

iu mic lower

aner oreaxrast

gave

magnificent view, which includes, it
is said, every township in the State except one! A visit to Mrs. Jones’ rooms,
which are overflowing with many beauoccupied on his frequent visits to the tiful souvenirs from
trips across the
school.
sea, was a treat enjoyed by my hostess
■Slipping on a wrap Mrs. Howard ac- and
myself before starting out, escorted
companied me out to the girls’ playMr. Howard, for a visit to Roger
by
^k|£und, where two or three dozen girls, Williams Park. A long car ride brought
d in gymnasium suits were playus to the entrance and we took an exx vigorous game of field hockey,
tended walk through the beautiful
ill.der the direction of the physical inplace, watching the large tlock of geese
structor.
After our return to the
and ducks, stopping to feed a tame
house, made rather quickly on account little
squirrel and spending some time
of tiie chill in the air, we were joined
half a dozen stately swans.
watching
by Mr. Howard, who escorted us across The
park compares favorably in beauty
to Alumni Hall, where the devotional
had been exchanged 1 was ushered into
the spacious guest room, which it was
suggested Friend Whittier may have

exercises are held.
rated

with

line

many of them, of

The walls

are

deco-

paintings—portraits,
prominent Friends of

Off this room is the Library. where nine thousand volumes are
conveniently shelved.
Returning to
the sitting 100m the short time before
supper was pleasantly spent. After the
first supper bell rang a number of the
teachers assembled in the office, where
introductions took place, and as Mrs.
Howard was to sit with me at Principal
Jones' table I was introduced to him
in his fascinating, book-lined study before the last bell rang and every one
started down stairs.
Principal Jones is a gentleman of the
old school, a Bowdoin graduate, and
a partner for seven years of the late
Albert Boyd Otis of Belfast.
Mr.
Jones and his family occupy a table at
the center of the dining room near the
wall, and from that vantage point the
whole dining room was to be seen. The
large room was soon filled by about 150
young people—a hearty and healthylooking lot, who did full justice to an
ample and nicely prepared supper. A
very pretty sight it was, too—the girls
in light gowns and the boys in collars
and cuffs that shone. Seated at tables
holding about a dozen they made a
merry meal of it, and tongues flew in
past years.

■

■

a

and artistic arrangement with
many
better known.
Dinner that day was my last meal in
the big dining room, and I realized regretfully that I must soon take leave
of the many pleasant people who had
been so kind and made my stay so enjoyable and who seemed like old friends;
and of the kind and thoughtful
people
w ho had
given me the charming oppor
t unity to see the inside of
boarding
school life I was loth to leave behind.
But one cannot stay away forever,
especially if one happens to have a
limited ticket, so good byes were obligatory that afternoon and regretful
adieus were said.
The Friends’ school, its location, its
buildings, its teachers, its pupils and
its foot ball team, will long have a cozy
corner in the memory-shelf of the writer, and to them all go the heartiest
and best New Years’ and every year’s
wishes of
m. d. p.

SHIPS.

Hundreds of children nnu fwlults have \
worms, but arc tr. mcd r-rwl!it*r diseases. %
The symptoms arc:—Indigestion, with a
variableappcliie; foul tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasionalgriplngsand pains about the navel;
eyes heavy and dull; itching of the nose;
j
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
|
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.

elixir

Wk

iB the best worm remedy made. It Las
been in use since ISSl.hpurely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms are presentit acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of t lie ruuIfl cous membrane ol the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constlpa■ lion and Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the common complaints
■ of children. Price 35 cts. Ask your
H druggist lor it.
■ Dr. J. V. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatmcut for Tape Worms. Freebamphleu

■
H
H
■

AMERICAN

SEAMEN’S

]
I

....

J

FEDERATION

|

Like many other unions which have
figured prominently before the public
this year, the Atlantic Coast Seamen’s
Union lias brought things to the breaking point between employers and em-j
ployes, says the New York Tribune,
It was learned Saturday that several j
shipowners and masters of coastwise |
vessels who had submitted to the union

j though

of a practical

kind, since his
idea is to help people to help them-

July

at Port Townsend

3

Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, cleared from
Baltimore Oct '*4 ior San Francisco; spoken
Nov 15, lat 22 N, ion 31 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, cleared from Baltimore Aug 20 for Los Angeles.
E B Sutton, sailed Horn New Folk Dec
11 for Cheefoo.
Fort George, cleared from New Fork Dec
20 for Melbourne and Sydney.
Gov Robie, cleared from Baltimore Aug.
10 for San Francisco.
Henry B. Hyde, arrived at New l ork Nov
5 from San Francisco; at Montevideo Nov
16.
Luzon, Park, arrived at Luzon July 23
from Newcastle, NSW. In port Aug 15.
Mary L. l ushing, from Newcastle June
9 for Honolulu, sailed from Auckland, N.
Z., Aug

'■L
The Kind V Hal

or

two at union wages, but not

Infants

an*

6.

Manuel Llaguuo, D. C. Nichols, sailed
from Saigon Oct 20 for Singapore.
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed frim
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, sailed from Hong
Kong Nov 7 for Newcastle, NSW.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
Newcastle, NSW, Dec. 12 for San Francis-

It is conceded that our forests are
a fearful rate, and that
methods of lumbering
continue the entire United States will
For Infants and Children.
be denuded of its woods inside of forty
You
years. What objection can there be to
the plan, as advocated by the forestry
associations and the National Irrigation Association, to include all the remaining public timber lands in government forest reserves? This would keep
Two million Americans suffer the tortuing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. Bur- the title to the forests in the national
dock Blood Bitters cures. At any drug
government and prevent the present
store.
destruction.
The government could
“Pa, what is a bigot?” “A bigot, my son, sell the timber, or stumpage, but under
is a person who doesn’t think as I do, and
such regulations as would preserve the
sticks to it.”
young growth, thus insuring the water
Impossible to foresee an accident. Not supply and future cuttings of timber,
impossible to be prepared for it. I)r. as
is done in the German forest departThomas’ Electric Oil. Monarch over pain.
ment.
Mr. Squashend (observing a copy of a
The accompanying step to this end is
metropolitan daily on the counter of the
village store)— What! Ain’t that ’ere pa- the repeal of the
present iniquitous
busted
I
takiu’
yet?
it
up
per
Why, quit
Timber and Stone Law under which
fifteen years ago!

Ibe Kind

being wasted at
if the present

Have Always Bought

“Little Colds” neglected—thousands of
lives sacrificed every year. Dr. Wood’s
Norway Pine Syrup cures little colds—cures
big colds, too, down the very verge of con-

sumption.
“It’s odd that the son of so eminent a
lawyer as your father should prefer the
coal business to the law.” “Not at all. I
am as devoted to Coke & Blackstone as he
was.” “And to Littleton, too, I suppose?”
Terrible plagues, those itching, pestering
diseases of the skin. Put an end to misery.
Doan’s Ointment cures. At any drug store.
A small boy in the grammar class was
told to compare the adjective “little.” He
answered, ‘'Little, small, nothing at all.”
Let me say I have used Ely’s Cream
Balm for catarrh and oan thoroughly recommend it for what it claims. Very truly.
(Kev.) H. W. Hathaway, Elizabeth, N. J.
1 tried Ely’s Cream Balm and to all apThe terpearances am cured ,of catarrh.
rible headaches from which I long suffered
are gone.—W. J. Hitchcock, late Major
U. S. Vol. and A. A. Gen., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause sneezing. Sold by druggists at BO cents., or
malied by Ely Brothers, 66 Warren st.,
New York.
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St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March 5 from Manila.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Philadelphia Dec 29,’from Honolulu.
Wm 11 Macy, arrived at Sail Francisco
Nov 27 from Loring.

cures

y

Stomach

GENUINE

h
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buy

gov-

timber land worth $100 an
acre for $2.50.
The big companies and
their attorneys will naturally oppose
any such action, but the people will
Guy E. Mitchell.
support it.
Washington, I). C.
What’s in

Everything

a

E

ET. new YORK

Paul’s

Qrlis,
I *■***

{I
--I-FEE 12c. to 30c.
ALL GRADES

A HIO LISE or

PICKLES and

f<INED

GOODS.

69 YEiRS I FILISHED.

he

Bay
State

a—

Ranges

NEW STOCK
for the

HOLIDAY TRADE

Nuts of all Kinds,
Fine Confectionery,
Aspif,ie’of

Lowneys Chocolates

All the WINTER BRUITS,
in

now

perfection.

Have all the desirable features^ kle parts
Triple oven backs. :stos lined

JOHN B.

all removable.

are

ovens.

BELFAST

STICKN_

“^11S£\Vnrri<s” how to Avoid Them

Foreign and Foment ’c Cigars,
Tobacco and Smoke, s’ Articles.
Fresh Roasted Peanuts.

G. B MARSANO
TWO STORKS, 98 & 109 High Street

Cheap, inferior telephones have pcaused more profanity than anv
one thing since tlie telephone bugan.
Acting from a purely moral purp the object of reducing the ner
centage of profanity among business have become the agent of the
b
ulB
“Cussless” telephone.
this
As we are doing
purely for of humanity, we are charging so
little for the telephones that our philafaotive cannot be
questioned
We hope that you will give us ahr. If you do. that
unhappy look
will tilde away and a beaming smile wfc place.

Handsome

Couch

$l(» assortment of Soaps, Extracts.
Spices, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet Goods and

Given with

Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our

big catalogued

Insurance

Supply Co,
a

and

and Real

Quick

12

Union Mutual

EAA. Strout, *0*2*5.

mi.

1

Estate,

t
t
,

1
a

_!

b

gool

of every descrij
ion. Fur n i tun

Sale

Brooks, Manager for Waldo County

j

3,u

Inspection.

-L

M. 8. STILES,

.

Xel4.pll0Ilt,

Security Bonds for Cashiers. tVifeitnistrators ami Trustees
Correspondence solicited. Rea t and sold

Send us full description for
next catalog. No advance
money required.
Our 111. catalog will tell
you where the bargains
are.
It is FREE.
Our references are the
men in your own town for
whom we have bought or
sold farms.

is in a name when it come to

Construction Co.,

"'S.’^ance

Second-hand

If You Want

<

REPKESENIINU OVEk |VE MILLION ASSETS.
hire, Life, Accident, Plate Ulasb Insurance, Steam Boiler

200 OTHER PREMIUMS.

Home

1
1
'

]

__No. 13 Mechanic Sjmden, Maine.
FRED ATWOOD,

]

“(jt.

Wir)

Camden Electric
This

i

other

Yours for the reduction of the

Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. DeWitt & Co. of
Chicago discovered some years ago how to
make a salve from Witch Hazel that is a
specific for Piles. For blind, bleeding,
itching and protruding Piles, eczema, cuts, j
bnrns, bruises and all skin diseases DeWitt’s Salve has no equal. This has given

”""1--

CITY._

j
Just received

Name?

rise to numerous worthless counterfeits.
Ask for DeWitt’s—the genuine. Sold by
R. H. Moody.

ALWAYS

||ffcAlsajs Bought

fj:

Fancy

sleep.

Sg

^ jJaVSTH

~H

and natural

AfrORIA

e*Bn<'

f

healthy

Houday] Stock:]

ernment

W Early Risers
muMUMtuipWi,

“

Just-as-good” are but
a,,(i endanger the health of

ever.

"We have |
dominated by the union.
William E. Smytiie.
sometimes to watch the men from the
time they are engaged until they are on ;
Just One Minute.
board. Several emissaries of the union
One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
followed a crew a day or two ago from one minute, because it kills the microbe
State street, until the members of the which tickles the mucous membrane, causi ing the cough, and at the same time clears
crew were on board a vessel.
the phlegm, draws out the inflammation
Otto Parsons, walking delegate of and heals and soothes the affected parts.
1
the Atlantic Coast Seamen's Union, One Minute Cough Cure strengthens the
lungs, wards off pneumonia and is a harmsaid:
less and never failing cure in all curable
The federation is simply designed to cases of Coughs, Colds, and Croup. One
Minute Cough Cure is pleasant to take,
fight the union. Its promoters say they harmless
and good alike for young or old.
will pay union wages, but their plan is Sold
by R. II. Moody.
by this means to win over all the union
men and then restore the conditions
PRESERVE THE FORESTS.
existing before the union was organized.

CASTOR IA

and which has been
borne the signature of

onnuWNl^H^ai>d
Experiment

1

day

BfM Bought,

All C

■

last
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in
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The Seeley Institute in Portland,
Munjoy Hill, is successfully
drunkards and drug users.
Iyr25*

iLi_It

arrived
^A*Fuller,
from Honolulu.

WHAT IS HEALTH ?

Oub Clubbing Offer. We have just
made a new contract with the publishers of
the New York Weekly Tribune, under
which we are able to furnish that paper
and The Republican Journal each one year
This offer is open to all, whether
for $2.
old or new subscribers, who pay for The
Journal one year in advance.
The regular
“What do they mean by the word ‘civi- price of the New York Weekly Tribune is
asked tne simple barbarian. “To $1 a year, and it is one of the best farm
lized ?’
be civilized,” answered the chief, “is to and home papers published.
We can also
owu up once for all that you’re whipped.”
furnish the New York Ti i-Weekly Tribune
vv
and The Republican Journal each one year
-Washington Star.
for $2.50. The Tri-Weekly Tribune is as
good as a daily paper and better than many
Maine,
dally papers. Besides all the telegraphic
curing
news it contains ftueh general matter of

on

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
AG Ropes, D. Rivers,cleared from New
York Sept 21 for Yokohama; spoken Oct 24,

selves and to show them how to. become independent instead of dependBABES.
ent.
For years he has been casting
Edward May, sailed fiomSan Francisco
longing eyes towards the deserts of the Dec 20 fo: Makawell.
Ethel. Williams, sailed from New York
until it became evident that there was j West.
He was looking for a place
Dec 11 for Fernandina.
no limit in sight to its exactions, have ; where poor people who are out of health,
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
decided that the time had arrived to particularly with pulmonary or throat Boston Dec 7 for Montevideo.
Penobscot at Rosario Oct 23 for Boston.
call a halt in yielding to the union’s diseases, might go and forget their ills
Rebecca Crowell, arrived at New York
while engaged in profitable outdoor Dec 7 from Savannah.
demands.
Rose Tunis, .Melvin Colcord, arrived at
The owners and captains of vessels pursuits.
New York Pee 7 from Charleston, S C.
lie w anted a very dry place where the
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Boston
consulted informally, with the result,
If* from Rosario.
that the American Seamen’s Federa-! air is tilled with healing balm and where Nov
SCHOONERS.
tion has been formed, with headquar- the sunshine takes the place of drugs
Georgia Gilkey, W K Gilkey, arrived at
ters at No. 3 State street. This orgauiza-j and artificial beat. He found this Ideal New York Dec 28 from Fernaiidina.
tion takes in the captains, mates and spot on the western edge of the desert,
Henry Clausen, .Jr, arrived at Hath Nov
24ii(im Brunswick.
crews engaged in coastwise traffic, and about 120 miles east of Los
Angeles.
Gladys, H !! Colson, arrived at Mew York
is designed as a protection to owners Here he established the Indio Health Dec 11 from Bruns wick.
Harold C Beecher, F. S McDonald, arrivand captains who may have the crews Camp about eighteen months ago. He
ed at New York Dec. 22 from Gonaives.
to
not
induced
just
ship
John E Develin, E L Ilichborn, sailed
they engaged
bought a tract of land which is irrigatfrom I’uuta Gorda Dec 17 for Baltimore.
when a vessel is about to sail, through ed by artesian wells, and
proceeded to
John C Smith, arrived at New York Oct
some tiimsy grievance put forward by erect cheap but comfortable
quarters 21) from Bangor via Bridgeport, Ct.
I
the union.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Brunsfor his colonists, whom he had no diffiwick Dec 24 from New York.
Fields S. Pendleton, president of the
R \Y Hopkins, ilichborn, arrived at St
culty in securing in ample numbers.
Atlantic Carriers’ Association, is the i Mr. Xelson believes that true
Johns, P R, Dec 14 from Norfolk; in port
pros- 22nd.
president and the originator of the new < perity in the land of irrigation is to be
Willie L Newton, arrived at Providence
organization. The plan of the Ameri- bad by the intensive cultivation of Dec 11 from Jacksonville.
can Seamen’s Federation provides for little farms rather than the wasteful
the payment of union wages, and does tilling of big ones. And at Indio be
not discriminate between union and1 believes five acres are
enough. On
non-union men.
It provides, however, these small areas
his settlers are raisSimply the normal action of all the bodily functhe
that merit must rule in promotion,
ing table grapes, melons, sweet pota- tions. The stomach must take care of the food,
send it into the blood and b »ne, and send waste
most competent men to have the best toes and other
products which are matter into the sewers. The liver
must
active
positions and be first in line. It is also j readily sold in nearby markets at fancy and create; bile
enough to aid digestion. The
proposed to establish an arbitration prices. In that favored spot these gar- kidneys and bowels must eliminate waste and
board and a nautical school for seamen. den crops mature earlier than else- poisonous matter. The blood must be pure and
President Pendleton of the federation where in Califoinia and are therefore quick, and able to throw off disease-breeding
impurities. The harmony of the functions means j
said in reference to the reasons for orvery protitable. The Indio people be- ABSOLUTE HEALTH.
ganizing the federation:
lieve they will achieve independence
Dr. Parker’s Tonetic Tablets will regain and
For some time there was no certain- before many of their land-hungry maintain this condition. Each package contains ;
ty when the captain of a coastwise ves- neighbors who are acquiring from sixty- two medicines, embodying the highest and new- I
est principles in medicine.
sel engaged a crew of the crew going
four to one hundred and twenty-eight
on board.
No one could say for an
They purify the blood, restore the digestion, j
At the times as much land under the Desert dispose of the waste products of the body as
hour what the union might do.
last moment some technical point Land Law as they are buying from Mr. Nature intended; build up the nerve centres j
might be raised which might delay the Xelson at cost price and paying for which are the life of the vital organs. They cure j
all diseases arising from impoverished blood, j
vessel in sailing. The federation was
formed in order that a better and frank- with the proceeds of their land and such as anemia, dizziness, pale and sallow skin,
labor.
er understanding might exist between
chilliness, boils and humors. They cure all dis- :
the masters of the vessels and their
The truth of the matter is that the eases arising from a stagnant condition of liver,
!
crews.
It is not lighting the union or
and bowels, such as indigestion, biliouspeople of Indio are making homes and kidneys
ness, headache, constipation, foul breath, muddy
any other body.
tilling the land while their more ac- skin, rheumatism and neuralgia.
Otto Yon S. Peterson is manager of
quisitive neighbors are speculating in
Dr. Parker’s Tonetic Tablets restore the body
the federation, and his assistant, John the
public domain. This speculation and all its functions to their normal condition,
and that is health.
Brown, has been a sailor before the will go on as
long as the land laws conEach box contains50 Tonetic Tablets for Body,
mast for many years. Brown said that
tinue to favor human greed rather
! Blood and Nerves, and a small box of Liveroid
the federation had come to stay.
He
than human need. The Desert Act not | Tablets for Liver and Bowels. 50 cents a box or
added:
| only enables the acquirement of large I 6 boxes for $2.50. At all druggists or the Dr.
Men sent by the unions have been tracts of
government land, but it re- | Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St.. Portall
the
around
same,
here, but,
hanging
ami, Marne, U. S. A.
we have shipped nine crews within the quires no settlement or residence what-

i

s.

Water VesaeU.
Kegister ol Deep

A preJan. 4, 1904.
vious letter in this series gave a brief
account of the twenty-acre alfalfa
farms, supplemented by cows and
creameries, which aChicago man thinks
is just the thing for. the lands now being irrigated on the Colorado Desert in
southeastern California, and which he
is backing with his
money by assisting
small settlers to get a start. These
twenty-acre farms furnish a striking
contrast with those of 320 and 640 acres
which are being acquired in the same
section under the Desert Land Law.
But here is the story of another man
—one of the richest manufacturers in
the Mississippi valley—who thinks that
twenty acres makes a farm just four
times too big for the
average settler
who has little to invest except his labor and brains.
This other manufacturer is N. O.
Nelson of St. Louis, who conducts a
model profit-sharing industrial town at
Leclaire, Illinois, across the river from
j the great Missouri metropolis.
Mr.
Nelson is a genuine philanthropist,

I f> TRUE’S
1 MM

advertisements
numbered and

which, later on, were
guessed. Some of the drawings were
particularly clever and at present grace
the writer's memory-book. The evening soon passed, and the young folks
a letter or two on the corner of the
breakfast table addressed to an humble hurried off to their opposite sides of the
private, U. S. A. Irregulars. On a cer- big building. When I went along the
tain Monday morning £ the Corporal corridor to my room a little later, the
viewed from across the table, with night wftchman regarded me with a
envy in her stern and military eyes, a suspicious gaze that never left me unThe til I reached the door of my room.
neat little pile of three missives.
The next morning, a perfect, crisp,
was
home
a
letter,
first,
lorig-looked-for
soon disposed of, and the news of the
cool, autumn day, we started out for a
family (including the cats' was shared walk; crossing the boy’s grove at the
Next came rear of the buildings and striking out
with interested listeners.
into the country until the grounds of
an envelope of generous proportions
with “Friends School, Providence, K. the Insane Asylum were reached. This
I.” in neat blue letters in the corner, beautiful property is open to the public
and addressed in a band vividly re- and the enjoyment of a walk through the
calling the terrors of geometry, algebra grounds, which are left in their natuand physics, and bringing most forcibly ral beauty, was marred only by seeing
to mind the tremors of apprehension on a number of the patients who were
After it was opened and out for their morning constitutional.
report day.
glanced over, however, recollections Emerging from a gate we struck the
quickly gave place to anticipations, to car-line and boarded a car bound down

;i

hfl
■
■
■
I

FARMs!

Washington,

f

M
v

in common, and the time flew fast.
After the evening study hour was over
the senior class and special students
made their appearance, and soon all

specially considerate of the visitor
Maine.
Scarcely a morning
from
passed when his shrill little whistle
sounding inside the gate did not mean

which the contents of the third little

Minns

Augusta, developed tt\e fact that we
had many friends and acquaintances

was

nought
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bedding, carpet1
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stoves, e.tc.
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me a postal eard and you will recel
WALTER H. COO BS,
prompt call.
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Publican Journal 1 year,
rlbune Farmer 1 J
> ear.9

tte undersigned, having been members
*K?gt
the W. F. Curtis Co., a corporation or copartne
ship, and having withdrawn from the same, <
hereby give this public notice and statement
the above tact, as we disclaim
any personal liab
ity of any kind, name or nature, by reason of o
association with the said W. F. Curtis Co., ai1 papers will be sent, to
"° futllre 1"'ufttS 01 beneMs from 11 resses if
requested, for »•>.
MICHAEL H. CUDDY.
REP. JJOUR PUB
rU“'
ANDREW FLAHERTY.
Frankfort, Me., Dec. It, hub.
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ON CRUSOE’S

TRAIL.

JIS LONLEY ISLAND AS IT LOOKS TO-

|

.special Correspondence
V m.paraiso,

of

The Journal.]

Chili, November 23rd.

Y ou may consult a dozen authorand not find two that agree in the
neasnrement of Juan Fernandez, nor
iardly one which tells you the truth,
that here is not merely an island,
11/.
nit a group of them, which are collecively known as “Juan Fernandez,”
localise discovered by a Spaniard of
hat name. Some books state that “the
Hand," as ifjthere’were but one, is fifty
nfes long but thirty broad, and others
educe it to less than half that size. In
vality there are two islands of nearly
,|iial dimensions, and several smaller
no;;.
ucs

largest—that lying nearest
main land and the one commonly
The

ii.es
:

i-

is no doubt the one which I)e

ted

inhabited, and is twelve
by six or seven wide,
ugh known to the world at large as
Fernandez,” it is here about
Slesatierra to distinguish it

ue's hero

long

i

next island in size, which
m-ty miles distant and named MasBoth have similar physical
eru.
the

being composed of lofty rnounsmall,
harbors. Their northern ends,
4 toward the Equator, are well
-d. but the southern extremity of
tierra is known as Goat Island,
the great number of those anithat are on it. Even the goats
The first attempt to
a history.
.-.■a colony here was made by the
es,

witli rock-bound coasts and

V:
I

!

■

verer, in

■

the year 1563.

He

en-

patent for his
from the government at Lima;
tailing to receive encouragement
Hi places, he resolved to form his
-ettlement, and took several fanriMasatierra, who remained there
time and with them he resided
red

obtain

to

iv*>

a

uicj

uiniiopuibCU

stocked the island,
e
having existed there before. A
many years later, but more than
tury ago—the goats having multiand replenished the earth as only
can, and pirates innumerable
resorting there to victual their
with the tlesli—the Viceroy of
and the President of Peru laid
two wise heads together to conMime scheme for keeping these obable folk away from their dispossession. They could hit upon
:ng better than to remove the in•'lien t,
and to that end they sent
Lima

wers destroyed the fol.
lowing year by a violent earthquake.
They were immediately rebuilt, and
were in good order and inhabited when

Carteret visited the

DAY.

I

b >th of which

soon

■

island in 1767.
Earthquakes are frequent in this archipelago, and several within the memory
of people now living have done considerable damage.
Nothing remains of
the ancient fort but its foundation and
a portion of the ramparts, imbedded in
reddish clay and overgrown with weeds.
The convict colony was established as
soon as Chili gained her independence
and sometimes more than a thousand
criminals were here. Of course, after
the manner of Chilians, they were subjected to the most barbarous treatment
in the gloomy dungeons which are dug
into the brow of the bluff facing the
harbor, and extend several hundred
feet underground in the form of vaults
and passages, somewhat resembling the
catacombs at Rome.
The gates by
which the entrances were secured disappeared long ago, and the passages
that have not fallen in are pre-empted
by wild dogs, bats, snakes, toads and
centipedes. We tided not venture inside, but one who did described them in
these words: “Rank ferns hung upon the
sides, the walls overhead dripped with
death-like sweat, slimy drops coursed
down the sides and the air was damp
and cold. Thick darkness reigned within tiie depths, penetrated by no wandering gleam from the light of day, for
heaven never smiled upom these dreary
abodes of sin and sorrow. A few of
the inner dungeons for the worst criminals were dug still deeper underground, reached by rough stairways of
earth, shut out from the upper vaults
by strong doors. These lower dungeons
were not more than five feet long by
four feet high, and from their size one
may form some idea of the sufferings
endured by the poor wretches, loaded
with irons, crushed down by impenetrable walls of earth, in utter darkness,
oih* *cu

anu

ucaicu

uy

uini

uuci

reaches to the roof—probably made
“While his man Friday kept the house tidy,
For, be sure, t'was his business to do so”—
according to one of the many longwinded songs that sailors sing pertaining to Crusoe’s adventures.
When at laBt we sailed away, twilight
was brooding over the ocean, though
the sun’s last rays still lingered in the
sky. We felt immeasurely richer, having reduced to reality a dream of youthful days. And so the island of romance
faded into the distance and the shadows
of the night—like other dreams of
childhood’s happy days.
Fannie Brigham Ward.

Maine at harvard
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1.

College.

Senior Class—Clarence Blake Holt, Portland; Roscoe Thorne Holt, Portland;
Herbert Carlyle Libby, Waterville; Altou True Roberts, Vinalhaven; Eugene
Mitchell Sawyer, Bangor.
Junior Class—Emery Marden lleagan, Belfast; Clarence Leonard Staples, Portland;
Charles Ambrose Stevens, So. Bridgton;

Hayward Wilson, Bangor.

a

Just a little
toe far and the
who reaches
over the cliff for the
coveted, flower goes
crashing down into the
abyss below. Just a
little too far and the
n

woman, who, day by
day, neglects to cure the
womanly diseases which
weaken her is prostrated

upon a bed of sickness.
No woman should
trifle with the diseases peculiar to her

guards, with no living soul to pity and
no hope ofjreleasebutin death.
By the
aid of a torch we saw deep holes
scratched on one of the walls, bearing
the impress of human lingers. Perhaps
some unhappy
murderer, goaded to
madness by such tortures of mind and
2. Scientific School.
body as drive men to tear their own Fourth year—Leonard Oscar Packard, Rocktlesh when buried before the vital spark
ville.
is extinct, had grasped out the earth in Third year—Charles Jewell Webber, Bangor.
his desperation and left marks of his Second
year—Joseph Rochemont Harnlen,
Portland.
death agonies upon the clay that enFrancis Henry Gile Fasset, WoodSpecialtombed him.” About thirty years after
fords; Erven Maling Stevens, Portland;
James Lawton Thompson, P.ortland.
the founding of this terrible penal col-

lot of

■

for some years ago the
island.was
eased to a rich cattle
company, who
uve

now as

many as 30,000 head of

orned cattle and twice as
many sheep
in the narrow valleys and on

■

Hazing

green hillsides. The

cottages of the
msts are mostly within sight of the
landing, set in the midst or orchards,
11 a hillside
sloping down to the sea,

1

h

I

i

the oppressive silence of Selkirk’s
has given place to the bleating
lowing of docks and herds, the

ii"

uu

n:

II

:

ry shouts of children and sounds of
.n
activity. The houses are ex-

••mely picturesque, being made out of
bright yellow straw of the wild oat,
"‘cn in and
out through bamboo

H-Hies

and thatched with

the

same.

high,

1

peaked roofs project all
far beyond the walls, and the
T"'ays are shaded by straw-thatched
1
; es,
reminding one of French Ca1
'iiiiau cottages along the lower St.
I. awrence or
chalets, in the valley of
be beine.
Each little home is inclosed
"lthin a wall of stone and
n

1

rustic

bush-wood,

gateway

overrun with luxuwithin the enclosure
ar'
graneries, storehouses and other
II, 1 L
buildings, all set up on piles to keep
'Jem out of the water
during the heavy
rams of June,
July and August. There
is no winter in
this latitude, but the
!

,ant vines: and

"et season,

though short, is more trying than the northern ice and snow.

Midway between the Lookout and
'lie landing we turned aside to
explore
"me

remarkable looking caves in a
ruined fortifications.
I bese are all
that remain of the settlement founded here
by Spain in 1750,
411(1 °f the Chilian
penal colony established on the same spot in 1819. The
Laniards built a great fort and a
town,

hillside, topped by

taken off in the Duke, privateer, on
Feb. 12, 1709. He died Lieutenant of H.
B. M. S. Weymouth, aged 47 years. This
tablet is erected on Selkirk’s Lookout
by Commodore Powell and the officers
of the H. B. M. S. Topaz, A. D. 1868.”
Standing where Crusoe stood when he
was monarch of all he surveyed—and
his right there was none to disputeone looks off upon lovely valleys and
wooded ravines, fair and solitary as the
Happy Valley of Rasselas, till recently
seldom trodden by human feet, environed on all sides by long swells of
the Pacific, unbroken to the horizon,
except by the dim shapes of other
islands belonging to the same group.
Later we hunted up other relics of
Selkirk’s story-. Great care has been
taken to preserve things just as he left
them, so far as inexorable time will
allow. The “Castle” long since succumbed to wind and weather, and the
“country residence” as well; but the
cave, which has also been a famous resort for buccaneers, may easily be
visited. It lies in a ridge of volcanic
rock, and looks as if it might be the
doorway into the ruins of some splendid temple. The entrance is fully fifteen feet high, and the cavern runs
back about thirty feet, varying in
height from ten to eighteen feet. There
are many holes or pockets dug into the
inner surface of the reddish rock, which
were
Crusoe's cupboards.
perhaps
There ar6 rusty spikes driven all
around, on which he may have hung his
guns and household utensils, and those
wonderful garments and umbrellas
made of goat skins. A stone oven,
with a sunken place for fire underneath
it, is visible in the back part of the
cave, and a broad, dark smoke-line

In Courses for Graduates—James Blankham, Princeton; Henry Thomas McCarthy, Lewiston; Charles Emery Gould
shannon, Saco.
Fourth Class—Alvin Warren Foss, E.
Raymond; Lester Pierpont Gerrish, Lisbon;
Charles Perley Gray, Oldtown; John Conway Rogers, Jr., Pembroke; Louis Mahion

Spear, Gardiner.

Third Class—Theodore Jewett
Eastman,
So. Berwick ; William Leland Holt, Portland; Charles Henry Merrill,Kenuebunkport; Ha old Elmer Ellsworth Stevens,
Lewiston.
Second Class—Arthur Edwin Darling, Auburn; Nathan Pulsifer Thayer, Waterville; Carl Hamlin Witherell, Oakland;
•John Howard Wyman, Skowhegan.

First Class—John Hughes Bowie, Gardiner:
George Bourne Farnsworth, Bethel; Edward Holmes Fletcher, Belfast; Cliristian
Augustus Nelson, New Sweden; Sherman
Perry, Camden.
2.

Dental School.

Third year—Earle Clinton Cummings, Portland ; Byron Clarke Witham, Westbrook;
Eugene Barry Wyman, Sebec.
Second year—Harold Leonard Emmons,
Saco; John Arthur Furbish, Brunswick;
Philip Amos Leavitt, Saco.
First year—Edward Joseph Bradbury.
Saco;
Fred Sumner Woods, South Portland.
S L M
I.

MARY.
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Don’t Become
An Object

Of Aversion and Pity. Cure Your Cold
and Catarrb, Purify Your Breath and
stop the Offensive Discharge.
Rev. Dr. Brochor of Buffalo, says: "My wife
and I were both troubled with distressing Catarrh, but we have enjoyed freeoom from this
aggrav ating malady since the day wc flrsi used
Dr. AgnewTs Catarrhal Powder. Its action was
instantaneous, giving the most grateful reliei
within ten minutes after first application.
llse Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills.
9
40 Doses 10 cents.

Sold by EdmundWiison and A. A. Howes & Co

eg- E. P. FROST’S, 74 Main St.
All dollar goods at 90 cents or less.
All 50 cents goods at 45 cents or less.
All 25 cents goods at 23 cents.
Boys’ Suits at $1 BO and upwards.
Youths’ Suits at $3.00 and upwards.
Bargains in Men’s Suits and Overcoats at $4.00, $5.00,
$6.00, $7.00 and upwards.

Co., Belfast, ale.
Send your name and address to The New
York Tribune Farmer, New York City,
and a specimen copy of that paper will be
mailed to you.

sez.

Neglect to-day means a

worse con-

dition to-morrow.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is a
safe and reliable remedy for the cure of
diseases peculiarly womanly. It establishes regularity, dries enfeebling drains,
heals inflammation and ulceration and
cures female weakness.
"My wife, Mrs. Mary Estes, has been taking
your medicine and received great benefit from
It,” writes Mr. Geo. Wm. Estes, of Springgrove,

Va.
«Was troubled with female weakness,
bearing-down pains, severe pain in back
and head, ana a tired, worn-out feeling all the
time. Tried all the remedies we could hear off,
but they did no good.
we wrote to vou
and my wife commenced taking Favorite PreTook ten bottles, and is in better
health than before in a long time. We shall
always recommend Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription to all who are thus afflicted.”

heavy,

Finally

4

scription.’

"Take

tf

a

look.”

We

Third year, 6; Second year, 12; First year,
23; Special, 2; Total, 43.
IV.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

1.

Medical School.

In Courses for Graduates, 3; Fourth Class.
5; Third Class, 4; Second Class, 4; First
Class, 5; Total, 21.
2.

Dental School.

Third year, 3; Second year, 3; First year, 2 ;
Total, 8.
Whole number in Professional Schools, 73;
Grand Total, 130.
MAINE

NEWS ITEMS.

Drugging »il Rot Cure Catarrh.
This loathsome disease is caused
by germs
that invade the air passages of the
head,
throat ami lungs, and can be cured
only by
inhalation of medicated air. Stomach medicines, atomizers, snuffs are ineffectual, because they fail to reach the cause of the
trouble. Catarrhozone is successful because
it is inhaled to every part of the
Dreathing
organs, and has power to kill the germ,
heals the inflamed tissues and
prevents
droppings in the throat. Catarrhozone
treats more than one thousand square feet
of the mucous surface with
every breath
taken through the inhaler, and affords instant relief.
It perfectly cures Catarrh,
Asthma and Bronchitis. Sold by
Druggists,
two months’treatment. Price $1.00. Small
size 25 cts.
Poor & Soil, druggists, or by
mail from Poison A Co.,
Kingston, Out.
Bean

Buys

Potato shipment have been made of late
from Fort Fairfield to Avstralia, South
Africa and China.
Bowdoin College closed December 2nd for
the Christmas vacation. The winter term
opened January 5th.

than I have been in years, and I recommend
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to my friends and
acquaintances suffering from stomach trouble. Sold by R. H. Moody.

For Over Sixty Years.
As Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhiea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth-

Never in the way, no trouble to carry,
easy to take, pleasant and never failing in
results are DeWitt’s Little Early Risers. A
vial of these little pills in the vest pocket is
a certain guarantee against
headache, biliousness, torpid liver and all of the ills resulting from constipation. They tonic and
strengthen the liver. Sold by R. II
oody

Rev. Dr. O. B. Cheney, the founder and
for forty years the president of Bates College, died at his home in Lewiston December
22d, aged 87 years. IIis was a long life, filled
with good works.

Tll.lf

root

..f

the novel defence in a civil suit heard
in the municipal court, December 22d, in
Bangor. The action was brought by John
J. McCann and James F. Singleton against
Frank II. McGill. Judge liailey reserved
his decision.
was

Some of the earliest Maine libraries are
those at Bucksport, established in 1806;
ISowdoin College, 1794; Castine, 1801; Colby
College, 1820; Bingham, 1859; lialloweil,
1842; Maiue Historical library, 1822; Bangor
Theological library, 1852; Waterford, 1852,
Washburn, 1862; Soutli Deer Isle, 1863;
Portland, 1867; North Paris, 1861; Biddeford, 1862. Most of the libraries have been
established in the last 20 years.
According to a record kept by the agents
of the Washington County railroad, the
amount of big game killed in the county
this year shows some gains over the records
of 1902, which was considered a banner
year. Princeton leads the list with 85 deer,
Cherryfield being second with 31 deer. The
table shows an increase of 6 deer, three
moose and five bears over the figures of 1902.
The shipments of game at all stations show
a total of 275 deer, 7 moose and 10 bears.
The report of Land Agent Ring shows
total receipts of $23,770, which included the
sale of stumpage on public lots, $6,423;
sale of islands, $100; stumpage on Indian
lands, $766; sale of lands, $40. The expenditures included forest fire protection, $9,926;
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Always Bake.
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WRIGHT & HALL, Opera House Block, Belfast, Sole Agents.
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Furnaces and Parlor Stoves.
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EVERY
WIDE-AWAKE

EVERY

FARMER

FARMER

UP-TO-DATE
NEEDS

who is interested in the news of his
town and county should subscribe for a

A

High-Class

Agricultural Weekly

Good Local

to give him the experience of others in
all the advanced methods and improvements which are an invaluable aid in
to keep him in touch with the doings of ;
securing the largest possible profit from
his neighbors, the home markets, and
the farm, and with special matter for
all items of interest to himself and
every member of his family.

Weekly Newspaper

family.

The

The New-York

Republican

Tribune Farmer

Journal

New-York

Belfast, Me
will admirably supply your wants for
county news and prove a welcome visitor in every household.

will post you every week

Per Year.

one

City,

all imporday, and
show you how to make money from the
farm.
tant

agriculturaVtopics

year for

on

of the

Regular Price, $1.00

Per Year.

$2.CO if you send

\our

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.

Send your name and address to The New-York Tkihi
York City, for free sample copy.

\f

Farmer. New

Per Cent.

|

CASH DISCOUNT
You Can Bank

On

ail sales from

large
On the

sto k

our

of.

accuracy of the statement that a young
with ability mid practical knowl-

man or woman

edge of commercial affairs
getting a situation.

Get

Business Education

a

by taking

a

lias little trouble in

course

attending

Pure

along with your needs by

Drugs
....AN!)....

The Banks’ Business

College,

Drug Store.

PAINTING,

Of all kinds. A trial will satisfy you. Call
at our shop, just above Dunbar's Stable.

Carriage
4w51*

HADDOCKS,

and

Sign Painting.

Washington Si.,

Marked down from 60 cents to

30 GENTS

POOR & SON,
DRUGGISTS.

WANTED.
ire

are

getting

our

Per P°und

Belfast, Me.

One Hundred Farms
catalogue ready for

next season's distribution and now is the
time to list your property with us.
REMEMBER it costs you nothing unless we

Memorial exercises are to be held at the
of Maine Law School January,
HOLMES & WEST.
8th, for the late Waiter Granville Mansur
of Pittsfield. Mr. Mansur was a popular
notice. The subscriber
student at the school and his death, which
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
administratrix
of the estate ot
appointed
occurred about a year ago, came as a perELLISON F. BROWN, late of
sonal loss to his many friends. A fine likeLincolnvilie,
in the County of Waldo,
ness of Mr. Mansur hangs in the library at
deceased, and given
the Law School. At the memorial exercises bonds as the law directs. All persons having
there are to be three speakers: N. V. Mac- demands against the estate of said deceased
are
to present the same for
settlement,
Lean, who will speak on him as a classmate; and desired
all indebted thereto are requested to make
P. A. Hasty, who will speak of him as a
payment immediately.
and
Dean
W.
E.
friend;
Waltz, who will
EMMA A. BROWN.
_,
speak of him as a student.
Lincolnvilie, December 8,1903.—3w63

SLEIGHS!
SLEIGHS !

Florida Excursions

Administratrix's

WANTED

?

i

i

X

I

BROOKS, MAINE

|

BEST QUALITY OF

Piano Polishing and Fancy Staining

H. H.

%

i

and everything else usually
found In a well-appointed

Don’t put your carriage away; bring it to
me now.
I am thoroughly equi pped to do
the very best work in

SIGN

A

—

Medicines I

ATTENTION !
CARRIAGE PAINTING,

(. WITH
I

BELFAST, MAINK.

University

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
6mo. 45
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. O. Poor & Son.

♦

J
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PRACTIOALIA

indexing records, $1,000; forestry work,
$215; establishing public lot lines, $132;
ISAAC S. STAPLES, BROOKS,
public instruction in forestry, $395; expen- SELL your property. We advertise YOUR
ses of land agent, $265.
There was turned
Has a new let of sleiyhs just finished and
Come in and
into the State treasury money collected for property with OUR money.
FOE SALE.
47tf
stumpage, etc., $11,506. Mr. Ring had cash let us tell you how we can yet you a CASH
on hand on November 30, $4,943.
customer.
53tf

A Card.

X
♦

p Atlantic Range.

t_41.

illegal sale of intoxicating liquor, when such
fact is known to the lessor, is uucollectable,

line.

IN THE

The

Ifervey H. Patten, a practicing attorney
of Bangor, formally announces his candidacy lor county attorney to succeed County
Attorney B. L. Smith, who defeated Mr.
Patten for the place. The other candidates
already in the field are Joseph F. Gould of
Old Town and Daniel W. Nason ofJBangor,

Land Agent Ring says there will be no
more talk this winter of the mills shutting
dow'n for lack of water. Another thing is
that the rain will not interfere in the least
with lumbering operations, for the swamps
are frozen solid and the water ran off the
surface. The lumbermen will get on nicely
without more snow for a month or so yet.

f
•

THERE IS A FEELING
OF SECURITY

Both of ihese papers
order with the money to

Orland’s veteran trapper, Albert F. Soper,
during the time intervening from October
11, to November 15, 1003, caught the following game: 31 foxes, 11 coons, 16 minks,
20 skunks, 42 muskrats, and 1 wildcat.
The
sale of these animals netted Mr. Soper
$126 35.

I

♦

or more

our

E. P. FROST, 74 MAIN STREET.

Regular Price, $2.00

Maine is preparing the most elaborate exhibit it has yet attempted for the Sportsmen’s show at Madison Square Garden,
arrangements this year being in the hands
of Charles E. Judkins of Kineo.

A copy of the will of the late John L.
Cutler of Boston has been presented for
lie left a
probate in Kennebec county,
large estate, and owned property in Augusta and other portions of the State, lie
at one time lived in Augusta. lie bequeaths
$1,000each to the Farmington public library,
Bowdoin college library and Lithgow library
at Augusta.

you 10 per cent

anything you buy in

Another Trotter.

A Vest Pocket Doctor.

It is estimated that Maine has an income
of $150,000 a year from skunk skins.

can save
on

wFavorite Prescription” makes weak
women strong, sick women well. Accept
no substitute for the medicine which
works wonders for weak women.
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
1008 large
pages, in paper covers, is sent
free on receipt of twenty one one-cent

I

Mil, Hats, Gaps, UMerwear, Etc.,

_

1

—

The Great Reduction Sale off

by any paper of its class in the United
States.
Knowing that every enterprising, up-todate farmer always reads his own local
weekly newpaper. The New York Tribune !
has made an exceeding liberal arrange- i
ment which enables us to offer the two
papers at so low a price that no farmer can !
afford to lose the
opporunity.
The priee of The New York Tribune
Farmer is $1-00 a year and The Republican
“Hr'lal *s #2.00 a year, but both papers
will be sent for a full year if
you forward
®2 to The Republican Journal Publishing

Sophomore Class—Paul Lola Beckwith,
II. M. Bean of Camden has bought of
Bangor; lleury Gustav Beyer, Jr., PortGeorge W. Leavitt of Readville a colt called
land; Alanson Roger Merrill, Bangor;
with the following pedigree: Orono
Orono,
Raluh Winslow Merrill, Bangor; William
was sired by
Viceroy by Mambrino King
Josiah Nutter, Brooklin; Haytord Peirce,
Dq*n, Princess Royal by Chimes; second
Bangor; Archibald Waldo Roberts, BidF.stabella
dam,
by Alcantara; third dam
deford ; Arthur George Smith, Tenant’s
Annabel, by George W. Wilkes ; fourth dam,
Harbor; Harold Watson Smith, Bath; stamps to pay expense of mailing only.
Jessie Pepper by Mambrino
Clarence Hale Sutherland, Brunswick; Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo. N Y.
Chief; fifth
dam, Lena Pepper by Sidi llamet. The
Arthur Linwood Thayer, Charleston;
dam of Orono is Honora, she the dam of
Samuel Titcomb, Augusta; Philip Lyon
Fantasy, three year old record, 2.081; four
Warren, Portland; Harry Maynard Wheel- Senior Class, 5; Junior Class, 4;
Sophomore year old record, 2.Oil, champion of the world
er, South Paris; Roger Merrill Hobbs WilClass, 16; Freshman Class, 11; Speeial Stu- also the dam of Wisdom,
2.27; sire of Wiscox, Cortland ; Clifford Okeley Woodbury,
dents, 5; Total, 41.
dom King, 2.21)4, grand dam of Fantastic
Portland.
Chimes, 2.24J.
2. Scientific School.
Freshman Class—Bay Edward Estes, Winn;
Clifton Macy Foss,Portland; Roscoe Conk- Fourth year,
Cured After 10 Years.
1; Third year, 1; Second year,
ling Hatch, So. Berwick; Arthur Vernon
1; First year, 0; Special, 3; Total, 6.
B. F. Hare, Supt. Miami Cycle &
Parsons, East Wilton; Robert Paysou,
Mfg.
Co. Middletown, 0., suffered for ten
3. Graduate School.
Portland; Waldo Pdirce, Bangor; John
years
with dyspepsia. He spent hundreds of dolRichards, Gardiner; Lucien Snow, Jr., Resident Students—Second
year, 3; First lars for medicine and with doctors without
Portland ; Clarence Cutting Stetson, Banyear, 7; Total, 10.
receiving any permanent benelit. He says,
gor; Irving Gay Stetson, Bangor; John Whole number under
Faculty of Arts and “One night while exceptionally bad I was
Varney Woodard, Bangor.
Sciences, 57.
about to throw down the evening
paper
Special Students- Harvard Hersey Crabwhen I saw an item in the paper
II.
regarding
DIVINITY SCHOOL.
tree, Hancock; Louville Eugene Emerthe merits of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I conson, Woodfords; James Goodwin John- Senior Class, 1: Middle Class,
0; Junior cluded to try it and while I had no faith in
son, Portland Allan Stephen Locke, Portit I felt better after the second dose. After
Class, 0; Total, 1.
land; George Porter Paine, Ellsworth.
using two bottles I am stronger and better
III.
LAW SCHOOL.

3. Graduate School.
ony, some three hundred prisoners
bloodhounds, expecting broke loose from their chains, murder- Second year—Austin Park Larrabee, Gardiner, in zoology ; Herman Julius Weber,
to exterminate the goats. But ed the guards and escaped. They seizScarborough, in Germanic philology; Hari in did not prove eminently suced the jgarrison and for several days
ry Oscar Wood, Gardiner, in history and
political science.
i. for the dogs could not pursue held possession of the island.
Just
First year—Ralph Carleton Bean, Clinton,
-■"uts among the mountain fastness- then a X an tucket whale ship hapin chemistry, physic- and German ; Charles
Page Dennison, W. Bethel, in chemistry;
ere they leaped from crag to crag pened to put into
Cumberland bay
Algernon Sidney Dyer, Brunswick, in
astonishing agility; and now for food and water. The convicts
English; William Morris Houghton,
•••
are vast numbers of wild dogs as
seized the captain and compelled him
Brunswick, in economics; Xiles Lee Peris goats and the former
kins, Augusta, in science; Ralph Webster
are not to take on
board as many of their numRichards, Watervilie, in geology; Charles
.' int
to encounter. The first thing ber as
Glidden Willard, Newcastle, in history
his vessel could possibly carry.
a
it does on going ashore at.Juan Two
and education.
hundred of them crowded in and
andez is to start for the famous
II.
DIVINITY SCHOOL.
they threatened the ship's officers with
•hunt, from tli top of which—says
instant death in case of failure to land Senior Class—Earl Clement Davis, Auburn.
iv
uni
poor ( rusoeused to watch them on the coast of
III.
LAW SCHOOL.
Peru, whither
a
"and yet no sail fro inday to
they determined to go to escape the Third year—Ripley Lyman Dana, Portland ;
Lot be is likely to be long on the
1 loyt Augustus Moore, Ellsworth; Alfred
!
vengeance of the Chilian government.
Hastings Strickland, Iloulton; Henry
iiuugh it is less than a mile from The
captain of the whaler ran over to
Cleaves Sullivan, Portland; George Curaling place, because there are sev- the nearest land on the coast of
lier Wheeler, Farmington; Arthur Jewett
Chili,
'uints of interest to be viewed on
Young, Brunswick.
and leading the convicts to believe that
Second t ear—Clarence Conant Colby, BelFirst there are the people— it was
them
ashore
Peru, put
grade; Charles Louis Donohue, Portland;
only
.red hands to be shaken and a about 30 miles north from
Robert Chapman Foster, Portland; FredValparaiso. 1 erick
Fox, Portland ; Daniel Irving Gross,
ad eager questions answered;
soon found out their dangerous
They
Bluehill; John Richards Locke, Portland
|
arrival of a ship is by no means
Fred
Beau
but
it
is said that every one
Merrill, Bethel; Albert Moore
situation;
Rollins, Milltown; Robert William Sawittei of every day, and when one <>f them
succeeded in eluding the Chilyer, Bangor; Fred Harold Stinchtield,
appear in the harbor every lone- ian
Dauforth: George Rowland Walker, Portauthorities, and eventually joined
land; John Edwin Wing, Watervilie.
islander, old and young, troops the Peruvian army, which was at that
: to meet her.
Swazey Anthoine, PortThough voluntary time marching upon Santiago. Most First year—Edward
land; Harry Moses Cobb, Bridgton; Arin this beautiful place, where
thur
William Coolidge, Portland; Richard
of the prisoners left on the islaud
Bradford Coolidge, Portland; Julius Howaie lias been lavish
in providing
escaped by different vessels, and were
ard Bradford Fogg, Freeport; Ralph Hayi
thing necessary to sustain life scattered over the globe. But
cock, Calais; John Heddle Hilliard, Did
very few
Town ; Adonis Dow llow-ard,
ut labor, the colonists pine for
Sangerville;
of those engaged in the massacre of the
lluibert Randall Jennings, Bowdoinham;
from tlie distant world, whose
island garrison were recaptured; and
Sydney Bartels Larrabee, Portland;('has.
William Littlefield, Rockland ; Theodore
■'”S come to them like angel’s visits,
they were shot in the central square of
Aubrey Lothrop, Lewiston; Edward Folw and far
between.”
Though no Chili’s Capital. All this occurred less
som
Merrill, Skowhegan; Foye Mevin
rcr a convict colony, as in
Murphy, Portland; Henry Adams Peadays long than half a century ago. On that side
Portland; Clement Franklin Robbody,
1‘ii't. the island is virtually a prison, of Crosoe’s Lookout which
faces the
inson, Brunswick ; Clarence Byron Rum>se holts and bars are ocean
billows, bay, a marble tablet has been set, bearery, Biddeford; Carl Williams Smith,
Portland; Louis Colby Stearns, Jr., Banmany a modern Crusoe voices ids ing the following inscription:
“In
gor; George Hinkley Stover, Brunswick;
‘ieeessors sentiment:
Frank
Ernest Towne, Kennebunkport;
memory of Alexander Selkirk, mariner,
■h. ■"'ulitude '■ Where are the charms
Winfield Chester Towne, Kennebunkport;
a native of Largo, county of Fife, ScotLeon Valentine Walker, Oxford.
hat sages have seen in thy face?
utter dwell in the midst of alarms
land, who lived upon this island in com- Special—Edward Trowbridge Fenley, Porthan reign in this horrible place.”
land; Shirley Prestou Graves, Northeast
plete solitude for four years and four
Harbor.
here are about 100 residents todav
months.
He was landed from the
Juan Fernandez, mostly Germans
IV.
FACULTY OF MEDICINE.
\_,in4uc luito gctu try, n uitJt.y-six lulls,
'Lilian ranchmen and their fami- sixteen
1. Medical School.
A.
D.
and
was
guns,
1704;
■i

j

The New York Tribune Farmer, a national illustrated agricultural weekly of
twenty large pages, has no superior as a
thoroughly practical and helpful publication for the farmer and every member of
his family, and the publishers are determined to give it a circulation unequalled

University

The annual catalogue of Harvard University for the academic year, 1903-’04,
has just been issued. It shows that
there are 130 men from Maine studying
in the college and professional schools
of the university. These students are
distributed among the classes and
schools as follows:
I.

A Bargain for Farmers.

via Savannah Line
To

Savannah, Jacksonville, St. Augustine

and all Southern
formation

points.

apply to

For rates and in-

ORRIX J.

DICKEY,

Belfast, Me., or
J. M. KEELY, Trav. Pass’r Agent,
3in45*
298 W ashington St., Boston

Belfast Savings Bank.

YOUNG MAN, about 18 years, to work in office Notice is hereby given that Savines Bank Book
,A ,an<l learn to keep books. Address in own No. 7516. issued by this Bank, has been lost and
hand writing, stating reference, age, salary ex- application has been made for a duplicate book
according to laws regulating issuing new boi ks.
pected,
tf52
WILLIAM H. QulMBlf,treasurer.
CORPORATION, BELFAST, MAINE.
Belfast, December U, 1903.—3w51

I

I

We carry
A

4*

good line »i

j,

|

LADIES,
MISSES and
CHILDREN’S

.-.BOOTS.-.

f

|

j

It

Some odds and ends for

I
|

X

sale

f

I

now

very

cheap.

!

NOTICE.
tlie undersigned, having been a member of the
W. F. Curtis Co., a corporation or copartner»
ship, and having withdrawn from the same, do
hereby give this public notice and statement of
the above fact, as 1 disclaim any personal liabilh
ty of ally kind, name or nature, by reason of my
association with said W. F. Curtis Co., and claim
no future profits or benefits which might acciue
from the same.
WEBSTER C. PERK I MS.
Frankfort. Me., December 15. 1903.—3w52

I

Peoples Utional hil of Belfast
Tlie annual meeting of tlie stockholders of tlie
Peoples National Bauk of Belfast will be held at
their banking looms, Tuesday, January 12th, at
2 p. m., for the choice of directors aud to transact
any other business that may legally come before

the meeting.

FRANK K. VIGGIN, Cashier.

Belfast, We., Dectnibu 18,

lt03.—3»62

■

The

Republican Journal.

BELFAST.

THURSDAY. JANUARY 7, 1904.

Published Every Thursday Morning by th

CH A It LI S A.

UILSBURY.} Busi^‘%^ndager.

Si

Terms: In advance,#2.00 a year;
months; 50cents tor three months.

riftion
$1.00 for six

bs<

isin<; Terms: For one square, one inch
Length in column, 76 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

„\pvnn

With this issue The Journal enters
upon its 76th year and volume. Its
only New Years resolution is to endeavor to serve its readers better than
ever before.
Isn't it about time for Mr.

Washington.

states have a larger proportionate representation under the Burleigh plan
than they would have had under the
restricted plan proposed by Representative, now Senator, Hopkins of Illinois, and other House leaders. The
Burleigh plan will go far towards helping President Roosevelt, should events
transpire that make the next presidential contest a close one.
The Burleigh plan will have an effect
on the action of the two National conventions, which meet in about six
months from now. The delegates in
both conventions will be sent by Congressional districts, except the four
delegates at large from each state—
these congressional districts all being
arranged on the Burleigh apportionment. As that changes the proportion
of various states, it is by no means
remote that, in the event of close balloting for candidates, the new plan will
decide the fate of candidates otherwise
than it would have been under other
basis.

[)euaoci'atti

laying low like Brer Babbit. The
Distribution of Garden and Flower Seeds.
The Burleigh Apportionment Bill.

)

Journal Publishing Co.

Republican

Letter from

[Correspondence of The Journal.]

Washington, 1). C., Jan. 4. National
politics, which are a prominent factor
if every session of Congress just before a presidential election, have subsided here materially in the last three
weeks.

The Democrats fail to

see

any

bright future and are simply laying
low’, like Brer Babbit. They hope
something will happen to give them au
issue. If nothing better appears they
are going to try a campaign on a cry of
corruption. Not that President Boosevelt

be accused for a minute of
anything but strict integrity in his
administration, but the cleaning of the
Departments, which he lias courageouscan

Carnegie
to endow another college or library?
With the high price of kerosene, and
the increased consumption in these ly undertaken during the last year, lias
cold short days, lie ought to he in funds. disclosed irregularities, now corrected,
which Democrats hope to make the
Perry Heath is condemned out of his basis of a claim that the half has not
own mouth, and is discredited as a wit- been
told.
in liia own behalf.

lie may not
The Democratic National Committee
like the Roosevelt medicine for purging is
coming to town next week and will
the post otlice department, but he will
decide upon the time and place for
have to take it.
holding their next national convention,
"It would he throwing away the in- just as the Bepublican Committee did
fluence of New England in the Demo- late in December. These meetings are
cratic national convention to present always the occasion of a gathering on
Mr. Gluey as the choice of these six an extensive scale of politicians and
States, and it would not correctly voice the talking is voluminous.
The holidays being overofficial Washti e sentiment of the people,” says the
Rockland Opinion.
ington is settling down to work. The
ness

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

WEDDING BELLS.

.Married.

In Brockton, Mass., Dec. 23d,
Mr. Fred P. Sholes of 36 Washington street
and Miss Mae Furbish of 17 Haverhill
street, both formerly of Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Sholes returned to Brookton Dee. 30th after spending a week in
New York, and a reception was given them
that evening by Mrs. Anna Young and
boarders of the Young Hotel, 870 Montello
street. The parlors were prettily decorated with potted
plants, etc., and they received under an arch of green and white.
Music

furnished and refreshments
were served during the evening. The boarders presented Mr. and Mrs. Sholes with a
Morris chair. They will be at home after
Jan. 5th at 870 North Montello street,
Brockton, Mass.

Or. N. K. Cook is driving

a

flue Nelsonee

L. C. Cilley has beeu in Boston for sevon business.

eral days

Several deer
the

uear

killed in Brooks and

were

vicinity last fall.

Miss McDonald of Freedom is visiting
tlie family of E. C. Boody.
Our K. F. I), men all made their routes
Monday, but it was a tough one.

Pullen-Knowlton. At the residence
of Mrs. J. W. Knowlton, Silver street,
South Farms, Middletown, Ct., Wednesday
evening, Dec. 23d, Mr. Abram H. Pullen of
Trenton, N. J., and Miss Mary S. Knowlton of Belfast, Maine, were united in marriage by Kev. A. A. Lailibury, pastor of the
Methodist church, South Farms. The wedding was a- quiet one, ODly the immediate
relatives of the contracting parties witnessing the ceremony. The bride was becomdressed in white silk and carried
w'hite roses. Their presents were numerous
and useful. The couple will reside in Middletown for a time.
Waldo and Penobscot

message to Condevoted entirely to a rea

The annual meeting of the Waldo and
Penobscot Agricultural Society was held at
the town hall in Monroe Wednesday, Dec.
30th. The officers elected were:
President, W. B. F. Twombly; vice
president, Edwin Jenkins;secretary, Frank
U. Bowden ; treasurer, F. I,. Palmer; auditor, A. li. Mayo.

■

New Year lias been ushered in with a
blow ing of trumpets and a ringing of
hells there are no more holidays till
February 22, which the Departments
observe, hut which Congress does not
as a rule observe.
Therefore “Uncle
Sam” gets six whole days work out of
quoted.
his employes for a while. Senate and
'Mu- recent change in the ownership
House are generally exceptions. The
management of the Portland Press
mouse
\\oiks ssaiuiuay oniy
ween 11
heightened the interest in its edi- lias a lot of work to do. The Senate
•al utterances; and when it says that
rarely works Saturdays and very often
I'his. from

local column in the Bang *i Commercial, indicates that our up: ver
contemporary has adopted tiie orthography of the Rockland Opinion,
■-utli some variation. We take exception however, to the statement above
a

hippopotamus

e

must

go”

we can

rests

Fridays.

However,

good many launchings,

you

k..ow.
Boston subscriber,

a

the New York Sun, which lias been
everything political by turns, is just
now showering its invective on President Roosevelt. Quoting from recent

euitorial utterances of the Sun the New
A ork World says: “These words will
give encouragement to the Democrats
who really desire to elect a President
next year” Of course.
Evidently, as
o’ -e

been
a

has been exercised to se-

tlie choicest varieties of garden
and flower seeds, as well as seeds that'
would be suitable for the climates and
localities to which they are sent. Of
course there are occasional
packages
of poor seeds, but that is the exception !
1
that proves the rule. Ex-Gov. Burleigh
has extensive lists of the names of his
constituents.
These lists are turned :
over to clerks and the addresses are
how being written.
There is always a lot of conjecture 1
about the date on which a session of j
Congress will adjourn. The date means 1
a great deal to hundreds of
people. •
Senators and members want to order :
their affairs at home, so as to conform |
with their duties at Washington. Hundreds of employes of Senate and House
j
have to plan their programmes to meet
the exigencies.
A large proportion of
j
these are looking for signs as to the
cure

Waldo county
man who still retains a
lively interest
Maine affairs, writes: “It is a good ^
S'gn in favor of the prosperity, the lastj
me prosperity, of the State of
Maine, to j
1
see you take
up tiie cudgel for the clam.
I e clam beds are being exhausted in
j
-Massachusetts as well as Maine, and!
soon clam cliowder will be a
thing of
tne past,”
\

J son great care

before,
stepped

the Sun’s

aspirations have

upon at the AVhite House.

isangui oulrespondent oi ineiNew

York Herald says of the position of
Mayor Heal of that city on prohibition
that lie “would not repeal the law, but
only the clause providing imprisonment for liquor dealers.
He favors
heavy fines, with jail in default of payment. and a State asylum for chronie
drunkards.” There is certainly method
in Mayor Heals madness. After creating drunkards it seems thb proper

tiling to take care
taxpayers will have

of them—but the
to pay the bills.

|

Earle 1). Bessey and friend visited his
brother, E. T. Bessey, in Thorndike last
Sunday.
Hr. J. C. Whitney and wife spent the
holidays here with their daughter, Mrs. B.

j

F. Stautial.

|
|
|

M. J. Dow has set aside a counter for
marked-oown goods, and odds and ends of
various descriptions.
anas Aiauei

of

adjournment

as soon as

a ses-

la so mucu

j

I

Mr. Berry of Portland is still buying and
in this vicinity. Bert Wentworth and Stanley Perkins are working for
him.

John Stevens and wife, Quoddy Indians,
have a cabin near the R. G. Edwards mill,
I where they will spend the winter. They
make nice baskets.

j

I

|

!

Miss Evie Roberts has been in ill health
for several months and was oblighed to
give up her dressmaking business, which
she vas making a success.
Miss Flora Jones of Newport visited her
friend Mabel Rose last week. Miss Jones
is officiating as organist for R. A. Conant
in his singing school at G. A. R. hall.
Dr. A. VV. Rich is not doing any busitiess
this winter, although he is about the streets
and looking after his personal affairs as
usual, lie does not feel able to start out
on the road again.
The week of prayer is being observed
here either afternoon or evening each day,
except Saturday. It is hoped that a deeper
consecration to the work of the church will
be a result of these special services.

Stanley Roberts has the job to get the
lumber off the Lawrence and Newhall lots
in Knox this winter. The work was begun
last year and a large crew, with several

teams,

was

at work there last winter.

A. K. Green, was recently appointed
church janitor and Rev. E. E. Colburn is
very much pleased with the care he has
taken of the church and the promptitude
with which he has attended to the business.

Commercial fire-water made quite a rumpus here during the holidays with two or
three men and their families. It is bad
stuff for the men themselves and a curse to
all connected with them.
We are thankful
that such exhibitions
in Brooks.

are

exceedingly

rare

The cold wave, which amounted to a blizzard here, was the most disastrous to water fixtures that we have had since our

adopted. Gordon, York,
Carpenter, Lane, Dow, Bennett, Staples
and others had plenty of trouble of their
own to look after.
The plumbers had a
busy Sunday.
was

Space

lair with the president and

tary.

secre-

Voted to increase the prioe of admission
from 25 cents to 35 cents ; ladies free.
U.

Week

Every

S. Pensions in 1903.

A New- Year’s greeting issued Dee. 31st
by E. F. Ware, commissioner of pensions,
shows that 150,823 pension certificates were
issued for the calendar year 1903, which is
25,000 more than were issued in 1902 and
nearly 50,000 more than were issued in 1901.

Remnants and Short

Surplus Stock

Broken Lots and
For Latest News
This Store’s

of

Lengths,

ftjjiiayfiiiLEiyfiiii

Doings.

ON OUR CENTER

COUNTER_

CLEARANCE SALE
tab Oil what’s going on
If not, it’s probably our
here?
We may not advertise
fault.
enough. Let’s lest it. In lieu of a
great big ad. at irregular intervals this
space has been reserved for a chatty
chronicle of this store’s weekly doings.
This ad., therefore, relates to offerings
for this week only. True, many items
will survive the week yet not unless a
liberal quantity remains will they be entitled to mere mention. All disappointments will thus be obviated. No just
sold out excuses may then go. Read on :

KEEP

Cloaks and Suits
“

UlS

Free-

NUBIAN

MARKED

r„„e

DOWN.

FT66

Trading Stamps:-^

lmpiuveu

j packing apples

| water system

day

vveuoer

that she thought o£ visitiug the family of
Dr. Matthew Webber in Fairfield last week.

industry

wonder what fate will be accorded
will be the word all along the line from
t’
t lepiiarv, and what kind of a circus
now on.
Everybody is expected to do
t!
presfj iuteuds to give us.
his share towards the tasks that the
Maine did not have a monopoly of government puts upon him. January
and February are the two briskest
V e recent severe weather. It prevailed
months iu the Washington calendar.
generally, and Massachusetts, in addiThe work of sending to the Third
had
to
contend with a snow blocktion.
Maine district thousands of select garade.
Well, the days are growing longer
den and dower seeds has been begun
they will soon begin to lengthen at
here under ex-Gov. Burleigh’s direceach end—and the sun is beginning to
tion. The annual quota of these seeds
warm up; and almost before we realize
for Senators and members of Congress
that another winter lias gone we shall
will soon be ready, but there must be a
be looking for the trailing arbutus.
franked slip, properly addressed, for
l'he State liquor agency in Bath had every one of the thousands of packf
the present year to the amount ages that go out.
The Maine Senators
j stock
d 8-'.,2:14-24, divided as follows: U44.03 have each the same quota as a member
gallons whiskey, 85 gallons gin, 182.57 al- of the House. But where each memia.hoi, i)51.09 rum, 101 wine, 10 cherry ber distributes his quota of packages
: lie, 9a dozen quarts
whiskey, 2 pints throughout his district, the Senators
champagne, 4 dozen quarts and 4 dozen send their quotas anywhere over the
pints porter, 10 dozen quarts and 24 State.
pints ale and 7 quarts wine. But then j Undersecretary of Agriculture WilBath .had a

j

Startling Low Prices.

Agricultural Society.

Department clerks take it very easy
Christmas and New Years. ! Frank Stiinpson has been assisting Hugh
during
•
gress Monday
Gordon in his blacksmith shop.
They always take it pretty easy for
TRUSTEES.
view of the Panama question. It effecvisited her father, JoMrs.
Gordon
Hugh
that matter and are constantly kicking
Jefferson Nealley, Monroe; Fred Parker,
last
week.
:ally refutes the assertions of the
in
Jackson
M.
Larrabee,
because they have to work so long and seph
Frankfort; Josiah Colson, Prospect; A. E.
iti administration critics, and will
Our sick people are mostly on the road to Ellis, Swanville; W. li. Goodrich, New
so hard—from 9 a. m. till 4 p. m.
But
Janies Putman, Jackson; Nathan
burg;
All have had the best of care.
lengthen the President with the peoWhite, Dixmont; J. R. Bailey, Brooks; C.
they not only get off Christmas Day recovery.
ple generally.
11.
I
Kufus Lancaster is still confined to the
McKenney, Winterport; W. B. Ferguand New Years hut also a half holiday
son. Ilampden.
!
with no prospect of getting out this
The society voted to leave the date of the
••hllwknoviOiliG-:D sR ka butindM before each of those days. Now that the house,
I winter.
annual
1 he President sent

Watch this

was

ingly
colt.

Johnson -NAMES H. HOWES'-

——-Guess

Proverbs
“

When

the

told

put

GOODS

a

why.

purchased of E. S. Pitcher, dealer

guarantees

Mr. Pitcher

in music

recommends

and

this instrument.

Left from

holiday stock, prices cut
rediculously, we rather have the money.

"

$1.39,

now

$ .98

Dancing Girl.

.98,

.75

Mozart..

1.43,

.98

Kebeckali.

1.50,

1.11

Tiger....

125,

.98

l*ion.

1.98,

1.39

.98,

.75

98.

.75

Marguerite.
Child’s Head

Koliemienne.

.98,

.75

Coquelieot

.98,

.75

Reverie.

1.42,

Angel Head.

.75,

.63

1.50,

1.00

.75,

.63

Orient.

Sunbeams.

JAMES

H.

HOWES,

1.11

1.50,

/•

Successor to Geo. W. Burkett.
j__

'

B. D. FIELD,

1.00

especially prepared for

delicate
stomachs.
Children take to it naturally
because they like the taste
and the remedy takes just as
naturally to the children because it is so
perfectly adapted
to their wants.
For all weak and pale and
thin children Scott’s Emulsion
is the most satisfactory treat-

was

—

Venus de Milo.was

When mothers are worried
because the children do not
gain strength and flesh we
say give them Scott’s Emulsion.
It is like the penny in the
milk because it works and
because there is something
astonishing about it.
Scott’s Emulsion is simply
a milk of
pure cod liver oil
with
some
hypophosphites

This piauo

and musical instruments.

butter won’t

penny in the
churn,” is an old time dairy
proverb. It often seems to
work though no one has ever
come

ART

the Piano--

on

Sterling Silver and Allumgoods sold for 1-2 price,
including Puff Box, Thermometers, Pin Trays, Calendars,
All

Successor

to Ginn &

Field,

First Quality Goods
At Reasonable Prices.

j

inum

FANCY

TEA, COFFEE,

Needle Books, Blotters, Silver

Brushes, Barometers, Paper
Knives, Glove Menders, Paper
Cutters, Darning Balls, etc.

GROCERIES,
CANNED GOODS,

DRIED FRUITS.
Orders

promptly delivered.

We Give

Stamps.

r—-

ment.
We will send you
the penny, I. e„ a
sample free.
Be

that this

Capital $50,000.

Surplus and Profits $25,000.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

in

picture
sion is well settled down to work. Boxes
A FEW DOZEN
the form cf a label is on the
of every bottle ot
Rev.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Colburn
a
re3f cigars and silk hats are wagered
gave
wrapper
Emulsion you buy.
upPLAIN and FANCY
ception at the parsonage from 2 to 5 and 7
jn favorite dates that appeal to the
to 9 p. M. New Year’s day.
a numSCOTT & BOWNE,
Quite
judgment of Congressional observers.
J. MANCHESTER HAYNES, Pres.
FRANK R. WIQGIN, Cashier.
ber of our people improved the opporChemists,
“Uncle Joe” Cannon, from his emitunity to call upon our popular pastor and
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
uence as speaxer ot the
DIRECTORS—J. Manchester Haynes, (leo. E. rtaromber, John F. Hill, Byron Boyd of Augusta.
House, has his estimable wife. They were but recent50c. and $1.00 ; all druggists.
Chas. E. Knowlton, Robt. F. Dunton, Frank R. Wiggln of Belfast.
said the word that Congress should do ly married and began housekeeping in
its business as quickly as possible this Brooks.
Refreshments were served and it
The elections are coming on. was a very pleasant occasion.
(fear.
%
Mrs. Mahala Forbes has been very ill and
l’liey signify hard work and heavy exTo be closed out at
her
was
considered
recovery
very doubtful.
penses. The Senate is willing to cothe following prices:
operate with him. The House thinks Her daughters, Mrs. James Buck held of
2 PERCENT INTEREST SUBJECT TO CHECK
Haverhill and Mrs. Augustine Thompson
idjournment should come by May 1.
was 91.50, now 9 .75
of Boston, came home last week in response
YOU TAN SAVE MONEY by sending
Fancy Pin Cushions
on balances of $300 and over.
Die Senate is inclined to think it will
in your renewals or new subscriptions
to a telegram to be with her. At last ac1.25,
.62*
through me. Subs, taken for any maga»e a later day.
Senator Hale of Maine counts
she was improving and she may get
zine or periodical published. Club offers
3 PERCENT IN SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
.50
1.00,
a
prophesies June 1, next.
specialty. Cosm 'politan and Frank
up again. She is over 80 years of age, which
Leslie's for 91.50; Ladies' Home Journal
.15
.25,
When ex-Gov. Burleigh was working makes the chances against her.
DEPOSITS made in out SAVINGS DEPARTMENT during the month ol
and Saturday Evening Post for 92.25.
All plain Pin Cushions regularly 17c, 19, 25c,
Nine hundred other combinations as good
might and main and night and day
or better.
will draw interest from February 1, 1904, at 3 per cent per annum.
Brown Braden.
30c, 35c and 39c, only
.15c. January
some two years ago to get his new
apMaurice
W.
Mr. M. B. Smith of Hartford, Conn.,
portionment bill through Congress, in
of Pearl Brook Stock farm, Belthe face of tremendous Republican op- proprietor
RAYFORD BLOCK, CITY.
fast, writes us in regard to a new purchase
position, he did not reckon what vast as follows: It may be of interest to some
of your readers to know that I recently
interests it would affect.
While he
purchased the young pacing stallion Brown
was conferring with Senator Hale and
Braden, by Brown Hal, from the Idle Hour
pther wise men how to get votes for Farm, Macon, Ga. 1 intend to mate him
with some mares I have by Direct and
the bill and scurrying hither and Directum.
He is a full brother to Hal
thither to keep the line of his friends Braden 2.071, Brandon, 2.101, and Braden
He is a brown horse 161 hands high,
2.121.
You can’t
unless you have
intact, he had only one object in view. weighs 1360 lbs., absolutely sound ana I
TREATS ALI, DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
That was to assure Maine four repre- timed him a mile in 2.101 and no record, Offices 61 High Street and over
Moody’s
Drug
made
a
them
Lots of
to know
and I feel that I have not bought any “pig
sentatives in Congress for four years in the sack.” I
Store. Telephone 19-3 at both offices.
hope you may be able to
about
how to
To do that the membership of have some good stake races at Waterville
more.
where to
what
the House had to be increased from 357 and that Brown Braden can go there and
to
and how to
win some.—Turf, Farm and Home.
them in a condition
to 386, so that the divisor, fixed as a
•lOO Reward Sloo.
for
inhe undersigned, having been a member of the
smokers. Wise
basis of population for one representaThe readers of this
will be pleased W. F. Curtis Co., a corporation or a copartnership,
and having withdrawn from the same, hereby give
tive, would make a quotient of four to learn that there is paper
smokers
out
of
will
their
at least one dreaded this
go
way to come here
public notice and statement of the above
disease that science has been able to cure fact, as I disclaim any personal
with Maine’s population.
liability of any
for their smokes.
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s kind, name or nature, bv reason of my associaIt may turn out that Gov.. Burleigh’s in
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known tion with said W. F. Curtis Co and claim no
further profits or benefits which might accrue
hand, by reason of bis success in that to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a from
the same
CHAKI.ES BEAL.
constitutional disease, requires a constituFrankfort, December 23,1903.—53
fight, will prove the making or unmak- tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
taken
the
acting
of
and
vice presidents.
internally,
directly upon
ing
presidents
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
The membership of the house is now
thereby destroying the foundation of the
based on his plan. All elections for disease, and giving the patient strength by
up the constitution and assisting
President and for Congress will be building
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
based on it till after the apportionment have so much faith in its curative powers,
Have been sold 4 years nt
for 1910 goes into effect. The pivotal that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
We have left of our last lot of horses amt f
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list
sale at rare bargains, one pair of
character of states in a presidential of testimonials.
1300-poui
mares, one pair bay mares, 6 and 7 years ol
Address, F. J. CHENEY* CO., Toledo, 0.
election and also in Congressional elecCanada block, weight 2600, and two
drivlm
light
and have given the best of revolts.
tysold by Druggists, 76c.
horses. May be seen at L. L. Centners stable
tions is somewhat changed.
Some I Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Church
Try them and care your cold.
I lwl street. GENTNEB Si
sure

Pin Cushions

NOW IS T IE TIME TO
RENEW YODR SUBSCRIPTIONS.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

..

..

On other pages will be found The
Journal’s annual review of the year,
and while the record for 1903 is one
that must be gratifying to every well
wisher of Belfast we believe that the
year just entered upon will surpass it
in material prosperity and general im

provement. Certainly the present outlook is encouraging; but it should not
be forgotten that the future of our city
is largely in our own hands, and that
much may be accomplished by united
and intelligent effort.
The Insurance Press publishes a table
giving the highest and lowest prices, in
the United States, of $100 worth of fire
insurance for ten years (1893-1902) compared with 1902 prices. The figures for
Maine are as follows: Highest $1.56
(1894); lowest, $1.33 (1901); 1902, $1.47.
The Press says' that the prices have
been ascertained by dividing the total
amount of premiums received by the
total amount of fire risks written.
Maine is given as one of the 38 States
and territories in which fire insurance
rates were lower in 1902 than at other
times in ten years.
TO

CUBE

A COLD

IN

ONE

DAY.

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All Druggists refund the money if it fails
E. W. Grove's Signature on each
to cure.
box. Price 25 cents.

...

....

Lord,

wTl west,

VETERINARIAN.
NOTICE.

M®"We Give Blue

Trading Stamps

Fred A.

Johnson

CITY DRUC STORE,

miii.SM.ri

11i.'ji

"it

»i

'it

<

Masonic Temple

A

Study
Of Cigars

buy cigars right,
study.
things
cigars,
buy,
buy,
buy
keep
“just right”
particular

!

j

A. A. HOWES & co.

Horses for Sale.

LANCASTEB.

[HE NEWS OE BELFAST.

An Important Business Cuanob. H.
Holton Wood of Boston has acquired a
large interest in the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. and the company purposes to ma-

The Missouri Girl at the Belfast Opera
terially enlarge its business in the
House to-night.
„

The winter term of the Belfast schools
begin next Monday.
The regular term of Probate Court will be
.1 next Tuesday, Jan. 12th.

future.

diately

near

This is all that the parties immeconcerned are willing to say at

present.
Thomas H. Marsnall

Post

and

Relief

TUB CHOBCHBS.
one of the olty churches
last Sunday
per cent of the congregation bore thi
name of Charles.

fifty

Christian Science services are held at No
65 Cedar street at 11 o’clock
every Sunda;
morning, Rev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader
All who are interested are invited
to attend

Corps had a supper at Memorial Hall TuesAt the Unitarian church next
1 he first of a series of cotillion parties day evening, after whioh the officers of the
Sunday
service at 10.45 o’clock, will
be given in Memorial hall, to-morrow, Post were installed by Past Commander W. morning
the
preaching by
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz
lay, evening.
H. Clifford and those of the Relief Corps by
subject, “The Attitude of Prayer." Sun
tv. C. T. will meet tomorrow, Friday, Past President Anna Nash. The Sons of
day school and Bible class at 12 o’clock.
noon at 2.30 o’clock with Mrs. A. E.
Veterans and a few other invited guests
The subject of the sermon by Rev.
corner of Main and Cedar streets,
Ashlej
were present.
A. Smith at the Universalist church nexl
he ('banning League will meet this,
The paragraph in the Local Review on
Sunday forenoon will be “Dials of Growth.’
e

ursday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock

the
Court

at

page 7 .regarding the Girls’ Home states Other services will be the
Sunday school al
that the total expenditures for the year end- 12
o’clock, the young people’s meeting al
.. licet.
ing at the last annual meeting were $5,- 6.30, and the union
vesper service at 7.3(
ilerino and Unity in this County will be 642.91. This included the purchase of bonds'
p. m.
to
the
celebrate
their
amount
to
centennials this year.
of 83,000 and an investThe Sunday services at the North church
nno was
incorporated June 23,1804, ment in the savings bank of 8500, and for a will will be as follows:
Sermon by the pasl nity June 22,1804.
furnace, $770, leaving the expenses of the
tor, Rev. G. S. Mills, at 10.45 a’m.; the comHome
for
the
year,
$1,372.91.
s
Susie E. Dawson of Monroe has a
munion will be observed after the sermon:
f 53 Rhode Island Red pullets that
Recently we had occasion to visit the Sunday school at noon; C. E.
meeting al
»'.*2 eggs in the month of December.
home of O. B. Gray, one of Prospect’s pros6.30 p. m.; topic, “What are some tests ol
reived $27.92 for the eggs,
perous farmers. Bro. Gray has a fine set
repentance?” address by the pastor at 7 3C
term of R.
VV. Rogers, judge of of farm buildings, the old homestead. He p. m.; subject, “The Doctrine of Tea
and
pal court, Belfast, expires in April, believes in farming, and farms for a living, Nay.”
at of J. \Y. Black, judge of municipal with something besides for a rainy day.
Meetings at the Auxiliary Mission, 5t
He can spare a day to visit the Grange and
Searsport, expires in May.
Church street, Tuesday and Friday evenhis Brother Patrons, while Charles runs the
aimed letters remaining in the lieland Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
farm ; and he takes to farming like a duck ings,
't office for the week ending Jau. 2:
Mrs. Johnson would be glad
to the water. Brother and Sister Gray are Rev. Mr. and
Miss K. Adams, Miss Edith A.
to reeeivte at the Auxiliary Home, 56 Church
to entertain a Patron; their
always
-ready
Gentlemen—Dr. D. D. Stoddard,
street, any cast-olf clothing for distribution
latch string is always out.—A. S.
to the needy this winter. Mrs. W. B. Coni 'abating Society did not meet last
Steamer Notes.
The island steamer
ant, the President, will superintend^tliis deThe meeting was post> evening
Gov. Bodwell began her winter schedule
partment of the mission.
Jan.
when
l'uesday evening,
12th,
Jan. 1st and now makes but one trip daily,
i- d there will beagood attendance.
The services at the Methodist Church
Assistant
leaving Rockland at 1 p. m
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 a.
'sees of the Goose River ice priviEngineer Flynn of the steamer Penobscot
m. preaching by the pastor, Rev. G. Pi. Edgn crew of men and teams on the
was badly injured last
Monday night at
ir the electric power station, MonRockland by falling through a scuttle into ett; Sunday School at 12 a. m.; Epworth Leaaping and marking the pond for the dynamo room. His shoulder was dis- gue at 6.30 p. m.; at 7.30p. m. the pastor will
deliver an addressand there will beacornet
The ice is 20 inches thick and very
located, and he was taken to the Knox hosand trombone duet by M, 5. Crockett and
pital— Ernest Richards, sou of Capt. H,
lark Camp, Sods of Veterans, post- B. Richards of Camden, has accepted a po- n. A. Drinkwater and Miss Lizzie Chaminstallation from Tuesday even-. sition as mate on the steamer Merryeoneag. berlain will sing a solo.
At a meeting of the executive board of
5th, to Tuesday evening, Jan. 12th,
The Penobscot arrived from Boston
l lie members to attend the joint iu- yesterday morning and the
the Maine State Young Peoples’ Christian
vapor was so
of the Grand Army Post and Re- thick over the water that the whistle was Endeavor Union in Portland Jan. 1st, it
s'
was voted to accept the invitation of the
ft is desired that every member sounded all the
way up the harbor.
societies at Foxcroft and Dover to hold the
imp he on hand at the installation
State convention in those towns the first
clock sharp.
THE UNITARIAN BANQUET.
week in September. President Hayes, Rev.
sembers of Seaside Chautauqua
An Evening of Good Cheer, Good Music and
C. D. Crane and Miss Koch were appointed
v id meet
Monday afternoon, January
Good Fellowship.
a committee to arrange a progam for the
111; Mrs. c. A. llubbard, No. 4 Park
Wednesday evening, Dec. 30th, the Uni- State convention.
The lesson will be from chapters
At the Baptist church next Sunday, at
si nine, “Geographic Inlluences on tarian Society gave a banquet in Memorial
•an
History,” and from the Maga- hall, which was tastefully decorated for the 10.45 a. m., preaching service conducted by
ht'vaii and the Philippines.” Au- occasion. All the members of the parish the pastor, Rev. E. S. Philbrook; Sunday
were invited, as well as the local
IV. Holmes.
clergymen school at noon ; men’s meeting at 3.30 p. m.,
and a few other guests. Supper was served annual business
meeting of the Women’s
l.irs, artistic, practical, or ether- at 6.30 p. m. Tlie tables were
arranged Home and Foreign Mission Circle at 0.30 p.
ise
been received from James along the sides and across
the ends of the in.; rally meeting of the Christian Endeavor
/. Sun, and Field A Quimby, insur
hall and nearly in the centre was a table at
Society at the same hour, and gospel praise
Imund Wilson, druggist; VV. F.
which Rev. Harry Lutz presided, supported and
preaching service, with short sermon
Swift
A
printer;
Paul, grocers; by Arthur I. Brown as toastmaster and
the pastor, at 7.30 p. m. Seats are free
by
Wadsworth, meats, etc.; George T. flanked by Rev. E. S. Philbrook, Rev. A. A.
All are invited.
ii.iehinist; A. A. Moore, fish; Tlios. Smith, Mayor and Mrs. Small, and other inThe annual session of the East Maine
A Son, groceries; N. S. Lord & Co., vited
guests. Rev. E. S. Philbrook asked a
conference of the Methodist church will be
blessing and then the company were seated held in
Pittsfield in April. The presiding
mi
Items.
Sch. Maria Webster to a supper which needs no commendation.
will be Bishop J. A. Vincent, D. D.,
Pec. 31st for Mt. Desert with hay In quantity as well as in quality it well sus- bishop
LL. D., whose residence during the past
lie Belfast Fuel A Hay Co_Sch. tained the reputation of our Belfast ladies.
four years has been in Zurich, Switzerland.
Rogers took a load of hay to Sears. The company had been requested to keep
Vincent is known everywhere as
the Belfast Fuel A Hay Co. Dec. their seats after partaking the supper, as an Bishop
the originator of the Chautauqua moveSell. Orizon sailed Dec. 31st for entertainment was to follow, and when all
ment.
Among the speakers will be the
Sound with hay and produce_Sch. had appeased their appetites Mr. Brown
Rev. M. C. B. Mason, D. D., of Cincinnati,
B. Rich loaded wood at 11. C. rose and entered upon his
duties, happily Ohio. Dr. Mason is
secretary of the Freedmill last week for Roekport.
introducing himself in the role of toast- man’s
Aid and Southern Education Society,
'tv Expenses.
The County Com- master. First on the program wras a quarand is himself a colored man.
Without
tet, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Miss Blanche L. Suluvrs have audited the bills and acquestion he is one of the most eloquent oraMr.
E.
S.
livan,
Mr.
C.
E.
tors
White.
before the public today. Mrs. L. M.
uiid Hie reports are now in G. E.
Pitcher,
N.
president of the National W. C.
printing office to be issued in The first toast was to the city, and in re- T. Stevens,
will also be present and speak. The
U.,
i.
The amount of bills allowed are sponding Mayor Small spoke of the changes names of other
speakers will be announced
all showing advancement—in the past 33 later.
of Mrs. John II.

e

Quimby

on

W. C. CRAWFORD tROMOTED.

I

■

—

—

!

When the Boston public schools open
after the Christmas-New Year recess William C. Crawford, formerly snhmaster of
the Washington-Allston district, Brighton,
will assume the duties as master of the district. He fills the vacancy caused by the
recent death of the former master, George
W. M. Hall.
This district is one of the largest and
most important in the Boston school system. Besides the Washington-Allston grammar school, which is the central grammar
school of the district, there are 10 other
brick and wooden buildings, including four
portable buildings, in this distriot. It carries the complement of B6 instructors for
the 2100 children in the kindergarten, priIt inmary and grammar departments.
cludes about one-half of Brighton, the other
half being covered by the Benuett district.
William C. Crawford, the new master,
succeeds to his new position through his
persistent effort to get into the upper ranks
of Boston’s excellent corps of instructors.
He was born in Warren, Me., and at the age
of 6 years his people moved to Belfast.
There he attended school and prepared for
Colby College. His first experience in teaching was that of principal of the grammar
school in Belfast. A short while afterward
he was made master of the common schools
of that locality and laid the way for the
office of superintendent of schools, which
afterward that city, for convenience, adopted. He was afterward elected principal of
the Thomastou academy, which position he
held for two years. From there he went to
Waterviile, and was the first superintendent
of schools in that city, which position he
held for four years. The year before leaving Waterviile he was made instructor in
Pedagogy at Colby.
His next commission came from Gloucester, Mass., where he was made master of
the Collins district. About 10 years ago he
was made a submaster in the Bennett district, Brighton. Three years from that time
he was transferred to the Washington-AUston district to a similar position, which he
has since occupied.
In Colby College he was a member of the
class of '82. While in Belfast he was treasurer of the Unitarian church.
At both
Waterviile and Gloucester he was superin«

and Trial Justices—$
5 meats.
t

546.59

"■

.n

jail. 1,649.26

61.18

nils. 3,034.66

years. Other toasts were The Parish, responded to by Hon. Win. 15. Swan: The
Church, by Rev. E. S. Philbrook; The Peo-

.$4,691.69 ple, by
of Alonzo B. Parks of Hath vs.
L. Centner of Belfast, for $5,000
"ii account of alleged
personal in-

se

-iiiting from an assault by the
on the plaintiff, was entered at
iber term of Supreme Court in
I" defendant appeared for
trial,
so

:f

continued on motion of
account of the illness of Dr.

was

on

i.gwood,
''

an

important witness.

lal meeting of the stockholders
.hilo Agricultural Society will be
court house Wednesday, Janu1.30 o’clock p. in. The Society
i-ood standing financially and rehave been very successful. It is

!

o

that there be as large an attenstockholders as possible at the
meeting in order to choose a board
and to begin preparations for the
i"of in good season to insure success.
Deputy Marshal Bernes 0. Norton
Belfast Monday and arrested Sidney
of Unity Plantation on a charge

'iug liquor without paying

a U. S.
be released from jail
By after serving a 00 days sentence
Bial Justice F. W. Brown, Jr., of
charge of single sale of intoxi'inors. The officer took his prisoner
1
land Tuesday for trial.

Pomeroy

was to

Harry Lutz, aud Fishermen’s
Luck, by Rev. Ashley A. Smith. The toastmaster introduced each speaker in a very
pleasing way, and betw een the toasts there
was a duet by Mr. Pitcher and Miss Sullivan, a solo by Miss Wells and a final selection by the quartet.
Rev.

WINTER l’ORT.

Mrs. I. J. Dunham, Mrs. Benj. Atwood
and Miss Clara Atwood left for Boston on
Mrs. II. N. Abbott, who
Monday’s boat
has been dangerously ill with acute bronis
somewhat improved_Mrs. Chas.
chitis,
Brier, who was quite ill aud threatened with
pneumonia, is recovering_Most of the
whooping cough patients are now convalescent— The week of prayer is being observed at the Methodist Church_Mrs
Frank Crockett is at home from Boston for
a visit of a few weeks_Miss Elzabeth
Fernald has returned to her school in
Brookline, Mass... Miss Blanche Belches
gave a birthday party to her little friends
Saturday, Jan. 2nd—Some membersof the
High school gave a dancing perty in Union
Hall Jan. 1st, for which F. 11. Lougee and
Roy Simpson of Bangor furnished the music... .Miss Nellie Wiswell of Brewer is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Wm. Fernald_
Ziba R. Williams is employed by the Eastern Steamship Co., at Bath this
winter
Mrs. Frank Eaton has returned from a visit to Boston and Brockton, Mass.Miss
Louise Smith has returned to Castine Normal school, accompanied by her
mother,
Mrs. E. D. A. Smith, who will spend the
winter there—Capt. Lincoln Farnsworth
is at home for the winter.
...

STOCKTON

SPRINGS.

Jones.
This firm evidently
In some business in their two
t,|H coming year, judging from their
incuts in outadvertising columns
■'cok
First, we have thoirjthirdgreat
sary mark down and closing out sale
A

The watch meeting at the Roberts school
house New Year’s Eve was well attended.
Elder Frye conducted the services, and
Mr. Mark Ward of Searsport was present,
also.... Willie, the little son of Oscar and
Lucy Moody died Dec. 19th, aged three
years. Willie was a beautiful child, the
Beaks, suits, furs, remnants and idol
of his parents, and they have the
't"«k.
Then they have just re- pathy of the community in their sad symloss.
'1*1 rolls of
wallpaper. They also He died after a short illness of typhoid
lull line of seliool supplies, and fever—N. W. Staples is able to walk
about a little with the aid of crutches, llis
Bug of them during the first week friends are delighted to hear of his
recovery
1
will receive a present.
Stamps from a very severe and painful illness
Mrs. Jennie Moore has been quite ill with
nil pnrchases.
See offers of extra
a severe cold....A little
daughter arrived
free.
at the home of F. Percy and Adelaide ParDec.
28th
...Miss Ella Moore of
tridge
\ i>v ertisements.
A new adver- Frankfort is
visiting friends in town....
week is Mr. Ben I). F’ield, succes- Melvin Clark and wife of
Prospect called
on friends here recently.
iin A Field, who succeeded
Mr. Clark is
Ellis &
much
interested
in
very
magnetic healing.
Mr. Field has been in the business
The young people in this vicinity gave
•1, latterly as junior partner, and » very enjoyable candy pull and dance at
the Center school house last
Hie new year as sole
Saturday evenproprietor. It ing....
Miss Clara Mudgett teaches the
t" say that under his
management Roberts school and Miss
Elva Randell the
reputation of the firm will be
fully Center school. Both teachers are from the
"tairied ...A. D. Chase & Son have a village.
The School Leagues in these
advertisement. Note what they say schools have done much to improve and
the
school houses..
beautify
in this
11 zero
weather, and the mercu ry rising. vicinity are looking forward..People
with pleasure
F|ed A. Johnson, Masonic
to
Jan. 15th when the new rural free deTemple, will
something new to say evdry week in livery route from Stockton Springs, No. 2,
will start.
"i i! til at cannot fail
to interest the
"i'ping public. This week he is offering
“".UI art goods at cut
prices, sterling sil1

gram

to

:

Organ Voluntary,

Mrs. Herbert Drinkwater
Choir
Pastor
Lord’s Prayer,
Choir

Gloria,

Invocation,

Chant,
Scripture Reading.
Anthem, “Teach Me, O Lord,”
C. W. Greene
Duet,

“The Wanderer’s

of

IJymn,
Benediction.

...

—

I

sud

aluminum goods at half price, and
dozen plain and fancy pin cushions
t0 tempt buyers. He gives blue

"

r

stamps.A. A. Howes & Co.
^"ding
.' Mils week “a
in
Read

pre-

Study

1

I
f.

^

’Ciitocr A Lancaster have some horses
""
last lot for sale
cheap. They may
“n “l L. L.
Gentner’s stable on Church
Men’s and women’s 4-buckle over
ut reduced
prices at the Dinsmore
■Now is your time to renew subi’tions to periodicals. Cali on
Maurice

!

■■■

p
,

g

Cigars.”
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This signature is

Laxative
the

on

every box of the

Bromo*Quinine
mid in

remedy that,

mrca

a

genuins
Tablets

one

day

SCHOOL

;
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Evei.ing Dress,
$25.00 to $4o OQ.

|

ujl

,!«

X

X
^

X

X
.j.

|
^
1

R.H. Coombs & Son,

:

X
X
V

X

The Kuppenheimer Dress Suit is made to please the most particular and is priced on the same basis as any other garment. Our
Dress Suits are made from fine black dress worsteds and the silk linings are the best obtainable.

t

X
X

J>

X

Dress Suit without any fuss

+

T

ations—generally

f

£

If you waul a dress suit for this eveut, just call up
Ifany Clark
next week, that’s all, and get the best for the least.

^:

g

Parties desiring to hire or buy a suit, on the basis of paying $5.00
down and $1.00 a week, and own the suit when it is paid for can do so.

$>

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main St. Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters,
Belfast, Maine.

|%

jI

UNDERTAKERS,

X

^

X

|

ECAL SE this is strictly a Dress Suit, it is natural for most
men to be more particular about its
rC
appearance than with
their other clothes. They last a lifetime as a rule and a man
U
usually buys but one—therefore the tailor charges prices
for them which are all out of reason when materials and work are
considered.

That dressy occasion, the Knights Templar Ball, on the 25th of
January, sets the men of our town thinking about dress suits and the
little things that go with it.
You can walk into a Kuppenheimer

;
*

8old throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c.
(in form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c., per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c., Soap, 25e. Depots London, 27 Charter*
house 8q.; Paris, 5 Rue de la Paix; Boston, 137 Columbus
Ave. Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Sole Props.
Skin and Blood Purification.
odT Send for

!

|

Full

t

crusts aud scales and soften the thickened cuticle, dry without hard rubbing,
and apply Cuticura Ointment freely to
allay itching, irritation and inflammation, and soothe and heal, and lastly
take Cuticura Resolvent Pills to cool
and cleanse the blood, and put every
function in a state of healthy activity.
More great cures of simple, scrofulous
and hereditary humours are daily made
by Cuticura remedies than by all other
blood and skin remedies combined, a
single set being often sufficient to core
the most distressing cases when all
else falls.

Brown7?

|
|

or

feathers—perhaps

a

<*

£

few minor alter-

X

none.

T

ROBES and

Instant
Relief

I

Prepared

at all hours to do

EMBAL'l-

*v

lyT

X**

ING aud FUNERAL WORK.

I

Connected

Troubles; heals Cuts, Bruises,

SJONEY

KEFUNDED

WANTPH

f

We have

30 MEN to learnto

Km’*,

^"^r-yamfing,
under-trimming,

women

top
smchw
stitching
lining-makimr and
table work. Plenty of -hoes to
work on ami day
and evening school. W. E.
STEINHORN w

Center Street, Brockton, Mass.

~

Light and dark, day and night, are not more different from each other than
house lit by electricity and by some other way.

Customer

S^^More light, less

For a small place, containing five to twenty
acres, within three miles of Belfast postoffice. Must have good house of seven or

h^.
stitclfing?

e<!ge-s<rtZiUcKay
si.aving, bottom-finishing; also 30 young

a

more

pair.
able

c

4\\ l

price for the right place.

ACME

OF

we

a

lights.

Our ELECTRIC FLASH LIGH'i is

a

little

thing,

but it lights the darkest places.

would be glad to do business with you.

No. 13 Mechanic Street,

|

HOLMES & WES V.

money, with our

Call and see us, and

rooms, ell and stable, all in good reWe will pay spot cash and.a reason-

53tf

v*

X*"

Are you interested in lighting your homes? If so, let us estimate on your job,
and you can have your house wired for electric lights cheaper than voii
think for.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

m

—

do electric wiring
OF EVERY KIND

by telephone both day and uight.

bprains and Burns.

used as directed.
Ail dealers sell it.
Prepared by the
Norw ay Medicine Co.
horway.Me.
g
*
Send for Testimonials.

II E

Camden Electric Wiring & Construction Co.

BURIAL GOODS

will prove its worth in a
sudden illness; it’s in the ,
medicine. Prevents Colds
and the Grippe; cures In■
digestion and Acute Bowell

Camden, Maine.

TeIephone

37.n

PERFECTION

IN FOUNTAIN PEN CONSTRUCTION.

Congregation

Vanities,”

Pastor

Congregation

Quaker City Self=Filling Fountain Pen.

GOOD TEMPLARS.

No Dirt, Blots

The quarterly meeting of Waldo District
Lodge will be held early in February, either
Belfast or Brooks.

A new lodge has been organized in LinFountain Pen Perfection.
coln, Penobscot county, called Mattanaweook Lodge No. 61.
Seventeen members
were initiated.
It has a hall, furniture,
The Quaker City
etc., and will meet Saturday evenings.
Self-Filling Fountain Pen
Fills Itself and
Belfast Lodge, No. 30, meets regularly in
Thereby Fills a
the Sons of Veterans’ hall, Main street.
Long-Felt Want.
Last Friday evening, despite the severe
weather, a score of old workers were present and a new member was added to the
list.
It was a very interesting meeting.
The next meeting a few more new members
will be initiated. Bros. Gerald Howard,
L. D., and T. II. Eernald, C. T
will have
charge of it.

Sens

Four-Buckle

Overshoes,
Boston Quality,
$1.87
Dinsmore Store.
AT THE

Cure
a

Only

fountain pen that

or

Spilled Ink.

spills ink, never inks the fingers, needs no filler, can be tilled
Greatest gift of the year, for business men, students, school

never

from any

ink-well, anywhere!
children—all who use a pen!

Free Press.

A GREAT GIFT-costs

Any reliable time

saver is eagerly welby the modern business man. Probt“e n*08t forceful illustration of this
condition of thiugs in recent years was the
enthusiasm with which the fountain
pen
was greeted.
It seemed to mean the saving
of so much time and
annoyance for so many
people that its sale was simply phenomenal.
But the fountain pen was not
by any means
perfect and its users soon discovered that
the bother was only
concentrated, instead
of being dispensed with. The finest fountain pen would write
indifferently well as
long as there was ink in it, but when that
gave out our busy man had to stop, unscrew
an inky cap, hunt around for a
filler and the
particular ink recommended by the manufacturers of that particular pen and so on
through a long process of annoyance.
The manufacturers of the
Quaker City
djing Fountain Pen have overcome all
this bother and produced a
practical writing
tool which is as
easy to use as if one were
simply writing with the filler needed for the
old pen. There is nothing to
unscrew, nothing to squirt, nothing to lose or get out of
Its construction is simple and sub°fder.
stantial and the operation of
filling it so
simple that you wonder nobody thought of
it before.
It is merely necessary to
dip the pen,
pressing it slightly, lift up as usual and go
on writing. Its
capacity is no less than the
comea

si.oo.

Looks as well and works far better th,n any
high-priced pen on the market. Doesn’t get out
of order, doesn’t write by fits and starts. Built
simply and well, lasts long and writes perfectly all the time.

It Cost $3700 to Perfect.

$1.00 Brings it
money rerunaed and

no

questions

ENTIRELY SATISFIED.

fashioned fountain pen
of the

quill.

No

as

asked

Protected by Patents.

Your Door.

to

it you

are

A

not

\

«v.

As far ahead of the old-

the modern

one

is ahead

syringe used.

bothersorae-kind.

We feel that we are not over
praising the
Pen when
say that it represents the acme of fountain pen achievement.

Quaker City Self-Filling Fountain

Your Cold

we

Seventy

Dollars

a

Gross to Wholesalers

.WITH***

Dr. Foss’ Cold Tablets.
cold at once.

QUAKER CITY FOUNTAIN PEN CO.

/
Phlla., Pa.

For sale at

-CITY DRUG STORE_

SUPPLIES

812 Drexel

Building,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FREE ! !

A present to every scholar
buying their school supplies of
subscription agent, Hayford
"C,!re Jour cold with Dr. Foss’
the
FIRST
WEEK OF SCHOOL.
during
1
ablets, for sale at the City Drug

CARLE &

I

CASKETS,

The annual meeting of the Grand Lodge
will be held in Bangor April 13th and
14th,

FREE !

—

Thousands of the world’s best peer
pie have found instant relief and speedy
cure by the use of Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Pills in the most torturing
and disfiguring of itching, burning and
scaly humours, eczemas, rashes, itch*
Ings and inflammations.
Thousands of tired, fretted mothers,
of skin-tortured and disfigured babies,
of all ages and conditions, have certified to almost miraculous cures by the
Cuticura remedies, when the best medleal skill had failed to relieve, much
less cure.
Cuticura Treatment is local and constitutional
complete and perfect,
pnre, sweet and wholesome. Bathe the
affected surfaces with Cuticura Soap

parent
tion which met in Boston last July. He had
as vice president of the Xeiv
England advanced memberships for that association and at the same time was its secretary. This committee turned into the treasury of the X. E. A. over $14,000.
For six years he has been
secretary of the
Submasters’ Club. When in Belfast he was
president of the Waldo County Teachers’
Association. He is president of the Allston
neighborhood Club, the Belfast (Me.) Club
in Boston and vice president of the
Colby
Alumni Association. He is a member of
Watervilie Lodge, F. and A. M„ in Waterville and of the A. O. U. W. of that
place;
ami in Allston is a member of the golf club
He lives at 80 Ashford
street, Allston ; his
family consisting of his wife, two boys and
two girls.—Boston Globe Dec. 29, 1903.

Mrs. Drinkwater

They will stop

COMPUTE TREATMENT $1.00

charge

Choir

■

■'

Of Twtwing, OisfiguriBg, Hr
mows with Loss of Hair

which is

ITraveum

Scalp

Night Song,”

Postlude,

in

Cleanse the Skin,
and Blood

National Educational Associa-

A. Rubinstein
Miss Skay and Miss Wells.

Hymn,
Lecture, “Vanity

and Pills

SCHOOL

uuimtt)

Institute of Instruction,
'American
of the

Prayer.
Response.

—

NORTH
Il! 1

The Union Vesper service and lecture
will be at the Universalist church next
Sunday at 7.30 p. m. Following is the pro-

iau

ii

Cuticura Soap, Ointment

After ne moved to Allston he became clerk
of the parish of Unity church and afterwards treasurer. He is secretary of the

■

"in

SKIN AND BLOOD
PURIFICATION

A Graduate uf Colby and a Former Belfast
Teacher Hade a Master,

us

JONES, Belfast.

USED IN LEADING BUSINESS
HOUSES ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.

State.

BELFAST IN 1903.
The Journal’s Annual Review of Local

Events

kins moved their fish market acros
High street to the Hervey store in
March.Costa McKenna moved his
fruit store from High street to Lower
Main street, and subsequently went to
Islesboro.George W. Burkett sold his
dry goods business to James H, Howes
in March. The business was established thirty-four years ago and is
the leading store in that line in this
section.Walter H. Coombs moved
his second-hand store from The Journal building to the corner of Main and
Federal streets in March.I)r. J. V.
Darling, V. S., moved from Vermont
to Belfast in March and opened an
office at the Belfast Livery Co.’s stable.
.Sumner J. Frisbee fitted up a lunch
room on Phoenix Bow in March, but
subsequently sold it to Crosby & Gray
on account of ill health.
It is called
the Rialto Lunch Room.Willis E.
Hamilton moved a portion of his business from FranKiin street to his farm
on Waldo avenue in April, but continued his office and salesroom at the old
stand.Maurice W. Lord opened an
office in the Opera House block in
April. He is agent for the Uronon
Fire Resisting Co. and local clerk for
various other corporations. He also
conducts a magazine subscription agency....Mrs. J. Reinhart opened a boarding
house at the corner of Cedar and Pearl
streets in May but closed it in the fall
and moved away.H. C. Bailey sold
his store at Citypoint to Ralph Mosher
in May.Mrs. B. F. Wells opened

The Pendleton Shipbuilding & Navigation Co. was incorporated in March,
with a capital stock of
$1,000,000.
They do a general shipbuilding business' in New York, Belfast, Islesboro
and other places. A building was erected in the Pendleton yard and an electric
tarian Church Sunday evening, August motor and band saw installed. Geo. A.
2
9th. Special music was rendered, with Gilchrest built a shop 30x60 feet,
solos by visiting musicians. Anniver- stories high, in his yard for carpenter,
Revs. paint, calkers' shop, etc., and rebuilt
sary addresses were given by
and enlarged the head-house at the railHarry Lutz and George S. Mills. Rev.
in and is using a numG. E. Edgett, A. A. Smith of this city, way. He also put
and I. B. Mower of South Berwick as- ber of wood-working machines brought
Special Old here by L. A. Coombs from his boatsisted in the services.
Home Week services were held in the shop in Vinalhaven.
The Brown Medicine Co., organized
various churches in the forenoon. The
u. S. training ship Essex was in the in 1902, to manufacture and sell Brown’s
harbor during the week and was visited Royal Stomach King, had a steady
in business. Nathan E. Brown,
by many. All the public buildings, a growth
of the partners, died Oct. 21; the
large proportion of the business places one
a new
and many residences were gaily deco- business was re-organized and
rated during the week. Semi-centennial company was incorporated Dec 2d, with
exercises were held in the Belfast Opera $25,000 capital, and called the Brown
House Tuesday evening, with music by Medical Company. Wm. A. MacKenzie
the Belfast Band, and addresses by is president; Lewis A. Brown, vice
Bertrand L. Moore, treasuMayor Elmer Small; Augustus Perry, president;
and shampooing parlors in
Belfast’s first city treasurer; Charles rer; Mrs. Emma S. MacKenzie, clerk. manicuring
connection with her millinery rooms.
S Bickford, chairman of the school The laboratory is in the Langworthy
E. II. Knowlton moved liis livery
street.
committee: ex-Mayor RE. Dunton; and- building on Church
Hutchins Bros, kept their granite stable from the Commonwealtli Hotel
Rev. Harry Lutz. The annual re-union
works on Front street up to the full to the stable at the corner of Main
of the Belfast High School was held in
and Cross streets, formerly kept by E.
Odd Fellows’ Hall and Lodge Room capacity throughout the year, and set a
M. B. Lawrence, proprienumber of monuments in Bel- R. Thomas.
Wednesday evening, with music by the large and in
near-by towns in Waldo, tor of the Commonwealth Hotel, took
Belfast Band orchestra, brief addresses, fast
of
the
stable. Mr. Knowlton
They charge
refreshments and a renewal of old ac- Knox and Hancock counties.
use chiefly the Quincy, Hallowed, Oak rented his stable to George Burgin, in
the
was
gala
Thursday
quaintances.
November.John B. Stickney
reLincolnville stock.
day of the week and everything passed Hill andWood
& Son had a good year’s opened in May the stove, tinware and
Mark
off perfectly. The procession was large,
and included the usual officials of the work on marble monuments and other plumbing business formerly conducted
work.
by his father, the late R. P, Stickney....
parade, police, etc., the Belfast and cemetery
The firm of Heal & Wood, granite F. S. Holmes and W. L. West formed a
Camden Bands, two companies of apworkers, Bridge street, did a large co-partnership as real estate agents and
prentices from the training ship, uni- amount
of monumental and other ceme- auctioneers in May, with an office in
formed Knights of Pythias of Belfast
McClintock block.Chas. O’Connell
and Pittsfield, uniformed Odd Fellows, tery work and employed a full crew
ice cream parlors at his fruit
fire department, city officials and others throughout the year. A. S. Heal leased opened
in Lin- store on Main street, in J une, and subin carriages, decorated buckboards, fan- the Orlando Richards quarry
firm uses the stock sequently added a quick lunch departtastics, and other features. The streets colnville and the
dies and other work re- ment.William Ilaugh retired from
were thronged with spectators. A yacht for monument
* i.
ur
t-c_
n„
1,„ 1_
a dark, fine-grained stone, caparace was held in the harborin the after- quiring
iii June....‘Dr. AV. L. West resumed the
ble of high polish.
noon from 1 to 3 o’clock. The ImproveE. L. Macomber was kept busy at practice of veterinary surgery in Belment Society held a reception from 3 to
in May, after being temporarily
in Memorial Hall for the officers of his boat shop on Front street, where fast
absent in Massachusetts on the Foot
the Essex, who were the city’s special he built a number of gasoline launches
30th the
on the sea and on inland and Mouth Disease.July
guests. The Camden Band gave a con- for use both
AVoods Bros, took possession of the
cert on the school common at 5. A waters, yawls forsea-going vessels, etc.
Crosby Dining rooms on High street,
fireworks was
handsome display of
in an en- Mr. Crosby going to the Rialto Lunch
given in the Ailyn field in the evening, enlarged liis steam-box, put
accomuanied bv music bv the Belfast gine and some wood-working machinery Room.M. B. Lawrence was succeeded
Band. Visitors came to town from all and otherwise enlarged and improved by Mellen & Ryder in the Commonwealth Hotel in September.The tirm
parts of the country to visit the old his facilities for boat building.
I. M. Cottrell opened a boat-shop at of Spencer & AVilson, undertakers and
home and help observe its semi-centenin
furniture
street
Janudealers, was dissolved in Sepnial, while people from the near by the foot of Commercial
towns crowded the trains and boats or ary. The business is in a new building tember, A. G. Spencer continuing the
drove in by teams. Three games of ball JO x 50 feet, with a platform JO x JO at business. C. B. Eaton subsequently
There is a space un- became a partner.Harry Furbish
the waterside.
were played during the week: Wednesto store leased Jones S. Davis’ blacksmith shop
day, Belfast 7, U. S. S. Essex 6; Thurs- der the platform in which
on Washington street in September.
day, Belfast 4, Camden 3; Friday, Bel- yachts and boats during the winter.
Air. Cottrell has built a number of Custer G. Dickey opened a store for the
fast 13, Bloomer Girls 9.
gasoline, sail and row boats, and two sale of electrical goods at Xo. Gal High
ice boats during the year, besides doing street in October.Ralph Parker besubmarine diving in Belfast and else- gan work as chimney sweep in October.
LOCAL IXm STHIES.
In 1902 the firm of Leonard & Bar- where, and building the city sewer ex- .AAr. F. Langill bought the job printtension.
ing business of the late E. E. Pillsbury
rows, then doing a shoe manufacturing
George T. Head, in addition to a good and took possession Oct. 15th. A. A.
business in Middleboro, Mass., bought
and
his
Moore of Bucksport bought C. L.
the machinery and stock and leased the run of steam heating work,
contract work on roller bushings Fletcher’s lisli market in October.
building of the Belfast shoe factory, usual
and at the beginning of the year 190:; tor a Gloucester linn, has the agency for Winfield S. Edminster bought the
had a nourishing business established an auto-sparker attachment for gasoline Phoenix House livery and hack busimet with general favor. ness in October.AV. A. McKenzie
here, with a daily output of 3,000 pairs ! engines, which
of shoes and with more than 300 hands | lie also did general machine work, bought the interest of his late partner,
and for X. E. Brown, in Xovember, and subseon the pay-roll. The volume of business ] principally on farm machinery
quently formed a stock company to
and the number of bauds employed has the local factories and mills.
Fred J. Stephenson had a good run continue the manufacture of Brown’s
been kept up and many improvements
made in, the factory.
The Goodyear ol general work on the lighter kinds of Royal Stomach King.The Condon
moved from i>4
work was removed to Middleboro when machinery, and did the machine work Manufacturing Co.
Leonard A Barrows took charge, and in the manufacture of the Condon pa- High street, to 02, in December.
tent
rolls.
Several
shoe burnishing
milk routes changed hands
early in 1903 all the McKay work of the
John F. Rogers continued making during the year: A. K. Jackson, who
firm was transferred to Belfast. Later
the
and
.J.
F. Sheldon’s interest in the
Rogers patent vamp-makers,
bought
tiie Goodyear was returned to this facin the Roberts route, subsequently sold to G.
tory and both kinds of work are now did a general machine business
F. Mayhew; G. G.Abbott, after being
done here. In July, M. A Berry, super- Rudolf building on Common street.
The Silver Lake Creamery of F. J. 25 years in the business, sold to V. L.
intendent of the Belfast factory, resigned to accept a position in a factory (Jerry & Co. steadily increased Us busi- Hall; AV. A. Monroe sold to Fred RackWhile the num- clift'e; Leslie Miller sold Harry Townsin Rochester. X. V.. and was succeeded ness during the year.
by Walter Shaw of Elmwood, Mass. ber of patrons and cows was largely in- end; and Maurice AVood sold to Rev.
J lie improvements during the year in- creased the demand has increased even William A'aughan of East Belfast.
cluded a re-arranging of the blower faster, and the creamery is frequently Clias. AV. Lancaster and AVm. F.
system, many new and improved ma- bard pressed to get supplies to lill or- AVhite, at the Mansfield store, and
A Reid pasteurizer lias been Wood Bros, at The Journal building,
chines in
several departments and ders.
changes in the arrangement of work in added, and some improvements made bought apples for shipment during the
passing through the shop. A local in the line of time-saving in handling fall and winter. One shipment was
branch of the Boot A shoe W orkers’ the cream. The greater part of the made to Liverpool, England and others
i,ion was organized here in February, stock is bought as “farmers’ cream,” or to Boston and various other places in
cream extracted in the farm separators
Maine.
with 120 charter members.
Mathews Brothers
enlarged and or by the deep setting method. It is
THE CHURCHES.
greatly improved their wood-working put through the pasteurizer and the
mill and had a year of more than usual creamery separator and is then known
The First Parish (Unitarian) made
prosperity. They built a 3-story addi- as 45 per cent, cream. The greater part some marked improvements in the
tion, giving 1,000 feet more of floor is shipped to Boston, but the linn has a church
parlors in accordance with the
room on each lioor, and cased up the large local trade in Belfast and Camsuggestions of Mrs. J. M. Leighton,
"hot well” to prevent the steam from den, and during the summer season in widow of the late
pastor. The winspreading through the lumber piled iu Islesboro, North port and other resorts. dows were enlarged and the rooms rethe yard. The greater part of the year’s
Mayo, White & Carter put in new' finished. The
parish prospered during
work was on orders for the nicer grades labeling machines at their bottling the
year under the pastorate of Rev.
of interior and exterior finish, for sum- works on Pleasant street; also a large
Lutz.
A
number of special serboiler and a new engine. They had an Harry
mer residences, churches, court houses,
increase of orders over any previous vices were held, in addition to the reguschool houses, libraries, etc.
lar preaching, Sunday school, etc. The
The clothing factories continued on year, both in their bottling and con- Emerson
centennial was observed by
about the same basis as in the previous fectionery department.
P. L. Strout built ait additional poul- union services, May 24th, with adyeai .The I’oster-Fstabrooks Go. had
dresses by the pastor and Rev. A. A.
a good ‘year’s work, principally on gov- try house at his farm in East Belfast,
Smith of the Uuiversalist church and
ernment contracts, and has large orders and otherwise enlarged and improved with
special music.
on hand.
The Thompson Manufactur- his facilities. The new building is 110
The Universalist society had special
feet long.
ing Co. kept a full crew employed durJoint Peavey built a spur track for services during the year and maintained
ing the year on workingmen's suits, and
the regular preaching, Sunday school
knee pants. The II. O. Dodge Clothing tram-cars from the railroad tracks to
and Young People's meetings, with
Co. moved from Mr. D.’s house to the the end of railroad wharf, for conveniattendance and interest in all deformer Dalton Sarsaparilla building, ence in loading Oak Hill paving. He good
Rev. A. A. Smith is pastor.
and continues to put out men’s clothing shipped several cargoes during the sea- partments.
The Rantists. Rev. I-', s Phi 1 hrnr»lz
to be made.
S. L. Dodge and the A. S. son.
The cigar makers had a prosperous pastor, had a large Sunday school and
Littlefield Co. each continue to put out
increased attendance at the various
year. The name of the Standard Cigar
work.
which included preaching
The coming to Belfast of the Duplex Co. at Citypoint was changed and the meetings,
forenoon; Sunday school at
Holler Hushing Company of Camden business is now conducted under the SundayMen’s
meeting in the afternoon;
name of Frank M. Bailey.
He has no noon;
was an important event for our city.
but sells wholly from the Women’s meeting, Y. P. S. C. E., and
The company was organized in 1890, salesmen, rpiw»
1a af bln
Gospel praise service in the evening,
with a capital stock of 8300,000, to man:-’
uiuuu,
and the weekly prayer meetings^
ufacture and sell roller bushings for the Seth Bullock, increases
every Brotherhood of Andrew
and Philip and
month. I. L. Perry had an increased
vessels’ blocks, invented by Mr. W. F.
£ n»i_l
rni
sale on all his principal brands among Young Women’s meeting on week-day
1IO
J7V1UJUUV,
UUkMUU^
The
Brotherhood
evenings.
opened a
was adopted by the U. S. government them the Belfast.
Perry Pony and
room for boys in
February.
for use on the vessels of Hie navy, rev- Clean Stock and has improved and en- reading
Rev.
G.
E.
was
Edgett
returned
as
larged the capacity of his factory. C.
enue marine, lighthouse board, etc., and
of the Methodist church for the
the company has large orders constant- B. Eaton continues making the R. F. pastor
fifth year.
The services include the
ly on hand from this source. In April 1). and other brands and finds a good weekly
prayer and class meetings on
the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. bought: demand.
George E. Pendleton con- week
days, preaching, Sunday school,
the Belfast Machine A Foundry Co.’s tinues to make the brands that attainEpworth League and
prayer
plant and business, together with some ed popularity under former proprietors, meetings. The year wasevening
one of promise
adjoining property. The former foun- the Binding Tie, Road House, Trolley and growth in many
ways.
dry and machine shop were remodelled, j and Swan Lake.
The North Church (Congregational)
H. C. Pitcher set up a saw mill with
a new building 70x40 feet was built on
j a "0 horse
had
attendance
and interest at
good
the lot opposite the foundry, and the
power boiler and 00 horsethe regular preaching, Sunday school,
j
plant went into operation in May. In j power engine just over the line in Christian Endeavor
and evening seraddition to making the roller bushings ! Searsport, near the shore. He cut a vices
on Sundays and at the mid-week
for the government, and other styles of large amount of lumber on the Curtis
prayer meetings, under the pastorate
bushing for the merchant marine, the farm in Searsport last winter, and of Rev. Geo. S. Mills. A number
of
company continues the business of the worked it up as best he could. Some special services were
held, including a
Belfast Machine & Foundry Co., mak- was made into long lumber or laths;
school institute, June 4th, with
ing the Ilegge rotary saw mills, Holmes’ some cut for pulp wood, and some sold Sunday
addresses by Mrs. Alonzo Pettit of
stave jointers, Hall granite polishing for piles, cord wood or kiln wood, lie
and local Sunday
Elizabeth, N.
lathes, and a number of improvements is now cutting for next season’s work. school workers. J.,
Fred A. Holmes’ mill in North Belfor farm and ship machinery, and does
Mr.
R.
G.
a
Clapp, theological student
a general foundry and machine busi- fast and the Rankin mill in East Belfast each had all the stock they could at Yale, occupied the pulpit at the
ness.
Head
of
the
Tide during the summer
Belfast shipyards were busy the past handle with the amount of water they
and did active work.
The Sunday
Two 4-masted schooners were could command.
year.
school was reorganized and much interbuilt: the Frank Barnet, 744 tons net,
est was maintained.
BUSINESS CHANGES.
by Geo. A. Gilchrest, launched July
Rev. William Vaughan has done good
Leander Staples, who had manufac- work on the East
28th, and the Pendleton Brothers, 850
Side, and as a result
tons net, by Fields C. Pendleton, launch- tured halters and harnesses in the Haraof his labors and the assistance of the
ed October 21st. Mr. Gilchrest is at den building, Custom House Square, relocal clergy a movement to build a
work on a dredging steamer for the U. turned to Monroe in
January and Chas. new church on Searsport avenue has
S. government, to be launched in July E. Stevens has since carried on the harmade considerable
Mr.
progress.
next. In addition to the new work a ness making business there.H. W.
occasionally filled the city
large amount of repair work was done. Healey sold his bowling alley to Fred Vaughanwhen
the
were
pastors
tempoGilchrest’s railway had a vessel of some Staples in January.Dr. J. C. Ham pulpits
absent.
class on the cradle nearly all the time, moved from Odd Fellow’s block to rarily
were held in the Frye
Gospel
meetings
and many large vessels were repaired the McClintock block in
February. schoolhouse on Miller street early in the
in the docks. They included the schoon- D. C. Davis returned from Montville in
year, but were moved to a tent on Coners Luther T. Garretson, 491 tons; Wil- February and re-opened his blacksmith
don street during the summer. With
liam K. Park, 1,189 tons; John Proctor, shop in the rear of the Windsor House
the advent of cold weather the tent
426 tons; Pochasset, 241 tons; Mary E. stable. He subsequently formed a
part- was taken down and mission rooms op593
Morse,
tons; John Paul, 352 tons; nership with Henry M. Staples, continu- ened up town: one at 58
High street by
and the brig Jennie Hulbert, 418 tons. ing at the old stand....Stephenson & PerCharles W. Marsh and others, the other
The year 1003 marks the fiftieth annias a
versary of the history of Belfast
city, aiid the event was appropriately
from
celebrated in Old Home Week,
August nth to August loth, inclusive.
Union religious services appropriate to
the anniversary were held in the Uni-

..
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at 58 Church street by Rev. and Mrs. J.
A. Johnson.
Christian Science meetings, with Rev.
H- S. Fiske as first reader, were held
Sunday forenoons at Mr. Fiske's residence, No. 55 Cedar street.
1
Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealy held Catholic
I services at St. Francis church monthly,
and assisted in other fields, including
| Dark Harbor, Madison, Pittsfield and
other places.
The usual holidays were observed by
special services. Easter services were
held in all the churches, with special
decorations, music and sermons. Union
services, participated in by all the city
pastors, were held in the Unitarian
church Thanksgiving evening. The sermon was by Rev. Ashley A. Smith.
Christmas services, witli appropriate
decorations, were held at the various
churches Sunday, Dec. 20th, and Christmas trees, concerts, etc., on Christmas
eve, Christmas day or evening.

by

I

CITY AFFAIRS.

adopted at the
February.
Correct
tendency to constipaAt the annual city election March 9th tion withany
small doses of Ayer’s Pills.
Elmer Small was re-elected Mayor for
his third term without opposition.
leaves opened April 12th; apple trees
There was but one ticket voted for in
rook maples April 80th. The
the city. The total vote cast for Mayor April 24th;
moon was eclipsed the evening of April
was 171.
clear.
Field strawThe draw and one abutment of the Jlth—sky perfectly
berries were in bloom May 21st, lilacs
upper bridge were carried away in a violets and lilies of the
valley May 25th.
freshet March 11th, and were rebuilt.
Much damage was done by frost May
The westerly abutment of the Wiley
24th and 23th and June 1st. Strawberry
bridge at the Head of the Tide collapsed blossoms were
badly blighted. A drouth
June 13th, from damages caused by the of
two months duration ended June 8th.
freshet in March. Both abutments were
The total precipitation in April was 1.43
rebuilt and an iron truss bridge 82 feet
inches and in May 1.85 inches, a total
long is on the spot ready to be put in for the two months
of 3.30 inches. The
place. The bridge is closed to teams, average
precipitat on for April and May
but there is a foot bridge across the
resolutions

regular meeting

were

in

river.
A salary of $35 per year was voted
to the Chief Engineer and $15 to each
of the assistants at the meeting in
Mav.
I ne appropriations ror the year were
$39,500, against $37,000 ill 1903. The
1903 appropriation included $2,500 for
sewers, while in 1902, $0,096.83 was
taken from the unexpended balance of
1901.
The total amouuts of assessment, including State and
county
tax and overlay was $51,833.21 against
The tax rate was 18
$51,711.85 in 1902.
mills in 1903, and 17 1-2 mills in 1902.
The number of polls was 1,255, a gain

for 11 years past was 0.22 inches. Field
strawberries fully ripe were reported
June 7th to 11th. A very severe storm
prevailed June 12th and 13th, delaying
the Boston steamers and doing considerable damage to l
all boats. A brisk

shower, accompanied by thunder, lightning and hail, passed over July 15th,
doing great damage to growing crops.
There was a killing frost Sept. -7 9. The
mercury reached the freezing point
Sept. 30th. A “variety shower” passed
over Oct. 26th, giving us rain, snow,
hail, thunder, lightning and a gale of
wind, all within an hour’s time. Very
brilliant northern lights were observed
Oct. 31st. The lirst snow in quantity
of 25 over the previous year.
to measure fell Nov. 6th.
A new arc light was established at enough
Strawberries, raspberries and blackthe corner of Congress and Franklin
berries continued to ripen until very
streets.
late in the season, and many were f< und
The work on North port avenue under
long after the frost had killed some of

the State road law was continued. The
middle of the street for 1500 feet was
excavated 3 feet deep and 6 feet wide.
A stone drain was built at the bottom
and the excavation was filled in with
stones and the whole width of the
street covered with beach gravel. The
total length built in this and previous
years is 2,500 feet, and the cost for this
year $509.30.
The city ordinance relating to the
Police Court was amended, changing
the compensation from a salary of $600
per year to the fee system.
The year’s addition to the sewer system was from near the outlet on Front
street, up Commercial street to High,
over Bay View and Union from Commercial to the brow of the hill, and a
short section on Pearl street.
It was
built under coutract by 1. M. Cottrell.
THE SCHOOLS.

The school committee re-elected C. S.
Bickford, chairman, and John R. Dunton, superintendent. The Pitcher school
was suspended in April and the pupils
are transported to the Hayford.
This
leaves seven schools outside of the Central District, as follows; Hayford,
Poor’s Mills, Head of the Tide
point, Brick and White. The annual
school census showed 1148 pupils of
school age April 1st, against 1190 April
1, 1902. The school savings bank system was introduced into the schools,
through the efforts of the W. C. T. U.
The number of new pupils entering the
Primary schools at the beginning of
the school year was 70. The entering
class at the High school numbered 43
and the graduating class 10. A number
of changes were made in the teaching
force, caused by resignations. An examination for State teachers’ certificates was held in the High school room
Aug. 28th. The Waldo County Teachers’ Association met in Belfast, May
15th and in Winterport, Sept. 28th.
W. R. Howard, principal of the High
school, resigned March,llth, and took a
position in the Friends’ School in Prov-

(2),'City-

idence, R. I.

He was succeeded by
Hal R. Eaton of Auburn, a graduate of
Bates College, class of 1890. The senior
class gave a reception to Mr. Howard
in Memorial hall the evening of April
8th. The seniors presented the play
“Counsel for the Plaintiff” in Belfast,
March 6th, and netted $52; May 7th,
they presented the play in Islesboro,
the class netting $40. Prof. J. H. Huddilstone addressed the High school April
30th on “State Universities.” The senior class observed Arbor Day by plant-

ing

a

tree on the upper common and
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before the graduating class was
delivered in the Unitarian church SunJune
7th by Rev. Harry Eutz,
day,
from I Cor. 16:13. The graduating exercises were in the Belfast Opera
House, Friday evening, June 12th. The
class numbered ten pupils. The senior
class had a banquet at the Revere
House, Saturday evening, June 13th.
The High school organized a foot ball
team in the fall and played one game in
Castine, where they were defeated 35
to nothing.
Storms interfered with
later dates and no more games were
An
athletic team was also orplayed.
ganized for various out of doors contests, but did not enter into any outside events.
The Banks Business College, though
not a part of the public school
system,
is a strong educational factor in the
community, it has maintained a steady
growth in members and efficiency, and
its graduates are in demand for
responsible and lucrative positions.
sermon

WEATHER.
The first snow to block the roads in
the winter of 1902-3 was Feb. 8th. The
snow-fall was but 6 inches, but it drifted badly. The storm of Feb. 17th blocked the roads enough to delay trains and
stop the mail stages. The rain storm of
March 9-11 was very severe and washed
the roads badly.
Ice came down the

Passagassawaukeag

ry between them was intense. Neither
touches at Castine.
The Silver Star did a large business,
both in passengers and freight, oil the
Castine, Islesboro and Belfast route.
She made two trips per day during ,the
summer and one
trip per day the remainder of the year. She extends ber
to
Dark Harbor, near the southern
trips
end of the island, on
Fridays.
The Castine had a successful season
in the excursion and towing business,
and was hauled up late in the fall on a
railway in Islesboro built by her o'vners, the Coombs Brothers, to be put in
thorough repair for the next season’s
business.
YACHTS AND BOATS.
A feature of the yachting season was
the increased interest in gasoline
propelled boats, and the almost entire disappearance of the sailing fleet.
The

general repair, including grading the
grounds, trimming the trees, etc....W'm. sloops Mallard, C. R. Coombs, and
Waterman bought a building near Ma- Edna, A. R. Roix, are all that are
thews Bros.’ mill of Mrs. Carrie F. left of'this class of
yachts. The DecBlack, moved it to a lot near the south rows’ sloop Giide was chartered for the
in

At a special meeting of the City
Council Jan. 9th A. P. Mansfield was
elected City Clerk in place of Lucius
H. Murch, deceased, and a committee
was appointed to prepare resolutions of
respect to the memory of Mr. Murch.

The

40 feet, to his stable, making the
whole 34x74. The whole is finished and
furnished in fine style.L. L. Gentner
built a new stable at his residence on
Church street.John Ward bought a
small house of Horace Chenery, moved
it from Main street to Waldo avenue
and put it in thorough repair.Horace
Chenery bought and thorougly rebuilt
the J. I). Tucker house on Main street.
.....L. L. Robbins bought the Joshua
Trussed house on Spring street and
built up the L to 2 stories....James H.
Rurgiu built a barn on his place on
Lineolnville avenue.Leslie Mendall
built a 1 1-2 story house at No. 71 Miller street.Isaac Jackson built an addition to his stable on Miller street.
Dr. E. L. Stevens bought the Daniel
Lane house at the corner of Church
and Miller streets, rebuilt a part of the
L, moved the barn, and put the place
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THE VETERANS AND T1IKIR HELPERS.

T. II. Marshall Post and Relief Corps
held a joint installation in Memorial
Hall Jan. 6th, with the Sons of Veterans and Ladies’ Aid Society as in-

vited guests.
The services Memorial
Sunday, May 24th, were in the Unitarian church.
Special music was rendered by the church choir and Rev.
Lutz
delivered
ttie memorial serHarry

After the service at the church
Army and Sons of Veterans
performed the new ceremony of strewing llowers on the sea to the memory of
ttie naval dead. Memorial Hay, Saturday, May 30th, was observed in the
usual manner by the Grand Army.
The procession in the afternoon included the Belfast Band, the Post. Sons
of Veterans, Belfast Company, U. B.,
K. of P., the City officials, Relief Corps
and other features. A neat monument ■
entwined with evergreen and ribbons |
was erected in Grove Cemetery instead I
of ttie former mound to the unknown
The usual services were held at
dead.
the cemetery. The evening exercises
were held in the Belfast Opera House
and included music by the Belfast
Band, vocal solos, and addresses by
Revs. G. E. Edgett and A. A. Smith.
The Twenty-Sixth Maine Regimental
Association held, its eighteenth annual
reunion in Memorial Hall Aug 12th,
and was largely attended.
The Post and Relief Corps observed
June 23d as children’s day by appropriate exercises in Memorial Hall.
The Ladies’ Aid Society, auxiliary to
the Sons of Veterans, has disbanded.
mon.

tlie Grand

SHIPPING.

Pendleton Bros, bought sell. M. V. B.
Chase of Geo. A. Gilchrestin January
and repaired her in Belfast.The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. and Capt. Geo. F.
Ryan bought the sell. Polly, 55 tons,
built in 1805, and use her as a packet
ueuween

nustuu

anu

uenasi.,

ana

as a

local coaster.Capt. S. C. Rich bought
sch. Orizon, 55 tons, in February, for a
bay coaster.Capt. Ralph W. Pattershall sold sch. Sarah L. Davis to his
father, Capt. Geo. W. Pattershall, and
bought of him the sch. J. V. Wellington.
Ralph subsequently sold the
Wellington to Capt. C. A.' Lamson of
Somerville, Mass., and has since been
in command of sch. Ella M. Storer.
Geo. A. Gilchrest bought sch. Puritan
in New Bedford in March and after
making thorough repairs sold her to
Capt. C. L. Lynam, taking in part payment sch. Harriet Rogers.Capt. Fitz
W. Patterson sold sch. Sharon and
bought sch. Good Inteut, 24 tons, built
in 1813. He subsequently bought sch.
Harriet Rogers of Mr. Gilchrest and
gave his father, Capt. Fitz W. Patterson, command of the Good Intent.
Sch. Clarence A. Schafner of Slielbourne, N. S„ arrived April 12th after !
a
long and disastrous voyage from
Turk’s Island with salt for Swan & Sib-1
ley Co. She sailed from Turk's Island
Jan. 16th; was blown far off her course, |
lost sails and sprung aleak; was picked !
up Feb. 16th and towed to Yarmouth,
N. S., where she'was repaired.Sch.
Julia Edna, Capt. Tewksbury Dodge,
was
dismasted April 17th near Mt.
Desert and was towed to Belfast the
22d. She was repaired and again put
in commission, but went ashore at
Islesboro in a gale July 25th and became a total loss.
Capt. Dodge and

river the llth and
carried away the draw of the upper
bridge. There was but one snow storm
family were making a cruise in the
in March, and one in which
rain, hail
They saved most of their
and snow were combined. Wild geese vessel.
effects.The U. S. training ship Chase
passed over March 7th; ice left Bangor with revenue cadets on
board was in
the 9th; robins were plentiful the 12th
port July 15th and 16th.The packet
and bluebirds the 15th; ice broke
up in schooner P. M.
19
tons, which
Bonney,
the ponds the 29th. The snow was all
taken off by rain March 8th, and not had been on the route between Belfast
and
many years, made her
enough to measure fell after that date, last Vipalhaven
trip in September and will be
except about 1 inch the 29th, which was
Her former commander,
taken off within two days by sun and stripped.
rain. From Feb. 18th to March 31st, Capt. Thomas Burgess, resumed busi41 days, the total snowfall was but 2 ness a few weeks later in company with
inches. Frogs were heard April 1st; elm Capt. Chas. Scott in sch. Windward.
Capt. James Staples began in the Vinalhaven and Belfast packet business in
November in sch. Circle.
BUILDING AND REPAIRS.

Horace Chenery built an addition,

34

end of Cedar street and fitted it up for season and used at Dark Harbor. The
a dwelling.W. H. McIntosh bought
Caprice, T. Georg.- Dodworth, although
the Wooster Parker house on High belonging to the local
fleet, is moored
street and put it in thorough repair, off her owner’s
cottage on the North
with many changes and improvements. Shore, Northport,
during the season.
.......Wallace M. Ellis and Nahum S. 1. W. Barker’s Wave v\as sold to the
Piper each built a 1 12 story house Folwells, and about the close of the
near Mason’s Mills,
East Belfast... I season Capt. T. I). Barr sold the Ethel
Thomas G. Small built an addition to to a summer resident at North Haven.
the L of his house on Bay View street.... Later
Capt. Barr bought in Boston the
The new buildings in Gilehrest’s ship- 34-foot sloop Fiona, which will be
yard, and I. M. Cottrell’s boat shop are brought to Belfast next season. We
mentioned under the caption “Local hear of no other additions to the local
Industries.”
fleet. Our local builders, E. L. Maconi
her and I. M. Cottrell, turned out a
KIKES ANI) KIKE DEPARTMENT.
number of gasoline launches, and the
1 n common wit h many other sections,
former built a gasoline dory for use in
Belfast had to contend with forest fires lobstering. Fr. J. E. Kealy lengthened
in May and June. Ten acres of wood- his launch, the Stella Mans, and put in
land owned by J. C. Townsend and two a larger engine.
(). R. Webster built a
acres owned by L. L. Robbins in South
naphtha launch for his own use.
Belfast were burned over early in May.
T he largest steam yacht to visit this
Wednesday, June 3d, a fire started on port during the season was the FauEphraim Robbins’ land on the Gurney’s vette, an English built craft, which
Mills road and spread towards the city. was under charter to M r. Robert BaIt burned over an area of &00 acres, con of New York, who with his family
most of it covered with valuable trees. was spending the summer at Dark
The fire department kept men in the Harbor.
threatened district until the following
The new steam yacht Aria, owned by
Monday, when the fire was extinguish- Hon. E. II. Blake of Bangor, was a freed by rain. The losers were Ephraim quent visitor. This is not
only a very
Robbins, E. II. Bates, E. F. Clements, handsomely fitted yacht but is believed
W. W. Blazo, Lewis Brier, Annie Brier, to be the speediest craft of her class
II. S. Cunningham, the estate of tire afloat.
late A. B. Otis, Capt. W. W. Turner,
The cutter yacht Bayadere of Boston
Capt. John Hassell’s estate, Alonzo put in here Aug. 19th "for repairs, havShute. M rs. S. G. Mathews A
P Pnl_
ing started chain plates, etc., off Tur
sou, E. S. Shuman, W. A. Mason, C. E. tie Head that morning.
Tibbetts, J. W. Wallace, Charles P.
Hazeltine, W. E. Marsh, W. L. Miller,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
J. II. Page, C. E. Hamilton, A. K.
There was no “boom,” so to speak, in
Jackson. The area burned over was
about two miles long and a third of a any of the secret societies, but all are in
a healthy condition.
mile wide at the widest point.
The Masonic fra
There were eight tires during the ternity suffered severely in the death
of many of the older members, and the
year as follows:
Mar. 25.
Dwelling on Hay View same is true to a less extent of the oth
street, owned by* S. T. Edgecomb’s er orders. The death roll of all was
__

heirs;

unoccupied; value,

$450;

loss

larger

than usual.

New' members were

added to nearly all the orders and the
total: insurance $200; incendiary.
Apr. 11 Dwelling on Vine street, new year finds the various bodies in a
owned by John M. Sinai.; occupied by thrifty condition.The Grand Chan
T. II. Sidelinger; value $500; damage cellor, A. W. liiiekuam of Yarmouth,
installed the officers of Silver Cross
$100; caught from chimney.
Sept. 28.
Dwelling at Head of Tide, Lodge, K. of P. ,Tan. 21st.Aurora
owned by Mrs. Geo. O. Flanders; un- Rebekah Lodge, I. (), t). F., hadaseries
occupied; value $500; loss total; no in- of assemblies in Odd Fellows’ Ilall, he
surance; incendiary.
ginning Feb. 4th, and closing with a
sept. 20. Store at Head of Tide; masqurade ball Mar. 18th.The officers
owned and occupied by Edwin Mitchell; of King Solomon Council, R. and S
value $1,000; loss total; no insurance, M., were publicly installed Feb. 10th
The officers of Aurora Rebekah
value of contents, $3,100; damage $2,S00; insurance, $1,500; caught from Lodge were publicly installed Jan. 27th;
Flanders fire.
supper was served and literary exercisSept. 30. Dwelling at Head of Tide, es given.Grand Master, Leon II.
owned and occupied by Mrs. I.ottie Higgins of Brewer installed the officers
Chase; value $1,500; loss total; insur- of Waldo Lodge, I. (). O. l-\; Jan. 22rd:
ance $1,075;
value of contents $600; the 3rd. degree was conferred and redamage $300; insurance $425; incen- freshments served.A party of eight
Masons from Phoenix and' Timothy
diary.
Kept. mo. Dwelling at Head of Tide, I Chase Lodges had a sleigliride to
owned by Mrs. Caroline Carter; occu- Stockton Springs Feb. 25th to attend a
pied by owner and E. Morse; value raising in Pownal Lodge.The side de
$600: loss total; insurance $250; value gree of the Princes of the Orient was
of contents $400; damage $200; no in- worked on a few candidates during the
winter of 1002 3.Freeman Lord of
surance; caught from Flanders lire.
Oct. 30.
Storehouse on Lewis wharf, Auburn. I). G. M„ made an official visi,
owned by Lewis Wharf Co., occupied tation to King Solomon Council Apr
by Swan A Sibley Co. and Belfast 14t 11.Canton Pallas. P. M.. I.O.O. F..
Fuel A May Co.; value $4,000; damage, observed the sitb anniversary ot Odd
$200; insurance $2,200; value of con- Fellowship, Sunday, Apr. 27th, by attents $3,900; damage $300; insurance tending services at
the
Fnitariai
$2,900; cause, spontaneous combustion. church. These] men was by Rev. HarLutz
on
“Human
Nov. 9.
on
Brotherhood.”.
Store, etc.,
High street, ry
owned by Frank B. Knowlton; occu- Governor Crosby (’om mam levy, Knights
pied by owner as store; Stephenson A of Malta, moved from Odd Fellows’
Sargent, store; W. II. Clifford A Son, Hall to Knights of Pythias Hall in April.
barbershop; a club room; Dr. Fowler; .A delegation from \urora Rebekah
dwelling; Ethel Webster, dwelling: Lodge had a backboard ride to Monroe
value of building $3,500; damage $1,500; May 12th, to witness the working of
insurance $1,000; value of contents, the degree by Favori Lodge of Unity.
$4,300; damage $1,995; insurance $2,600; Waldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., observed
cause accidental.
Sunday, June 7th, as memorial day, by
Washington Hose Co. Xo. 1 had its services at the Universalist church and
annual ball in Belfast Opera Bouse Grove Cemetery. The sermon was by
Jan. 9th. The attendance was large Rev. A. A. Smith on “The Link of
and the ball successful in every particu- Love”.Silver Cross Lodge, K. of ]’.,
lar. Meservey’s orchestra of Dockland observed Sunday, June 14th, as memorgave a concert and played for the danc- ial day, by attending services at the
ing. The Hose Co. had a supper at the North church. The sermon was by
Phrenix House Jan. 31st. The Hose Co. Rev. Geo. S. Mills on “The Value of
and Belfast Hook A Ladder Co. had a Man”.Tarratine Tribe, I. O. K. M.,
masquerade ball in the Opera House held a memorial service at the Baptist
March 9th, with music by Meservey’s church Sunday, June 21st, with a sermon by Rev. K. S. Philbrook on “The
orchestra.
The number of tire alarm boxes was Exaltation of Friendship”.Eighteen
increased to 10 during the year and the members of Silver Cross Lodge, K. of
battery power of the system increased P., went to Brooks bv backboards.
and improved.
The alarm is tested ■Sept. 2!»th, ami conferred the 2d and 3rd
every day at noon, and on Friday one ranks for Golden Crown Lodge.Belfast Lodge of Good Templars had a
box is fully tested at that hour.
A volunteer fire company was formed public meeting in Sons of
Vetrans'
at the Head of the Tide in November, Hall Oct. 26th, and has since added sevThe night of meeting
and new Hydrant No. 2 was sent to eral members.
is changed from Monday to Friday.
that village for their use.
STEAMER NOTES.

FATAL

The Eastern Steamship Co. had an
unusually good season on the Penobscot bay and river route, and continued
the daily trips to and from Boston longer than usual. The freight business was
unusually heavy. Capt. Otis Ingraham,
the veteran commander and commodore
of the line, died at his home in Rocklaud August 1st. The steamers City of
Bangor and City of Rockland were on
the route during the summer, and the
Penobscot came on for the winter service. Capt. Howard Arey commanded
the

Bangor.

Early

in the season

Capt.

Marcus Pierce commanded the Rock-

land, but
health in

resigned

on

account of

ill

August, and was succeeded
by Capt. Win. A. Roix, who is now in
command of the Penobscot. The Penobscot ran on Odom’s Ledge in Penobscot river Feb. 28th in a dense fog. The
steamer was quite badly damaged, and
was taken to East Boston for repairs.
The City of Bangor was in collision
with the Frank Jones in Rockland harbor Aug. 19th, and had her starboard
paddle-wheel sprung, the shaft cracked,
and received other damages.
A serious disagreement exists be-

A I FI DEN'l'S.

Seven residents of Belfast met death
by accident in 1003. Irving By an fell
from a scaffold at the Belfast Fuel &
Hay Co.’s wharf Jan. 7th and was instantly killed. Mrs. Jennie Hallowed
was drowned in her cellar in East Belfast Feb. 28th. The stairs broke under
ber and she fell into the cellar in w hich
the water was 4 feet deep.
Everett E.
Pillsbury, his two children, Blanche
and Myron, and Miss Carrie A. Stevens
were drowned by the upsetting of a
sail boat in the harbor .Inly 26th.
The
bodies were all recovered.
John McTaggart, baggage master on the Belfast and Burnham passenger train, was
instantly kil.ed Sept. 4th, by striking
against a donkey engine beside the
track at Unity Pond, as he stood on
the car step to deliver a message to a
work man.

OTIIKJi

ACCIDENTS.

A number of lion-fatal, but serious
accidents, occurred during the year.
Among the more serious w ere the following: Frank Brewster was mu over
by a runaway team Jan. 6th, and badly
tween Capt. W. D. Bennett and W. I). bruised and cut.
It was a narrow esKerst, former owners of the M. & M., cape from death, and lie was confined
aud later of the Merryconeag, plying on to his house several weeks.
Lewis E.
the Bucksport and Camden line. In Pitcher of
Northport was thrown from
1902 they differed in regard to extend- his team on Miller street
Sept. 22d, and
ing the route by touching at Castiue. sustained a compound fracture of both
Capt. Bennett tied the boat up at bones of the left wrist and a bad fracBucksport Jan. 3, 1903, and Mr. Kerst ture at the elbow. He was treated at
brought a suit in the U. S. District the Maine General Hospital and the
Court in Portland to decide the rights arm was saved.
Miss Kate Wood was
of the parties. Capt. Bennett continued knocked down
by a runaway team on
on the route in the Golden Rod.
The Main street Dec. 22d, and seriously incourt decided that Mr. Kerst could
jured.
have the use of the Merryconeag by
TELEPHONE.
giving sufficient bond to Capt. Bennett,
and she was replaced on the route Feb.
The New England Telephone and
9th. A company called the Bucksport, Telegraph Co. made great advances
Belfast and Camden Steamboat Co. was
[CONTINUED ON PAGE SEVEN.]
organized May 20th, and Capt. Bennett
sold his interest in the Merryconeag to —------them. The two boats continued to run
on the route during the year on practiKodol
cally the same time table, and the rivalwhat
eat.

Dyspepsia Cura
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OXTINUED

A large number of
the year.
ms have been added to the local
mge. The office was moved from
st reet to more commodious rooms

Mcdintock block, High street,
the exchange thoroughly re-arThe limit of local rates was
.i.
led to 4 miles, instead of the
Four “farmers’”
ei l mile limit.
On Searsport
were established:
..
to Waldo via Citypoint and
Holmes’ mill: to Centre Belmont,
Pitcher’s Pond. The lines are
■
miles long, and have not less

subscribers each.
local manager.

Ralph Her-

i i
s

LIGHTS and power.

Belfast Light and Power Co.,
controlled the electric light and
the gas, and the Goose River ice
transferred its plant and
pi
ss Oct. 1st to N. Curtis Fletcher
ul Boston, and a new company
rganized called the Belfast Gas
Klectric Co. The new company
capital stock of $00,000. H. L.
i Portland is president and N.
Fletcher of Boston, treasurer,
unpany began at once improving

,e

md will

1:.
t

■

continue the work
G. L. Vose is

practicable.

as

manager and Jefferson Alexanal manager. The ice plant is
■a a local
company and the pond
cut to its full capacity this

ELECTRIC ROAI).

"f

e.'t

an

electric road made some

.lining the year. In January a
■I capitalists of
Kennebec and

s

secured the franchise ami
: tli- Waldo Street Railway Co.
> the latter company was partiiiiiz. I.
by substituting S, SI.
I W
iili’ti as directors in place
T.
i I.izeltine and II. L. Shepicd. W It. Getehell of Augusta
ci-ys of the route between the
f
the electric road in Camden
:
nil railroad in Belfast; the
staked out, and in sections
i■ *"s no: follow tlu- highway the
nas
grubbed out through tile
expected that the road will be
In- n.-ar future.
■s

■

M

AND

t

J1ARITARLE

WORK.

1'.

I', observed its 29th anni*nppn ami general meeting at
; i: e li-Mdent, Mis.* Frothingg• h.
Flower m;s.*ion day was
.'nne loth l>\ a visit to the almsl he
\Yaldo County Convention
'.
1 !;•- Baptist, church June 25th.
a;:
instrumental in introducing
ngs banks into the public schools
i.peius was given to the movement
king a home for aged women in
>
the death ol Mrs. Deborah \Y.
who by .her will gave the bulk of
Several
•;!> for that purpose.
m assoeiation
was formed by
the \\ c. 'i c to raise funds
k such a in nne, and the union and
aghter* have been working to
After Mr.*. Lincoln’s will was
the asMHiation was re-organized
■is are now working to establish
Mr.*. 1 inooln’s bequest is onh
after the home is in operation.
<
T. Alliance held Its regular
aim maintained the interest in tlie
general charities.
The sewing
successfully maintained.
:!>' Home had a prosperous year.
.:tr> Mr. and Mrs. \Y. C. Bowen
a'oyed, the former to care for the
the latter as Matron, and Mrs.
\. Maynard, former Matron, was
as Field Secretary.
The report
-usurer
at tin* annual meeting
-i
showed the total expenditures
r. S '.*>12 ;u, and a balance in the
i*

1

$880

if

84.

liprovemeni Society secured a lot of
!je foot of Condon street and built
•'i and bith
houses.
The place
.*<*ui ce of pleasure to many for
ainhake.*, etc., during the sum<•
> extended the sidewalk on
-lu-et to the pavilion.
The Ims. 'thety also inaugurated a movepublic park, and called a public
he c<*ui t house Sept. 29th.
A 7: e .shore of the Allyn tield was
t committee is making a canvas
to buy it.
1

I.ITllHAliV

AMI

MISICAC.

Swett of Portland gave
ture

.in

an

il-

‘‘Picturesque Maine,’■

urian church, Jan. Kith, before

a

-nee.

lh.-iiist* had a fair, supper and
••Mi
hi
Memorial Hall, March
nmek trial of a breach of promConcert Co. gave a recital
i.ist opera House March 19th,
ausjdees of the Parlor Musical
man

annual ball of Belfast
*’
R. K. of Ik, in Belfast Opera
*•:>. 2Jd, was one of the most enthe history of that organization.
was elaborately decorated, there
g*^ attendance and the Sir
Knights
n
uniform
The music was by
rchestra.
of cotillion parties in Memorial
•k music by Lakie’s orchestra,
-b. 20th.
>mall gave his annual supper to
Government and officials at the
Hotel, March 2d.
■"hast Band had a series of five
!• concerts in Belfast
Opera House,
g
March 27th, and ending May
first otien air concert by the Bei'! was July 1st, and the concerts
oiled at intervals throughout the
1 he Band had numerous local enduring the year, including Old
*-ek, the county fair, and others.
M. Jacobs of Camden, formerly
1- the author of a 4-act
comedy

:

*:11h

t-

•ilio.l ‘M'l...

..f

II.

»»

I*.

nted iii various places by the
'■lock Company, with Mr. Jacobs
i

White gave a recital in Me1, July 31st. Mr. White sang two
iby A. C. Knight of Boston,
Belfast, lie was assisted by
Bichardson of Newark, N. J.,
Misses Edith 1’ettiiigill, June K.
h-h-ii M. I Hinton, with Miss Mary
is

accompanist.

Pinafore was presented in BelHouse August 5th, by Belfast
practically the same cast that
presentations in 1<too.
The atlas large.
The music was by
1 the Belfast Band,
une K Hills and Helen M. i)unmioert in Belfast Opera House,
‘'a. They were assisted
by Mrs.
base
of Salaverry, Peru, Miss
U
■en of
Boston; Miss Susan E.
and Emery F. White.
ft
al organization known as the Bel'&•
,|l“t was formed October
:S0th, to
fr
i.-ic for dances,
parties, etc.
p
111
of the descendants of John
E
as held at the
X
Improvement Soavi 1 ion
September 5th. Supper was
jp
"! a family association was formed.
X
1
1 Mrs. Charles
■
F. Shaw observed
!t'eth anniversary of their marriage
H
-ption at their home on Congress
■
X
September 4th.
I
Clifford, lessee and manager of
“'lust Opera House, had a high
B
1
entertainments throughout the
B
1
made a number of improveB
!
B
baggage elevator at the
“juding aseats
in a part of the hall,
|B •T.bolstered
,|H
B
Opera House orchestra was orSeptember to furnish music for
m
in the Opera House and
1H
a

■>

'^"bubents

jB
X

of entertainments under the
of the Belfast Improvement Soiyiied with “May Parker’s Picka0 Belfast
Opera House, Oet. Otli.
ns a
good advance sale of tickets.
entertainment was by the Metoncert Co. Dec. 7th. The course
into the coming
year.
’use

^B
|X

1

$■
n

H

jes

■

ley Literary Society

was

organiz-

-oo. and holds regular
meetings at
ii'l’ers are read and discussed on

I.
S 11

historical subjects.
111, e-rs
in the Belfast schools gavea
B
Biientertainment in Belfast Opera

jHeli.i.j'
■i'i.

.,

,“e

11

Uth for the benefit of

was

poor

successful, financially and

There were many events of more or less paying the county'
officials, from the fee
interest, including lawn parties, public sup- sy stem to salai ies.
l'he residence of ( has. N. Black on High
pers, musical aud literary entertainments
street was entered by burglars the night of
by tbe churches, secret societies, etc.
Aug. i4tk, and money and valuables to the
THE LIQUOR LAW.
amount of more than 81,000 stolen. A reward
of 8200 was offered for the arrest of
At the January term of S. J. Court, Chief
Justice Wiswell announced that jail sen- the perpetrator, but he was not found.
fercy Higgins, under indictment for
tences would be imposed on all convictions
under tbe liquor law after April 1st. After breaking and entering I. L. Perry’s cigar
in East Belfast in June,
shop
that date frequent searches and seizures
1902, but who
were made, and at the September term four bad eluded capture, was arrested in Camden,
June
23d, and is now serving a sentence in
men convicted of liquor selling were sent to
jail. The drug stores and hotels gave up Belfast jail.
A number of minor
their U. S. tax licenses April 1st, as did
breakings and entermost if not all of the saloon keepers. There ings and larcenies at stores occurred during
the
year.
is one case now pending for the January
They were found to be young
term, in addition to new actions against boys, who were given a chance to do better,
some of the places for which the proprietors and were not prosecuted.
Fred Douglass of Jackson was sent to
received the jail sentences.
state I rison in April for burglaries in var-

ious towns and two others
HORSES.
implicted in the
same were given
jail sentences. Douglass
The interest iu the better class of horses
from the prison July 4tli aud was
escaped
materially increased, chiefly through the captured after a long chase.
stables of Horace Clienery and M. B.
l’he contest on the will of the late
George
Smith, at both of which large numbers of \\. Cottrell was decided
by the court
fine animals are kept.
Horses from these
the contestants, and the will stands.
against
stables started in races on various tracks
Henry W. Brown of Northport brought
and won a number of purses.
L. L. Geut- an action
against Dr. E. A. Wilson of Belner's Henry Titer was driven in several fast for
810,000 for alleged malpractice in
races
by lienry Gentner. The horse’s treating the plaintiff’s broken
arm.
The
record to date is : started in 18 races; won case was tried in
the S. J. Court in April,
17; best record 2.19. Messrs. Smith and with a verdict for the defendant.
Clienery shipped a car-load of high-class
The Peoples National Bank was sold to
horses to New York iu December to be sold the
Augusta Trust Co. in January and a
at the Madison Garden auctiou.
They in- new board of directors was elected
Jan. 20th,
cluded Smith’s Arzille, Exquisite, Robert with J. Manchester
Haj'nes of Augusta as
R. Chenango, Dean I’atchen, and Chenery’s
The new board is J. Manchespresident.
Tallapoosa and Naughty Jim.
ter Haynes, George E. Macomber, John F.
Hill, Byron Boyd, Augusta, Charles E.
knowlton, K. F. Dunton, Frank K. Wiggin,
POSTA I,.
Belfast. Mr. Wiggin continues as cashier.
A petition was sent to Washington in
The headquarters of the Eastern Importto
establish
a rural free delivery
January
and Breeding Co., in the Belgian hare
route via Citypoiut to Swanville, thence in- ing
industry, was moved from Maine to St.
to Searsport and to Belfast by the “back
Mo.
A portion of the plant had
Louis,
road.” A remonstrance was sent from
been located in Belfast.
Citypoiut, as it would abolish their postThe Central Club, which disbanded last
office and give them but one R. F. D. mail
year, was reorganized in November, tvith
per day instead of four by train as at pres- rooms over the Davis
hair dressing rooms
ent.
Tlie route was not established.
on Main street.
An order was issued iu February that
There was no general observance of tlie
mail to and from Castine be sent via Capt.
Fourth of July.
Bennett’s steamer, but as the proposed
Several farmers put in gasoline or steam
change, in the route of the steamer was not
engines for running separators, sawing
made the order was rescinded.
wood and doing other farm work.
The star route from Belfast to Freedom
li. L. Woodcock had exhibitions of his
was
curtailed in May by abolishing the
in Bangor ami had large sales.
offices at Knox and Knox Centre, which are pictures
The year’s pictures were chiefly views at
served by R. F. D. from Thorndike. The
Nassau, X I’.
northern terminus is now at East Knox.
L. A. Coombs exhibited his paintings,
The Belfast office was granted an income
of landscapes and fancy work,
consisting
increase of S100 per year, on July 1st, iu the
at the C. C. C. shoe store in December.
pay of Frederick W. Brown.
P.
A.
Sanborn had numerous orders for
Robert F. Russ was appointed postmaster
oil and water color paintings and drawings
at Boor’s Mills in December, in place of A.
for various uses.
S. Jackson resigned.
( has. It. Eaton resigned as letter carrier
to enter the furniture and
undertaking
PERSONAL.
business, and William Holt was appointed.
l)r. Sumner C. Pattee graduated from
J.
Poor
is
substitute
carrier.
Percy
tlie medical department of the University
of Pennsylvania in the class of 1903. lie
SPOUTS.
settled in Centre Lineolnville December tst
Vo regular base ball team was main-1 and soon after bought the practice of Dr.
W. F. Larrabee of Searsport and moved to
tnined and but few transient games play ed.
May 30th the lielfasts defeated the Castine that place.
Koss E., son of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest O.
Normals by 12 to 7, and June Util the llelPatterson, was appointed to a cadetship in
tast High school defeated the Camden High
tlie
U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, in
school. 9 to 7. The High school and Banks
Business College nines played Fast Day, April.
Lieut. Win. V. Pratt was navigating ofthe former winning, 11 too. The Castine
Normals defeated Brooks locals, 17 to 7, on ticer of the U. S. S. Kearsarge when the
the Belfast grounds, May Dili. The fence American squadron visited England in
and graml-stand were sold and taken away July, and was a guest at a reception given
by King Edward on the occasion of the
early in the fall.
A few bowling games were played.
A visit of President Loubet of France. Lieut.
Rockland team defeated I he locals in Pratt was in command of the Kearsarge
Staples’ alley on High street, April 28th, during her record breaking trip from New
tile score standing 2102 to 3021. The Bel- York to Southampton in July, the time
fasts went to Camden May ttith and were being 10 days and lii hours.
Rev. I. It. Mower of South Berwick, fordefeated by the Camdens, 1242 to 1224.
merly of Belfast, was chosen Secretary of
tlie Maine Baptist Association Oct. 8th, to
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
succeed Rev. A. T. Dunn, 1). I)., deceased.
While many places suffered epidemics of
Miss Anna Redman went to Naples in
contagious diseases Belfast escaped with July with a touring party from Boston.
but few cases. There were two cases of
Ben D. Field and Fred G. White were on
varioloid at the Head of the Tide and one the steamer Madiana when she was wreckon
Miller street.
The usual precautions ed at Bermuda Feb. 13th, while on an exwere taken, a general vaccination was in- cursion to the West Indies.
stiiuted and the disease was confined to the
Dr, W. L. West, V. S., was w ith tlie catThe tle inspectors in their work on the foot and
persons with whom it originated.
schoolehildren|aud all who had been exposed mouth disease in Massachusetts, early in
were vaccinated at the city’s expense.
The the year, but returned and resumed his
schools in the South Primary building were practice in May.
closed for a few weeks in October and NoMiss Nina F. Poor received the degree of
vember on account of scarlet fever and M. A. from Leland Stanford University in
there were a few cases outside the schools.
Palo Alto, Cal.
Charles E. Paul was elected assistant in
tlie department of mechanical engineering
MISCELLANEOUS.
in the State Agricultural College of Kansas.
A Belfast Club was organized in Boston
March loth, and a banquet was held at the
MAURI ACER.
Hotel Vendome April 24th, at which 123
Sixty-six marriages in which one or both
persons were present. After dinner speeches
were made by W.
C. Crawford, president of the parties is or once was a resident of
of the society, Dr. Dudley A. Sargent of Belfast were reported. Forty-seven were
Harvard, A. II. Kelley, Rev .1. A. Savage, solemnized in Belfast. In 34 both the bride
Bordman Hall, Esq., and Miss Frances J. and groom belonged in Belfast; in 8 a BelDyer. A musical and literary program in- fast man took a wife from elsewhere and in
cluded Misses Helen M. Dunton, Cora 24 Belfast women married husbands fioin
Fames, dune K. Hills, Theuda Mear.s, Amy other places. By months tlie record is as
follows: January, 5; February, li; March,
Stoddard and Mr. Emery F. White.
The twenty-fifth annual convention of the 5; April, 3; May, 4; June, 10; July 4; AuMaine Deaf Mutes’ Mission was held in the gust, 4; September, 2; October, 9; NovemNorth church August 2‘itli and 30th. The ber, 12; December, 2.
In Arlington Heights, Mass.,
Jan 1.
meeting was the anniversary of the forming
ol tile mission in iielfast, when the late George Albert Fiske and Miss Emma LotChas. A. Brown was elected first president. tie Fiint, formerly of Belfast, both of
The meeting of 11)03 was attended by 50 dele- Mansfield, Mass.
gates. A pray er meeting for the deaf was
Jan. 1. Ralph E. Whitten and Miss Alice
held in tile Baptist church in the afternoon M. Heath.
and
the
j
Jan. 7. In Cliftondale, Mass., Geo. W.
delegates attended services at the
Baptist church in the evening.
Stoddard, 1). 1). S., and Mrs. Julia S.
The Belfast Free Library has been in- Crewettof Lincoln, Neb.
i’reased during the year and there are now
In Northport, Isaac S. Hills of
Jan. 28.
10,000 volumes.on the catalogues. The Li- Northport and Miss L. II. Carter.
brary continued a member of the Library
Jan. 28. In Monroe, Dr. Linneus A. RobArt Club, and has had works of art repre- erts of Dorchester, Mass., and Miss Mabel
senting the best foreign artists constantly M. Webber of Monroe.
on exhibition.
The use of the library is
Feb. 2. Ill Wakefield, Mass., Janies Fred
open to summer visitors and all residents Langil! of Worcester, Mass., and Miss Virof Waldo county on payment of a nominal ginia C. Richardson.
fee.
Feb. 2. In Searsport, Fred M. Crosby
Noticeable improvements were made in and Miss Isa M. Nickerson.
Grove
Feb. 11.
Charles A. Haycock of EastCemetery, including widening,
straightening and grading some of the port and Miss Geneva T. Thompson.
avenues, opening up new sections, grading
Feb. 23. James II. James and Miss Josie
and seeding outside the fence by the high- E. Black of
Northport.
way, etc.
Feb. 23.
Charles H. Gray of Mercer and
A school of pollock struck into the harbor
Miss Angie M. Kilgore.
in June, and a number were caught at the
Feb. 25.
George H. Lakie and Miss Carlower bridge and near the monument.
rie Seekins.
The local deer hunters had good success
Mar. 3.
Elbridge M. Thomas and Miss
in their hunting both in Waldo county and Eva li. French.
*
the deeper forests-of northern Maine. Many
Mar. 4. Harry E. Nuss of Boston and
fine specimens were brought in and were Miss Carrie E. Robbins.
cut up by Fogg & Brown.
Small game
Mar. 9. Jason Ware and Mrs. Josephine
hunters were not so successful as in some Hart.
former years.. Brook trout were taken in
Mar. 24.
In Searsport, Daniel E. Hill
larger numbers than for sometime past, but and Lula M. Crosby.
lake trout and salmon did not respond so
Mar. 28. David B. Eastman of Montville
readily to the wiles of the angler.
and Mrs. Mary E. Cates.
me
city water
system was given a
Apr. 2. Alexis E Gross and Miss Martha
thorough overhauling by the new superin- C. Crosby.
tendent, Tyler 11. Bird. Some extensive
Apr. 23. Maurice P. Shaw and Clara 11.
leaks in the mains were located and the dePettee.
fective pipes replaced. The standpipe was
Apr. 23. Herbert M. Stevens and Miss
cleaned and painted inside and out, and the Mary E. Stevens.
machinery at the station put in first-class
May 7. In Brooks, Thomas C. Smart and
working order.
Mrs. Sarah E. Reynolds of Waldo.
There were numerous excursions from
May 7. In Wollaston, Mass., Rev. RanBelfast by rail and steamers. Kaeb of tlie dall T.
Capen of Madison, Wis., formerly of
Sunday schools had its annual excursion. Belfast, and Miss Louise II. Barbour of
The Maine Central K. K. Co. had one to Wollaston.
Bar Harbor Aug. 2d, from Skowhegan,
May ll. George II. Wing and Mrs. Mary
Waterville, Bangor, and the Belfast and Gasper.
Dexter branches. The steamer MerryconMay 23. Elmer French and Olive May
eag took an excursion from the landings on Bryant.
her route the same day.
The attraction
J une 3. John P. Finnegan of East Hampwas a large fleet of U. S.
war vessels.
Or- den and Miss Teresa Hogan.
rin J. Dickey had a number of
June 7. In Searsport, Roscoe L. Rollerpersonally
conducted excursions by rail and steamer, sou and Miss Luella
El well.
and met with success. He recently organJune 10.
Herbert Paul of Waldo and
ized two excursions to Savannah and other Miss Lucinda B. Cammett.
points in the South, and had a goodly party
J une 10. Leland II. Piper and Miss Hatfor each.
tie M. Ward.
The Belfast Printing Co. published a
June 22. Elisha Sherman and Mrs. Loia
booklet of local views, called “Illustrated C. Hoffses.
Belfast.”
June 23. In Roxbury-, Mass., Warren A.
The State Assessors held their annual Nichols of
Searsport and Miss Lulu Putmeeting lor Waldo county in the court nam.
house, Sept. 18th.
June 24. Clifford B. W'ilband and Miss
A large number of farms and other
Isa D. McCabe.
pieces of real estate changed hands the
June 24. Van A. Gurney and Miss Lulu
past year, and the new owners are, in most Mayhew.
cases, improving the property.
June 24.
Lee J. Patterson and Miss
The shipments of live stock were cur- Marie V.
Kingsbury.
tailed by the quarantine in Massachusetts
June 26. William B. Woodbury of Hanobut revived somewhat towards the close of
ver, N. H., and Miss Maud Lr Johnson.
the season.
July 3. Samuel B. Furbish of Brunswick
The annual cattle show and fair of Waldo and Miss Edith M. Williams.
County Agricultural Society was held Sept.
July 8. Everett F. Clements of Waldo
2nd, 3d and 4th, and was successful in every and Miss Zilpha B. Whitcomb.
particular. The total receipts were $1,173.11,
15.
July
George T. Darby and Miss
and the amount paid out was $1,059.83, inAgnes A. Pendleton.
cluding $184.75 in premiums on farm stock,
23.
Minot
F. Stearns and Miss
July
produce, etc. The races included a 3-minute Grace Curtis.
class for $70; 2.21 class, $150; 2.24 class,
Aug. 5. Leo G. Herrick and Hildred
$125; 2.34 class, $100; 2.19 class, $200; and Brookhouse.
2.40 class, $80. The Belfast Band was in
Aug. 10. John A. Gilmore and Miss Emattendance. New cattle sheds were built ma A.
Murphy.
dnring the year and other improvements
Aug. 18. In Lakeport, Cal., John Wilson
made at the grounds.
and Mrs. Eva Burke.
A committee from the Legislature held a
Aug. 22. Luther Calderwood and Mrs.
hearing in Belfast Nov. 24th, with a view Ruby A. Maddocks.
to recommending a change in the method of
Sept. 12. In Worcester, Mass., William
II. Durham of Worcester and Miss Minna
E. Page.
Sept. 15. In Searsport, Capt. James W.
Burgess and Mrs. Alice W. Carrow.
Ocr. 8. In Medford, Mass., William S.
Mitchell of West Newton and Miss Mabel
S. Pitcher of Medford.

Oct. 12. Lewis W. Ricker of East Wei
mouth, .Mass., anil Miss Ethel M. Strout

In Providence, R. I.,
Oct. 15
Fredm'jek
0. -1. liorue of Uangor aud Miss Lillian

TIRED OUT?

Smalley.

Xu Brunswick, William II. Mace
formerly of Belfast, and Miss Minnie B
Murray, both of Brunswick.
Oct. 17. Ira W. Condon and Miss Winnie
M. Parsons.
Walter F. Chipman of South PoOct. 21.
laud ami Miss Carrie E. Flanders.
21.
Fred T. Nickerson of Castine
Oct.
and Miss Editli May West.
Oct. 26. Fred S. Pendleton of Auburn
and Miss Susie L. Robertson.
Oct. 31. EUlorus F. Mahoney and Miss
Laura B. Trafton.
Nov. 4.
William F. Weshee and Miss
Mabel A. Harford.
Nov. 4. David E. Walker and Miss Elizabeth Widdecombe of Rockland.
Nov. 11. Riley C. Whitcomb of Brooks
and Mrs. Lottie Chase,
In Auburn, Charles F. Wildes
t Nov. 11.
of Somerville, Mass., and Miss Ada E.
Larrabee.
Nov. 13. Frank Dorman and Mrs. Marv
C. Trull.
Nov. 16. Henry II. Maddoeks and Miss
Ada B. Warren.
Nov. 23.
Fred A. Tibbetts and Miss
Margaret B. Weseott
Nov. 25. In San Diego, Cal., Edward
Johnson, Jr., and Miss Gertrude Clark.
Nov. 25. Henry E. Knight and Miss
Blanche C. Carter.
Nov. 25. Tolman II. Fernald and Miss
Annabelle Morse.
Nov. 26. Herbert A. Black and Miss
Annie L. Chapies.
Nov. 29. John Tait of Frankfort and
Miss Eftie L. Clark.
Dec. 21. Geo. R. Wood and Sylvina S.
Hewes.
Dec. 25. Raymond F. Rogers and Miss
Josephine L. Buzzell.
Oct. 14.

—“L. F.M
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Relieves and Strengthens—,
Stomach, Bowels, Liver and
Kidneys. The More "L.P."
the Less Sickness

J
J

If INTER

Stoves.
"1 have received such great benefit from
‘L. F.‘ Atwood's Bitters that I want
1

positive that if

am

this statement if you see fit.*’
—James H. Burbank, Clerk and Treasurer
Chesterville, Me.

Tha

We have in stock all

f

people would take more of the True
'L. F." for general debility and building
up of the system there would be less
sickness and fewer doctor's bills. You
may

$2.25

J

kinds-air-tights,

J

styles
iron,

j!

i

Steamers leave Belfast (weather permitting) for
Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at about
2.30P. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
*oi' Winterport, via way
landings, Wednesdays

The Famous

!

j

True **L. F.** ij a Spring System
Cleanser and Tonic.

and Saturdays at about 8 a. m.,
rival of steamer from Boston.

Mondays and Thursdays.

Glenwood Oak.

FRED W. POTE, Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
\ ice President and General Manager,
Foster’s Wharf, Boston.

Also the usual tine line of tinware, wooden ware, lamps, etc.

Furnace

Swan & Sibley Co.

Work

Agree With Us?

Wilt'* tha reason the things wa Ilka
baata* aaldom aaem to agree with oaf
Maybe lt’a because wa overeat of them.
There were 79 deaths in Belfast in 1903,
Than follow* a lit of Indigestloa.
and 44 residents or former residents died
last* a day or two perhaps. Bat
elsewhere, a total of 123. But 3 of the deaths Only
in Belfast were of residents of other towns. ! It's a most uncomfortable day or two.
By mi nths the deaths in Belfast were as i Wa don’t mean to abuae our stomachs
follows: January, 9; February, 8: March, : bat wo all do It mora or leas.
Wa tea
6; April, 6; May, 6; June, 6; July, 8; Au- 1 things we want and can’t resist
gust, 4; September, 6; October, 7; Novemthe longing for them. When lt’a too
ber, 5; December, 8. There were 7 under 10 let* wa regret our rashness.
Bat
years of age; 2 from 10 to 19 inclusive; 4
there’* a way to escape the consefrom 20 to 29; 4 from 30 to 39; 1 from 40 to
of
such
Indiscretions.
Ados*
quences
49; 18 from 50 to 59; 14 from 00 to 09; 18 from
; of a good dlgestant like Kodol Dys70 to 79; lti from 80 to 89; and 1 of 90.
pepsia Cure will relieve you at once.
7 Bridget .Johnson.59
w
bO«
j.uuikcomuu im miywmjm uuo
8 Lucius H. vi inch.64
umecauM. Youritomach U too weak
8 »v illiam II. Fleming.27 1
to digest what you eat.
It needs rest.
io
Mattie A. Rackliffe
50
14 David Alexander ..74
You ean’t rest it bj going without
24 Jeremiah C. Thompson.81
food.
That would mean starvation.
24 Adelbert VVeseott
.60
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will rest Ik
Feb. 4 Mercy Rich.
82
It does the stomach’s work. In the
8 Capt. Benjamin Cook..90
8 Margaret A. Dodge .52
mean time the tired organ Is
gaining
il Elisha M. Flanders.50
(resh strength. Before long It will be
12 Richard P. Stickney.53
m strong as ever.
15 Eunice B. Giles.83
You don’t have to
10 Eliza Frances Small. or,
llet. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will dr*'
18 Lucy A. S ephenson.78
j
iest any kind of wholtome food.
28 Jennie Ilallowell..79
Mar. 2 Henrietta H. Reed, Stockton Springs.74
“I bod stomach trooMs (our rears,'* Sara
;
3
Boo.
Clara F. Nickerson
B.Oolbath
64
Alpena, Mich "wblob was
*•

■

—

■

••

•o bad that at times I was forced to remain
in bed. At last I was Induced In try Kodot
Dyspepele Care from which I received Immediate relief and a few bottlee effected s
complete care."

will receive

prompt

attention.

JOUHKiiS

’*

■

That’s what you

...

sey) Perliam.
Drowned near Eagle Island, Theo-

.—

dore Scott.
19
In olerain, Mass., Frank D. Blake
44
In Bridgeport, Ct., James Staples.... 79
In Thorndike, Elbert J. Monroe.34
At sea, v:ary Elizabeth French
60
I11 Belmont. Jennie M. Cammett-..
36
In Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Ralph H.
Wight.
35
In Boston, Waldo B. Newton.34
I11 Chelsea, < apt. Benj. L. Smalley... 75
In Philadelphia, Myra E. Bagley_80
In Camden, Thaddeus R. Simonton
73
In Colorado, Springs. Col., Thomas J.
Burgess. 70
In Lincolnville, George M. Wescott.. 38 ;
In South Framingham, Mass., Sarah
B. Ellis
66 I
I
In Worcester, Mass., John McG.

25
28
Mar. 26
—

...

30
April 9

May

22
23
29
30
1
8
24
28

gentlv laxative.

28
June

6

Roberts ..41
In Islesboro. Jessie Engstrom.19

July

7

inNortli Chester ville, Joanna Brew-

vzniimcii,

Ail

26

vjuve

uay.

Portsmouth, Va., L,’zzie"(Moody)
Daughtrey.
In Northport, Thomas J. Hopkins...
In Bangor, Smith Hopkins.
111 Unity, John McTaggart.
In Orrington, Amanda J. Lufkin.
In Lawrence, Mass., Capt. George

CL

beautiful brown

Aug 18
18

Sept. 4
7
19

64
63
67
46
53

Augustus McDonald.. 74
Placerville, Calif., Mary E. (Mc-

26

In

Donald) Allies.
73
In vi ontvllle, Emellne Cushman. 78
In Somerville, Mass.. Ja nes c. Lewis 7*2
In Knox, Charles H. Kogers. 7m
III Troy, Sarah Stanley.85
111 Cnelsea, Mass., Capt. Sevvall Patterson.
81
25 In Lynn. Mass.. Mrs. Annie B. Locke 35
Nov. 4 In Council Grove. Kansas, Weston

Oct.

^

Dow.—
Lower Cabot, Vt., Nancy K. (Tilden) Stone.
88
In Rocklanu, Marv T. Waterman
84
In Brooks, Guorge W. Leonard. 80
Iu Middleton, Ct, James W. Knowlw

Dec.

In

20
10
13

...

ton

?IArf>-

In

27
30

ton
83
In Islesboro, Rachel A. Hunt.
III New York. Mrs. Arnold Harris....

Sold by

40 doses 10 cents.
Edmund Wilson and A. A.

30
7 42
.17 5)4
lhorndlke. 8 00
Unity. bln
Burnham, arrive.-. 8 35
Clinton. 8 52
Benton.. O112
Bangor. 11 30

—
_

4 45

_

308

6 30

5 35
»(-'0

1 05
5 57
7 25

V 51

A M

Portland.12 15
4IM)
Boston, jg;®".•
I W. D.

4 10

Clubbing Offer

TO BELFAST.
P»

‘l-.
Oi;
1 'V 1>.

AM

7 40

—

1*05

Portland.-. 10 45
a

>1

A

Waterville. 7 15

M

9 52

7 15

9 0S
9 17
i9 25
9 4c
19 50
Uooc
10 05

3 00
8 30

Jo 55
112c
+11 35
12 12
112 30
112 50
1 05

4 15
1 35
4

4
4
5
5
15
5
+5
+6
6

22
33
47
05
15
24
40
50
00
05

lV;vr ex:cU-jhod

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

Only $2.00

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations 1 n Br.cioh.
Through tickets to all points West ami North

rami and I.mil.

-!

act!

PM

3 20
i3 26
t3 43
418
4 25
4 45
h‘>iy
555
to 15
tii 25

M

A

Waterville.. 008

Unity.

+ Flag

to

For

Cream Balm
at once.

HUY

tVfc K

sold

at

via all

v L.
\V. (Se«>kob
routes, for sale
r.Ko y. EVA Ns,
Vice President and <l*-neral Ma1 nrer,
Booth by. (lenT Pass, and Ticket Agent.

west,

Gas&Elecific LightGo.

Market

F* E

BELFAST

Reports

Mechanical Devices

Fancy Work.

Feeding and Breeding

The

Lawyer

Dairy and Creamery
The Poultry Yard
The Horse

Apiary

News o* the

Day

Household Features
The

Plants and Flowers.

j

now

Farm and Garden

Fashions ami

Dr. Emmons’

are

Agent, Belfast.

Talks with Our

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
Hundreds of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medieal science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.

station.
Limited tickets for Boston

Believing that every one of our readers should
have at least one good farm and tamilv journal
we have perfected arrangements whereby \ve can
send that practical and instructive journal Fvkm
and Hume, in connection with The Reim iu.i
» an
Joi hnai. for only
ou. the priee of The
Rei'I hi. « an Jni k\ai. alone. \Ve art* unable
to give but a brief description of.the contents of
Farm ash Hume, which is unotpialed lor variety
and excellence. Prominent among its many departments may be mentioned the
Fruit Culture

!

Sheep

(Juestion Box
The Veterinary

;

Electric

Wiring of All Kinds.

ami Swine

|

Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscripLongest and most obstinate irregularities from the
tion making a volume of over MO pages, teeming
any cause relieved immediately, success guarwith
all the latest and most reliable information
l
No
anteed at any stage.
pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of that experience and science can supply. No betcan be offered than its
cases where others have failed.
Tile most diffi- ter proof of its
cult cases successfully treated by mail, and bene- enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a
ficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
million readers.
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
Remember we send both papers a full year, al
whom we never see. Write for further particuat the very low price stated. Address
lars and free confidential advice. Do not
put off postpaid,
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Re | all orders to
member, this remedy is absolutely safe under
Belfast.
possible condition and positively leaves
every
no after ill effect upon the health.
Sent by mail,
securely sealed. $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Electric, Gas Fixtures jj Supplies.

popularity

|

I

WRIGHT & HALL,

A FREE PATTERN

(your

own

scriber.

selection) to every sub-

Only

50 cents

a

year.

I

Office

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

ARTHUR A. MOORE,
Successor to Charles L.

F'etcher, dealer in

I

I

BELFAST, MAINE,
Or ALL KINDS.

mm hub,
Fine Rath Room work and all kinds

oj

Water Fixtures for public or private
houses set up in the best manner.

Repairing

in

City

or

County promptly

attended to.

12tf

WANTED
Ladies to know that tumors, cancers,
and all uterine troubles can be cured
by a simple home treatment. One bos
given to every lady addressing Ladies1
Home Treatment Co., 257 Deering Ave.,

Portland, Me.

Agents wanted.

4t51*

Searsport National Bank,
SEARSPORT, MAINE.
The stockholders of this bank are hereby notified that their annual meeting, for the election ol
officers for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other business as may legal!)
come before them, will be held at their
banking
rooms, Searsport, on Tuesday, January 12. 1904
at two o’clock p. M.
3w52
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.

A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.

\ Canned

A gem; beautiful colored plates; latest
fashions; dressmaking economies ; fancy

Oysters a specialty.
Tub Oysters Friday s & Saturdays

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely

Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

Hayford Block, Belfast,

MS CALL/TTt^l

I PATnERNstP I
wl Sewtos Lines shown.

I

Only

I

Ask

■

THE McCALL CO..
113-115-117

I

10 and 1$ cents each—none higher.
for them. Sold in nearly every city
and town, or by mail from

FOR SALE!
Top Carriage nearly new; also
Uroccry Wagon.

Apply to

JAMES HA

or

JOS.

one

M.Y, 1 elfasl. Me
WILLIAMSON, Augusta, Me.

_

Goods, Etc.

i Shell

work ; household hints ; fiction, etc. Subscribe to-day, or, send 5c. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.

jl

Wes^htSt^NCTMTOBj

The Republican Journal ami McOal, a Maga
zine with tree natterm, will be scut one year fo*2.10 In advance, addn-ss
Rite. Journal Pub. Co..
Beltast, Maine.

Telephone

W Notice-Wanted

Maine.

4(itf

Belfast National Bank

Windsor Hotel Stable
The

and eommodious stable of the
is open for boarding and
in. Everything is new and the

new

Windsor

standing

Hotel

conveniences
able.

FOR RENT.
Front office In Odd Fellows’ 'Slock.

H-4

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Beliast National Bank for the choice of directors
; and the transaction of
any other business that
may legally come before them, will be held at
their banking room on Tuesday, January 12,1904.
at 10 o'clock a. m.
Belfast, Me., December 10, 1903.
50
c. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.

lirst-class.

M.

for

Belfast, July 29, 1903.—31 tf

10

Howes A Co

PM

j 95
tl 30
11 40
152
12 04
2 10
2 18
240

+7
}Val«io
Brooks.

washim, x. n.

Hoar has Leave to Withdraw.

Actually, positively, indisputably, irrefutably,
Cures Colds and Catarrh!
,
Not always with first application,"although even
that invariably brings relief in 10 minutes.
But it Cures, it Cures Colds and Catarrh!
Dr. Agnew's Liver Pills cure Liver illg.

AM

Belfast, depart
7 15
City Point.*7 2"

Benton.17 21
19 57
Clinton. f7 30 +10 06
Burnham, depart. 8 5c 1020

eleansTs^oonietHmU

—

is a Catarrh Cure that Cures
Colds and Catarrh

BELFAST.

Bangor.

It
heals the diseased mem-|| gt \a
brane. It cures Catarrh
f
,,ri 1
1
and diives awav a Cold
in the Head quickly. It is absorbed. Heals and
Restores
the Sense of
Protects the MembraneTaste and Smell. Full ^ize 50c., at Druggists or
mail.
Trial
Size
lOe.
by
by mail;
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.

—

Dr. Agnew’s
Catarrhal Powder

follows:

FROM

Hi iwllito Jovial

Satisfaction

Cambridge,Mass.,Sarah R.KnowI-

Senator Hoar ought to be relieved of the
care of the
state and especially senatorial duties and responsibilities and permitted “to go away back and sit down” in
some sequestered spot where be shall be
undisturbed by anythiug more harrassing
than a revised edition of the Lamentations
of Job.”—Bridgton News.

run as

,,

GIVE

46

25

On mill after Oi't. 12. lilo.i, u-uui
rnimei-tiue
Burnham anil Waterville with
through train*
for ami from Bangui,
Waterville, p„rthiml ami

Boston,

TEia C«t

Ely's

Belfast, Maine.

at

1 want raw fur. My prices to
trappers and
hunters are what collectors of furs sell for. Mink
$4.00 to $0.00; Fox, $4.00 to $«i.oo. See me before

REMEDY
sure

Front jt.,

TELEPHONE 4-i.

i ms

Is

quality of

IIKDERS PKOMPTI.Y KILLEU

33, 35, 37

rich black? Use

'■

finest

*

.

beard

or

the

SALT.

Anthracite and
^
Blacksmith C* O tk I

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE
»

4
14
15
18
19

H

or

>aiora in

Boston, will

Republican Journal Publishing Co.,

In

*

Remodeled, lie-dyed ami Blended

A Great

IMPORTERS OF

*

some-

j.c.Ayerco..

Want your moustache
a

..

Randall.34 i
In Melton,Mass., Annie Mabel (Roix)
I1

need;

thing to cure your biliousness,
and regulate your bowels. You
need Ayer’s Pills.
Vegetable;

Gives relief

Iii Camden, Alice K. Morrill.9m
In South Framingham, Mass., Ellen
M Starrett
64
I11 Los Angeles, Calif., Abbie F. (Her-

12

H. Heal of I.ineolnville, in
l!‘(‘ * ounty of Waldo and State of
V
Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the third
day of October,
A. 1). 1887, and recorded in \\ aldo
of
Registry
Deeds, Rook JK5, Rage 105, conveyed t-> me, the
undersigned, a certain pan-el of real estate with
UKMiu.mi.-s
mereou, situated in Lincolnvilh
I
and noun'led and described as
follows, to wit;
Beginning at the south side of the road leading
from \oungtovvn to Stevens’ corner at Gideon
Young’s west corner; thence on said Young’s line
south -•* degrees east one hundred and
eightyeight and two-thirds rods to stake and stones;
Ihi-nce south 07A degrees west
twenty-five rods to
corner; thence north ‘24 dt*giees west hounded by
and formerly owned by Josei h It.
Young one
hundred and ninety-live rods to road first mentioned ; thence northeasterly on said road
twentytn e rods to place of
beginning, containing thirty
acres, more or less. And whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at LineolnviUe, this 2sth dav of IVeember A. D. 1903.
;{W54
AUGUSTINE F. IIAHN.

selling.
Remember the place. 54 Chureh Street, opposite
| Journal
Olllce.
j
I. V. MI LLP R, Belfast, Me.
j

Liver Pills

I

Brooklyn, N. Y.f Judson W. Jewett.62

6

Groceries,

Notice of ForecSosure.

in all Shades.

WOODY. DRCIKIIST

OK

Grain, Feed, Seeds,

1TTHEKKAS, Charles

Garments

1

In

30
1

Trussell,

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

purs.

uttic EARY RISERS

II H

elsewhere:

Feb.

&

One of those beautiful SCARFS or STOLES
does it. Sold only by MILLER.
Correct
style, correct price, and decidedly the right
place to buy. Look at these before yon purchase. It will be economy on your part to do
so. Sgg^No trouble to show
goods.

The famous little pille fer eonstlpattern

..

Jan. 28

Core

Tbetl. bottle contains >H times tbs iOc Mae.

*•

died

Mitchell

Ladies’ and Gent’s

Curea All Stomach Troublea
Prepared only by E.C.DsWiw Ado. Chlcaso.

lewiir*

ar-

upon

From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. >r.
*rom Winterport at io a. m.,
Bucksport at 12 m.,

I

|

Why is it They so Seldom

Dyspepsia

or

RETURNING:;

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

Kodol

BOSTON.

and

DEATHS.

Robert E. Brier
14
Fred 11. Mathews.
49
Annabel S. Swan. 72
Margaret II Hunt.<5
Francena J. Bird ..50
Apr.
Evelena Eells..88
Mary E. Smalley. ..27
Frederick A. Knovvlton. 76
Deborah W. Lincoln.82
David vv. Morey.
SO
Lena M. Randall..38
May
4
Edwin W. Cook. .4m
6
Helen A. Mill
73
15 Sarah B. Trussed...65
25 Alonzo I). Twombly..oj
26
Ellen Perkins .53
June 12 Mary Casey
71
18 George W, Roberts.73
16 Dolly s. Larrabee
58
16 Margaret s. Whitcomb
.63
n
Robert Elmer Whitehead,..
.9m
25 Capt. Fred A. Gilmore.tkS
July 3 Ralph J. Cross.78
15 Maria Welch McIntosh .58
19 Mary Emma ( Aalls) Swift.51
26 Everett E. Pillsbury.34
26 Blanch E. Pillsbury.
9
26 Myron E. Pillsbury. 7
26 Carrie A. Stevens...20
30 Luella .1. Carter...64
Aug. 6 Melzer S. Partridge .7m
6 Wealthy, a. Parker.88
24 Upham 4. Hoyt.58
31 Elizabeth L. Gannon .55
32
Sept. 5 Charles J. Godfrey.
10 Mary A. Woodbury.58
15 Alfred Thompson .SO
16 Warren G. Hopkins..34
19 Albert G. Morey... 88
28 Franklin A. Howard.73
Oct.
1 Thomas W. Ileiskell of Bangor.10
7 Sarah E. Staples..74
9 Jeremiah C. Whitten
79
11 Mary E. Stephenson.58
13 Horatio H. Carter.81
21 Nathan E. Brown ..56
28 Charles F. Ginn. 56
Nov. 7 Isaac IL Jackson
8 Margaret F. Pattershall
gm
9 Orrin S. Whitten.71
22 Abbie Lamphier...76
23 Joseph M. Tibbetts .55
Dec. 5 Avis 11. Mathews.67
7 Rebecca G. Foss. 7111
10 Joseph L. Havner..78
10 Ai.naG. Miller.66
11 Lois S. Webster.,.55
14 Hiram A. Condon.70
20 George S. Chase. 78
24 Frederick Davis of liockport.60
The following residents or former residents

TO

and

cast

|

use

ss „■

6
6
12
27
9
10
16
24
26
28
3

SERVICE.

I

j

the

to tell about it.

I>i viwion.

Terms
i!4ti

reason-

It. KXOWLTON, Propieto

rent.

No (i4 II <jh Street,
>J
2?
(5
G.

x55, suitable for office or factory. Apply to
Arnold Harris, 137 E. 54, New York or
Pierce,Belfast, Maine.
gut-f

I wish a loan of thVee hundred dollars ($300)
and J will give tl e person making the loan a good
home near Belfast instead f interest, until the
loan s paid in fall, "rite for particulars. Address
3w52*
Box 77, Morrill, Maine.
1*

wanted at
this office.
pivMii? 1

-• 4

-•>

.V

I■

Correspondence.

County
LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

FREEDOM.

^ Wilbur Carver returned to Orono Monday.
The stage is
this season.

on

runners

for the first time

Saturday for

Ross left

Miss

Martha
Brooklyn, N. Y.

M. F. Wentworth and wife are at home
a short visit.

for

E. M. (Bidden left Monday for a western
of five months.

tour

Miss Blanche Ross has resumed her work
Ogantz School, Penn.

at

Mrs. James B. Parse arrived Thursday
from a short visit in New York.
Vida E. Thompson has taken rooms in
the F. A. Cuitis fiat, and is dressmaking.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson loaded sell. Harriet

Rogers Monday with hay for Bar Harbor.
Miss Henrietta Ross left Tuesday for
Northfield, Conn., after a vacation of two
weeks.
Miss Maude Colcord left by train Saturday to resume her studies at the. University

Pierce is confined to the house with a bad

Edwin Nichols and Fred Flye are spendRufus Harriman went to Beling their vacation in this village—The cold....Capt.
the jury
Juniors of Freedom Academy went up to fast last Tuesday to serve on
Reuben Sibley’s last Thursday evening and Frank Perkins and little daughter Cora rehad a very social time, playing games and turned to their home in Lowell, Mass., last
enjoying a nice treat; but of course they Saturday.
—

did not return until it was 1904 instead of
1903—Dr. A. M. Small accompanied Leona
Russell to Lewiston, for medical treatment,
last Thursday... Loring Penney of Newton,
Mass., arrived last Thursday and went immediately down to his brother’s, Wilbur

Penney's, in Montville_A number of the
students of the Academy are sick with the
measles... The past week was one of exThe thermometer
treme cold weather.
registered 14° below zero Sunday morning,
and Monday was 18° below, which is the
coldest here for the season....Mrs. Fred
Vose is at her brother’s, Mr. Frank Johnson’s_Mr. llawkesworth returned to
Bangor Monday—Mrs. Katrina Bryant
started for Massachusetts Tuesday to make
her mother a four weeks’ visit—Dinner
and installation at G. A. R. hall last Friday
SWAMILLE.

of Maine.

(apt. and Mrs. Henry G. Curtis entertained a number of friends at their home on
New Year’s eve.

and

Mrs. J. W. Nickerson, who
spent Christmas with their daughters in
Somerville, Mass., are expected home this
week
Miss Celia Nickerson is at home
from Belfast....Miss Lillian Phillips, a
student in Banks Business College, Belfast, spent the holidays at home—Many
of our young people attended the New
Year’s ball in Marden’s hall_Miss Mary
Mr.

—

i At

meeting of

a

port Nat’l Bank
4 per

a

directors of Searssemi-auuual dividend of
the

cent was declared.

K W. Ellis of Belfast has been invited
to install the officers of Freeman McGilvery
Post, G. A. K., Thursday, Jan. 14tli.

(.apt. E. I>. P. Nickels has secured command of a U. S. Transport and has left for
Norfolk Navy Yard to assume the position.
W. A. Bowler has bought the Macks
stable and moved it across the pond on the
ice Monday to his premises on Mt, Ephraim
avenue.

Dr. J. H. Baker of Wiuterport has taken
the dental apartments formerly occupied by
the late Dr. Devereaux and will he here
every

Wednesday.

It looks very pleasant to again see the
blight light in the barber shop. Mr. Sweetser is
again open for business and has
rooms fitted up in fine shape, with steel
ceiling, newly painted and papered walls.

Chicago papers containing graphic descriptions of the recent frightful eonflagation at the Iroquois theatre were received
by several of our citizens from John Kane
George I.. Ilammouds,
there.

ami

w

ho arc- located

The monthly collection will be taken at
the Congregational church next Sunday,
ll was postponed on account of no service
The communion service will
last Mind .;
be held a: 3.30 o’clock next Sunday afternoon.

1 r. Pattee is located in rooms at the
Leach house and his "thee hours are from
1.30 to 4, and 7 30 to ti p. m.; Sundaj, 12 to
As he sleeps in the apartments, and is
1.
connected by telephone, he w ill respond to
calls all hours of the night.
alarm of lire Saturday evening, with
tli- thermometer at 10 below and a fiercf
1:
storm raging, startled our community.
proved, however, to emanate from smokt
In the attic of Tyler Crockett’s residence
and was handled without the aid of the fin
An

P<'r;ment, although they
ou hand.
ih

were

prompt!}

:

Royal A;ch Chapter at theii
slateii in eel i ug Monday night elected the
foiiow mg officers: J. K. Went win th, il. B.:
1. 1. 1‘endieton, K.; W. li. Sawyer, S.:
Clitton M hittum. C. II.; W. A Colson, P.
s
: U
}!. Parse, Sec. ; B. U. Sargent, Xmas.:
s-ear-p'rt

ri.iiih

i..

a.

i-.;

r.

.*i.

rerKins,
M. A V.
A. II. Xicliols, M. L’d V.; J. N.
Pendleton, M. 1st V.; ,1. A. Colson, Chap.:
John Murphy, Sent.
1). 1

west,

M. Alton K. liraley, assisted by
Adams as Grand Marshal, installed
the 'iffloers of Sears Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., Friday evening, as follows: F. I. Mortland,
V G
Geo. S. Sargent, V. G.; Clras. K.
Huger.-. Sec.; John Putnam, Treas.; A. L.
Mosman, Warden; 11. P. Richards, Conductor. John •idurphy, O. G.; Geo. A.
howen, 1. G.; E. J. Wentworth, R. S. N. G.;
Ansel Auspland, L. S. N. G.; Fred M. Per■.

<1

>amuei

kins, R.

V. G.; E. A. liuker, L. S. V. G.;
L. S. S., X'. C. Shute and John

S.

K. and

Cunningham is quite sick... Mr. and Mrs.
1). C. Libbey of Unity visited their daughter, Mrs. W. S. Nickerson, last week_Miss
Carrie Pendleton of Stockton was in town
New Years—Capt. and Mrs. N. Smart attended the meeting of Pomona Grange in
Winterport Tuesday_The thermometer
was 25c' below zero Monday
morning_
lining

ice in 3wan

i.ase

oegan rriuay-

The annual Christmas gathering of Silvanus Nickerson’s family was held at the
home of Mr. and Sirs. Otis Patterson.
“Uncle Vene,” as he is called, although in
his 90tli year, was able to ride over the
rough roads to meet with all his children.
After dinner a tree came to view tilled with
presents for all, both useful and ornamental.
A short program was listened to, after
which the presents were distributed. Fruit,
nuts and candy were then served and the
company departed for their several homes,
feeling that Christmas day had been a
Julia Chase, who is teaching
merry one
school in Everett, Mass., spent Christmas
w ith her aunt, Lulu Patterson_Mr. and
Mrs. fs. 1). Greeley and two children of
—

Hampden spent Christmas with Mrs. Greeley's mother, Mrs. Mary If. Nickerson.
UNITY.

Miss Nellie Tabor is at home on a short
vacation from Boston and her sister Vivian
has returned to Rumford Fails to resume
her duties as assistant in the High school
there.Mrs. Frank Fairbanks, who lias
been very ill with pneumonia, is somewhat
belter.The Rev. Mr. Ross of Newport,
who was expected to occupy tile pulpit in
the I. ii ion church Jan. 3d, was unable to
meet his appointment on account of the
storm. His next appointment is Jan.
17th.... ( liar leg Webster lost a horse recently\... lioyee Mitchell of Raagsr arrived in
town recently to visit his parents, Mr. and
Ails. C. E. Mitchell
Miss Sarah N. Norton is spending the winter in
Gettysburg,
I’a.William Lowell and MeiziT Stevens
are at home from Montana... Miss .Mabel
liacon returned to Vinaihaven Dec. : i11
ii, where
she is teaching school.Miss Maud Monroe from Troy called on friends at
the station last Saturday on her way to liar Harwhere
she
has employment teaching
bor,
school
Mr. Eugene Connor from Belfast
arrived at this station last week mi his
way
to lroy to visit his aged
parents, Air. and
•Mrs. John R. Connor.Airs. Isora
Gilpatrick of Danforth, who lias been
visiting
relatives in this town and Troy for a few
weeks past, returned home roccnt.lv
Glia
McCauslin from Bangor spent a few days
last week with Mr. and .Mrs. E. E. Mcsevere

....

lie annual parish meeting of the Con
n-j'.ti loi'Ri Society, held Saturday, Januar}
-I. Nickerson, C. K. Adams and B
..nd,
i'
Mugem wore elected parish committal
fm the ensuing .tear, and C. il. Adams wai
erk uod treasurer. All the bill!
lecti-d
fm ihe ea were reported paid, and a balnt -'ns left in tile treasury.
ai.r
At

Davis;

B. 0. Sargent, chaplain.
After
speeches and a short entertainment a picnic banquet was served.
NORTH SEAKSPOKT ITEMS.

Wilson X’. Dow visited relatives in Boston recently.
Alton Ridley has gone to Auburn, where
he has employment.
Miss Lottie Pendleton of Monroe visited
relatives here recently.
Miss Winnifred Mathews left by Saturday’s train for Portland.
Miss Ethel Flood of Belfast has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Amy Towle.
Miss Jessie M. Curtis has gone to Bucksport to work for her brother, Robert Curtis.

Ralph Dorr of Winterpoit has been here
of late visiting her aunt, Miss X'ellie E.
Dorr.
Miss Florence Merithew has returned to
Revere, Mass., where she is engaged in

teaching.

Waylaud

Thomas of Frankfort was in
last week, visiting his sister, Mrs. 11.
11. F'elker.

town

Miss Etliel Welch has returned from
Plymouth, where she has been taking care
of her sister.
Little Katie Nickerson of East iielfast is

visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jonathan S. Nickerson.
Foxes are quite numerous in the vicinity
of Mt. Ephraim and several hunters were
in pursuit of them New Years day.
James O. Kneeland went to Brewer Jan.
attend the anniversary wedding of
his daughter, who was formerly Miss Hattie Kneeland.
1st to

Miss Katherine Kneeland has returned to
her school in Chelsea, Mass. She spent the
Christmas vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Kneeland.

Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E.
Chapin, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Matthews and
Miss Winifred Matthews attended the installation of the officers of Sears Lodge, I.
O. 0 F., last Friday evening.Mrs. Bert
Brown of Swauville was at Mrs. C. O. Feruald’s dressmaking last Saturday.Miss
Winifred Matthews went to Portland last
Saturday, where she will spend the remainder of the winter.The New Years ball
*t J. E. Marden’s was well attended.

PltOSPKCT FERRY.
Mrs. Annie Devereaux is on the sick list.
She is attended by Dr. Emerson of Bucksport_Mrs. Eugene Karnes entertained
the Ladies’ Club Jan. 1st_Mrs. Everett

—

Causlin.George Pillsbury,

who was accidently hurt while helping kill a steer, is
getting along finely. Ed. Reynolds is said
to be improving.
Rodney Whitaker is also

better.Mrs. Isa 1). Call from Troy has
secured employment at Capt. Larrabee’s for
an unlimited time.... William
Scribner, who
lived in the west part of the town,died
very7
suddenly Dec. 27th.
STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Dickey and
family of
Belfast spent Christmas week with Mr. D.’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elman Dickey....
Capt. Calvin Sprague came up from Rockland for a few days last week_Mr. and
Mrs. John Wardwell of Rockland arrived
last Thursday to spend New Year’s day
with Mrs. W.’s sister and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. John Lancaster.Mrs. Susan T.
Brown, after a lingering and painful illness, passed away Friday morning. Mrs.
B., the youngest of the family of the late

(FREEDOM.)
Cold, rough weather and bad traveling
seems tube the rule around here at present.
_Dr. Small of Freedom went with Leona
Russell to the Maine Central Hospital,
Lewiston, last week for an operation for appendicitis. Her friends are gratified to hear
SMITHION

that the operation was successful and hope
she will soon be all right.There seems
to be an unusual number sick at the present
time_A little son of Wilber Penney died
last week of brain fever.
CENTRE MONTVII.EE.

Fred, the ten-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs
John Boynton, was last week committed to
the State Reform School, during his minority, for being an habitual truant—Mr. and
Mrs. J. O. Bartlett are at home from Washington, I). C., where they passed the holidays with their (laughter, Sirs. C. R. Richards_Wales R. Bartlett has returned
Essex, Slass., and Miss Sliriam Bartlett
Ilopedale, Mass_.Sir. and Sirs. George
Gordon entertained a number of guests
their

new

home

on

to
to
A.
at

New Year's day.

MUKlULk.

CARLE 8c JONES’

POUT Of BELFAST.
SAILED.

Dec. si. Schs. Maria Webster, Turner,
Mt. Desert; Harriet Rogers, Patteirson,
Searsport; Orizon, Rich, Somes’ Sound.
Jan. 2. Sch. Lizzie B. Rich, Pattershall,

Rock port.

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Dec. 30. Sld, schs. Edward
H. Blake, Crandall, Fla.; Anna Pendleton,
Brunswick; ar, schs. Ella M. Storer, Bangor; Mary B. Wellington, Stonington; 31,
ar, schs. Frank G. Rich, Boothbay; Andrew
Nebinger, Bangor; Emma S. Lord, Jacksonville via New London; sld, sch. Florence
Lelund, Georgetown; cld, sch. Olive T.
Whittier, Feruandina; Jan. 2, ar, schs. Annie R. Lewis, Bucks Harbor; Lucy E.
Friend, Portsmouth; 3, ar, sch. Young.
Brothers, Boston; 4, ar, sehs. Merrill C.
Hart, Vinalhaven: Fred B. Balano, Bangor
via Bridgeport; brig llavilali, Jacksonville.
Boston, Dec. 30. Sld, sell. Van Allens
Houghton, Carter, coal port; 31, sld, sch. N.
T. Palmer, Newport News; Jan. 1, sld,
schs. Frank Barnet, Fernandina; Harold
B. Couseus, Pensacola.
Philadelphia, Dec. 20. Ar, ship Tillie E.
Starbuck, Honolulu; 30, ar, sch. Clifford N.
Carver, Fernandina; cld, sch. Helena, Jobos.
Baltimore, Jan. 3. Sld, sch. Daylight,
Bos on.
Wiscasfeet, Dec. 25. In port, schs. Winneganceand Lugano, hauled up; Jan. 2, sld,
Henry Whitney, New York.
Wilmington, N. C., Dec. 28. Ar, sch. Edward Stewart, New York ; Jan. 2, cld, sell.
Helen G. Moseley. New York.
Jacksonville, Dec. 23. Sld, brig llavilali,
New York; 25, sld, sch. F. C. Pendleton,
New York; Jau. 5, ar, sell. Isaiah K. bietson, New Y’ork.
New London, Dec. 30. bid, sch. Susan N.
Pickering, Jacksonville.
tu

Mrs. L. R. Elder has been sick and conlined to her bed the past week_The cold
wave here. Saturday and Sunday, with the

11WJU1,

u.

v.|

I'V-A/.

uiu,

CV. I1.

—
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—
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SlVAM'llLE CENTRE.

John McKeeu ami wife have gone to Bar

Harbor, where he has employment_
Aaron Knowlton is carrying the school children— Patterson & Littlefield are buying
a car load of apples and potatoes_Joshua
Littlefield and wife, Charles Curtis and
family, and Charles Marr and family took
their New Years dinner with Mr. and Mis.
Marr...-Mr. Eli West of Monroe was the
guest of Mr. Henry Beals one day last
week
Llewellyn Knowlton and family
took their New Years dinner with Charles
Grant and wife in Frankfort_Robertson
& White are hauling logs and spiles_Mr.
Ephraim Littlefield and wife took their
New Years dinner with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield, in Waldo_
E. A. Robertson has sold his apples to the
apple buyer, Mr. Newcomb of Newburg_
Most of the men are kept busy looking
after their cellars... .The theinometer indicated twelve below zero Monday morning
and for three days has not got up to zero.
—Salathiel Curtis has the agency for five
towns for selling fancy kneading boards and
—

rolling pins... Mrs. E. A. Robertson was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. William Clements Saturday.
TROY.

Dr. Eugene L. Stevens of Belfast was at
the Center last week on professional business as Pension Examiner....Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Conner have moved to West Troy from

A. P. Hatch—Miss Bessie Weymouth, who
taught in Bar Harbor the past year, has been
spending a short vacation at home before
going to Springfield, Mass., to spend the

Stop9 the Cough
and

works

oil

the

Cold.

Laxative-nromo-Quinine Tablets cureacold
in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price, 25 cents
HALLMLE.

Clifton, the 11 years old son of Sir. and
Mrs. Wilbur Penney, died ]>ec. 29th after
an illness of one week.
The funeral was at
the Vose school house Jan. 1st at 10 a. m.,
Rev. T. R. Pentecost officiating ...Mrs. Elona Hall appears to be gaining slowly_
Mr. L. VY. Penney of Newton, Mass., and
Sirs. Laura Bryant and Sir. Riley Sfesser
of Union were called here last week by the
death of their little nephew_The cold
wave the first of the week was very s evere
in this place. The thermometer registered
20 below zero at 9 a. in. Monday and the
frost crept into many cellars where it had
never appeared before.

ITS INFLUENCE HAS BEEN FELT BY
SO MANY DIFFERENT READERS.

sister, Mrs. was 80 years of age—Despite the rain and
Collins, with whom her home interests bad traveling of Christmas eve the enterhave been shared since coming back to
at, flip flpntpr .hcIwidUhiikb uoc
Maine. The deepe>t sympathy of all old well attended and a success in
every parfriends is extended to Mrs. Collins in her ticular.
The tree was well laden with
sorrow and loneliness...-Mrs. AmandaS.
presents, and Loren Shaw made a capital
Costigan arrived Saturday from Boston, Santa Claus. The Christmas tree at the
called here by the decease of her aunt, Mrs.
Grange Hall had but a very slight attendBrown. She will remain a few days—until ance.The
meeting of the Troy Corner
the last of the week—with her
sorrowing Heading Club has been postponed on acaunt, Mrs. Collins... Mrs. Ada B Ellis of count of the bad traveling.The North
Hampden and her sister, Mrs. Mary Ellen Troy Heading Club met at George Cook’s
Hardy, of Brewer, came Saturday to re- last Saturday.There will be an oyster
main until after the burial of their aunt,
supper at A. B. Wright’s, Jan. 8th, under
Mrs. Brown. They returned Monday after- the
auspices of the Beech Hill School
noon to their respective homes.Miss
League—A pleasant meeting of the W. C.
Lillian Simmons returned Saturday to Bos- T. U. was held last week with Mrs. A. C.
ton. Her mother was physically unable to Myrick, with nine in attendance,
despite
accompany her. She will probably spend the severity of the weather.
The next
the winter in her own home....Mr. and meeting will be at the home of Augustus
Mrs. Truman Lathrop have leased of the Stevens Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 12th_
present owner, Mr. Everett Staples, Jr., The mysterious disappearance of Eben
the chambers of the William Hichborn Rackliffe of West Troy has been the chief
bouse, so-called, on Church street_The topic of conversation the past week. Many
Current Events Club will hold the next are the speculations as to the cause of his
anu

regular

wieiuviiig

meeting Wednesday afternoon, absence, the more optimistic thinking that
January 13th, with Mrs. Daniel Thompson. he may have gone on a wedding journey.
It will hardly he safe, however, to ask any
To cure a sudden cold, 6 teaspoons of
water and 2 “Brown’s Instant Belief.” old farmer in this vicinity to cash a check
Dose 1 teaspoonful every 20 minutes.
again very soon.
%

LatsMs, Suits, For, Ranis aid SukM
(TRADING
All of the above

itchiness of the skin,
Makes oue feel grateful to the remedy.
Doan’s Ointment has soothed hundreds.
Here’s what one Belfast citizen says:
Walter Coombs, painter and paper hanger.
Main street, says: “I went to Edmund Wilson’s
drug store in the winter of 1897 for Doan’s Ointment, used it and it did the work quietly, quickly and thoroughly. Before Doan’s Ointment
came to my notice I had tried more than one
salve, more than one ointment, but I never received any benefit. The area of the inflammation gradually contracted as I applied it, until
Eczema,

or

$1.19
Binsmore Store.
AT THE

Dr. Foss’ f Tablets
Will cure that, cold and save you
Doctor’s bills. Try them. They
fail.

For sale at

City Drug

Store.

PURCHASES)

Worth $16.00,

now

on an

Special Low Prices

ONE LOT SUITS

COATS

2 3=4 lengths, tight
$ 8.98
was

“

22.00,

14.98

“

“

12.00,

“

7.98

“

15.00,

“

8.50

Other Suits in

i

FURS!

$

“

I Ziboline Coat,

large size,
was $20, now

now

was

$8.50,

was

$14,

now

.60

$8.98 Other Furs

now

;

3.501
1/to

j

$4.*to

|

“
Misses Furs, $3.00,
$11.98 2 Long Seal Collars, 6 tails,

I Box Coat, size 44,

proportion.

FURS!!

fitting Coats, $1.00 Furs,
$17, now $12.98 5.50

equally low prices.

at

--EC---

There are no “old goods” nor “hard ones” in this stock. Our
past business experience ha
taught us that when we make a sale on any special line, to make a REAL LIVE BARGAIN and
cut that can be seen.
So don’t be surprised if you find garments marked at less than cost i
manufacture.
We shall be

pleased

|

*

the above goods and cut prices, and thanking you for
you
shall merit and that you will give us )Our future business,

to show you

past patronage and trusting that we
part at least, we shall appreciate this

year very

We remain

much,

yours verv

trulv,

CARLE & JONES.

—:
E>IU YOU read

our Tinware advertisement where we
give free $S.Ou we rth of Trading Slump-with
purchase? Well, if you hay of the abate SUITS, CLOAKS, or FURS or SKIRTS in this
days’ sale, we will give $10 w ,rth of the st un,, < iWe id of $ ',.00 worth with the purchase of the r,t,
assortment.
Basement Salesroom, Crockery I),parOnent.

50c.

HUNDREDS

TESTIFY

HOK N.

daily to the value of U-ri-cene in Rheumatism, ami those people who wish to lid
themselves of this persistent and dangerous disease should commence taking U-ricene at once, the only true specific in Rheu-

Beckwith. In Belfast, December ; i, to Mr.
and Mis. Boss K. Beckwith, a son.
Bickford. In Camden, Deoi mbi r 19, to .Mr.
and Mrs .James Bickford, a son.
Candage. In Penobscot. December 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred (’amlage.a son.
< Lot gh.
In Trenton. December ir>, to Mr.and
"i s. Henry Clough, a son.
Cunningham, in Rrooklin. December 9, to
Vr. and Mrs. Forest ]> Cunningiiam, a son, Vir-

Capital stock, $u 0,000,

matic troubles.
ANYONE who has Rheumatism in any
form, which includes neuralgia, gout, and
gil Forest.
lumbago, can learn a great deal to his oiDorman. In
elfast, .January l. to Mr. and
lier advantage, without any charge, by writ- Mrs. W iimer .J. Dot man, a daughter. Hope.
Din bar. In Penobscot, December •_>$, to Mr.
us
a
of
the
case.
and Mrs. Frank \\. Dunbar, a daughter.
ing
description
Edward H. Leighton & Co., registered ! Grkkni.aw. In South Deer Isle, December 18,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Greenlaw, a
daughter.
druggists of Hallowed, Maine, have written
Grindlk. In Orland, December 23, to .nr. and
Mrs. living F Grindle, a daughter.
us of a case as follows:
Hall. In Koekland, December
Mr. and
“We have several customers using l -ri- Mrs. .James H. Hall, a son, James26,to
Douglass- to
cene with good results and 1 have one pounds.
customer, a man who lives in the country, j Hamilton. In Swanville, December 31, to Mr.
that was all doubled up with Rheumatism, i ami Mrs. Elmer Hamilton, a daughter.
Kelley, hi South Thomaston, December 22,
his knees and limbs all swollen up. In a 1
to Mr. and Mrs. James
Kelley, a daughter.
few days after treating with U-ri-cene he
Mullen. In stonington. December 20, to Mr.
came into my store without his cane, and and Mrs. Frank Victor
Mullen, a daughter. Thelthe swelling had ad gone down, and he has ma Ethylene.
not had Rheumatism since.’’
In Stockton Springs, December
j Partridge.
to vr. and virs.
The sale of this article is very satisfac- 28, Christine Maud.F. Percy Partridge, a daughter,
Kobrins. In Koekland, December 29, to Mr.
tory.
GUARANTEE.

We, the undersigned, do hereby guarantee to refund your money if, after a failtrial, U-ri-cene Tablets fail to relieve all
Rheumatic affections.
Wm. 0. Poor & Son,
Belfast, Maine.
U-ri-cene is ^put up in tablet form only,
containing no Alcohol to excite the kidneys
to inaction.

Boston.

DEPOSITS SOLICIT!
Sa!^

Moo

Our vault is

burgdary
Those
privilege
bank.

RECEIVED TO=DAY.

Paper

Store of Belfast.

sg- MILEAOE BOOKS TO LET.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producer.
50 to oo:Hay 19 ton,
Apples 1? bu.,
I2.00ffin.00
5 Hides p> ft,
dried, 19 lb,
54
2.50 Lamb p tb,
Beans, pea,
y
2.50!Lamb Skins,
medium,
50ffi75
3.00 Mutton 19 lb,
Yel’eyes,
<id;
Butter 19 lb,
l8@20 Oats 19 bu., 32 tb,
40
Beef, sides, 19 lb,
6ffi8 Potatoes 19 bu.,
45@50
Beef fore quarters,
6!Reund Hog,
64
60@75 Straw 19 ton,
Barley 19 bu.,
7.uo
Cheese 19 tb,
22® <5
134 Turkey 19 tb,
Chicken 19 tb,
l2tol4Tallow 19 lb,
2d4
Calf Skins, per lb. loan Veal 19 tb,
say
Duck 19 tb,
14@15 Wool,unwashed, 18@20
35 Wood, hard,
Eggs 19 doz.,
4.uog4.5t
Fowl 19 tb,
UKffil2 Wood, soft.
3.00
Geese 19 lb,
Uffiis
Petail Price.
Hetail Market.
Beef.corned, 19 tb, 8@10 Lime 19 bbl.,
90ffii.00
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
20 Oat Meal w tb,
4®5
Corn 19 bu.,
64 Onions 19 ft,
'3
Cracked Corn 19 bu., 64 Oil,Kerosene, gal.,16®l7
Corn Meal 19 bu.,
64 Pollock fp lb,
44a 5
Cheese 19 lb,
16 Pork 19 lb.
10
Cottonseed 19 cwt., 1.50 Plaster 19 bbl.,
1.13
Codfish, dry, p tb. 5ffi8 Kye Meal 19 tb,
3
Cranberries 19 qt.,
10 Shorts p> cwt.,
1.25
Clover Seed,
13@18 Sugar ^tb,
6
Flour ft bbl., 5.00to5.26Salt, T, I.,pbu.,
40
2.35 Sweet Potatoes,
H.G.Seedfbu.,
3
Lard ft lb,
11 Wheat Meal.
4

in the

country.
renting boxes can have the e\. uof taking their boxes to and from

Bluehill.
Pk \se-Prescott. In Appleton, December 24,
Fred K. Pease of Appleton and Lillian Prescott
of Liberty.
Raymond-Poole. in Vinalhaven, December
24, Frank N. Raymond and Georgie A. Poole,
both of Vinalhaven.
Small-Russ. In Camden, December30, George
P. Small and Miss Sadie B. Ku>s, both of Kock-

AT

Alexander. In Belmont, December 29, Hannah P. Alexander, aged 07 years, 9 months and 15

Brown. In Stockton Springs, January l, Susan
H. Brown, aged 71 years and s months
Cobh. In Vinalhaven, December 22, Mrs Addie
Cobb.
Carter. Hi Rockland, December 28, < harles
L. Carter, a native of south Hope, agtd 42
years.
Dow.
In Stonington, December 26. Eddie
Francis, son of Mr. and Mrs. s. L. Dow, aged 9
montils and 1 dav.
Dunham. In Orland, December 19, Wellington
S. Dunham, aged 30 years, 7 months and 9 days.
Gilmore. In Dorchester, Decernoer 30, Albion
N. Gilmore, formerly of Belfast, aged 74 years.
Grinnell.
At Marine Hospital, Portland,
December 29. Cant. W. F. Grinnell ot Kockport.
Gray. In Brooklin, December 27, infant daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Orris 0 Gray, aged 19 days.
Moody. In Stockton Springs, December is,
Willie, child of Oscar and Luo Moody, aged 3
years.
Oxton.
In West Kockport, December 22,
Franklin A. Oxten, aged 62 years, l month and 16

days.
Pitcher. In Bangor, December 31, Mrs.
Joanna P. Pitcher, formerly of Belfast, aged 85
years and 7 days.
Porter. In Biooklyn, N. Y.. December 29,
Lydia, widow of John Porter, formerly of Rock
land, aged about 75 years.
Payson. In Hope, Decmber 14, Ephraim Alfred Payson, aged 76 years.
Kedman. In Bluehill, December 17, Mrs.
Lucy
H. Kedman, aged 48 years, 6 months and 7 days.
Sproul. in Bar liarbor, December 27, Henry
V. Sproul, formerly of Buoksport, aged 71
years,
) months and 17 days.
Stevens.
In Portland, January l, Mabel

Hooper, infant daughter of Koss L. and Viola E.
Stevens aged 5 months and 19 days.
Varn um. In Penobscot, December 18, Hannah
Vanillin, aged 62 years and 4 months.
Williams. In Stonington,December 24,Samuel
a. Williams, aged 71 years, 6 months and 15 days.
Walls. In Rockland, December 29, William
Walls of Mtlbridge, aged 23 years.

THE
SALE

KXAND1

HULL'S
H EAll, SOITTH E>*
AM) COMMISSION STABI

120 DOVEII S

I

BEET.

BOSTON, MA

CORNER OF WASH I NCiTON

STB

FI

WE HAVE

port.
ihorndike-Carvek.

days.

I

place
highway

in

DIED.

year.

JKFEKKSOX A

Ifilull

In west Kockport,
December 24, Arthur W. Thorndike of West
Kockport and Mrs. Lizzie Carver of Camden.

$J.OO

(Tty or Belfast, State of Maine.
In Board oi- Mayor and aldermen
January 4. 1904.
Upon the foiegoing petition, it is ordered
notice thereof In* given l»y publishing a
op
said pt t it ion and ibis order thereon in Tie Hej
lican Journal, the Iasi publication to he at
fourteen (14) days before tin; twenty-eighth
of January, 19U4. and notice is hereby given t
a hearing upon said petition will be In id at
Aldermen’s room on the said twenty-eighth
of January, 19»4, at 7 o’clock, p. in., at w
time and
residents and owners of prop,
to he affected by the gran
upon the
of the permit applied foi.and all other perinterested, shad have full opportunity to >:
cause why such permit should not lie granted
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
2wl
Attest: A. l\ M A NSFIKIJ), City Cl

Bluehill. December 23, William V. Leach ami Mrs. Annie J. Leach, both ot

**«•♦»*•

CARLE & JONES,

ilf

at

Belfast, Me., .fan. 4, two
Honorable Mayor and City Governn
of the City of Belfast:
The umleisigned, Jefferson Alexander, Su;
llitendeni of the Belfast Gas & Electric Comp;
respectfully petitions your honorable body
the rigl t to set poles along Front street, in'
city of Belfast, for the purpose of extend
wires for lighting service.

Burgess-Mkrithkw. In China, December
24, Homer K. Burgess ot Warren and Miss Bessie
Merithew of china.
Dyer-Dyer,
in Vinalhaven, December 24,
Pearl A. Dyer and Mabalia Dyer, both of Vinal-

1 uloilll

Went

To the

MARK1E1).

II

a

NOTICE.

Blanche.
Young. In Koekland. December 23, to Mr.
Kobert L. Young, a son, Maynard Granville—lli pounds.

Leach-Leach,

tor

$8 ()()

and

unequalled in Eastern Ma:;>

and Mrs.

••II'.I

rolls MM

$6.50

UNEXCELLED ill security against fi’v

Fern a ld-L eland. In Mt. Desert, December
24, Orrin W. Fernald of Tremont and Miss Kox-

JPaper!

Deposit Boxes

$5.00,

haven.

Wall

2J.000.

SURPLUS,

and Mrs. \V. G. Kobbins. a son.
Thompson. Hi Koekland, December 24, to Mr.
a lid Mrs. Oscar
Thompson, a daughter.
Thompson. In Deer Isle, December 20, to Mi.
and Mrs. E L. Thompson, a son.
Weed. In North Deer Isle, December 26. to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. W ced, a son, Gardner
Merritt.
Weed. In Little Deer Isle, December 20, to
Mr. and Mrs. Davis II. Weed, a
daughter, Lena

The Woodbury
Chemical Company,

The Wall

Overshoes,
Boston Quality,

never

be marked down

Skirts at

any

Women’s
Four-Buckle

STAMPS FREE ON ALL

average of about SO per cent, of their regu- i
lar value, and on some of the Suits, even a greater sacrifice will be made. We shall positive!
dispo e of this, the finest and best selected stock in Belfast, within the next $0 days, even if uc ;
have to cut the price still deeper.

soothing influence of relief
After suffering from Itching Piles,

From

goods will

Manufactured by

_

Anniversary Mark Down

AND CLOSING OUT SALE OF

The

winter.The remains of Mrs. Martha
Green, widow of Lyman Green, formerly the Inflamed surface
disappeared.”
of this town, were brought here recently
For sale by ail dealers.
Price BO cents a box.
for interment. The past nine years Mrs. Fester-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
Capt. Charles W. Ames, they occupied the Green resided with her daughter, Mrs. for the United States.
residence of their sister, the late Mrs. Mar- Florence Johnson in Vermont.
Bemember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
The regaret Ames, where the funeral of Mrs. mains were accompanied by her
daughter, substitute.
Brown took place Monday afternoon. A Mrs. Johnson, and
by hertwosons, Herbert
quiet, amiable and generous woman, a de- and Clarence of Massachusetts. Services
voted wife, mother and sister, her death were held at the
Troy Corner church, atis an irreparable loss to her only son, Mr. tended
by Rev. J. C. Lamb. The deceased
irai, ui

Third Great

I)

Manchester Haynes, New York.
Brunswick, Dec. 30. Ar, sch. Pendleton
Sisters, Sagua and sld 31st lor Satilla ; Jan.
3, ar, sch. Thelma, New York; c'd, sch. I
storm, was severe.
Thermometer, eight Win. B. Palmer, Baltimore.
below zero Saturday and Sunday mornings,
Apalachicola, Fla., Dec. 20. In port, sch.
and remaining below during both days_ Jessie Lena, from Barbados.
Feruandina, Dec. 20. Ar, sch. Marie PalLumbering operations have been active the mer, Boston ; 31, sld, bark Ethel, Eiizabethrecent
storm
of
snow
and
the
port; sells. Win. E. Downes, New York; 1).
past week,
11. Rivers, Philadelphia; Jan. 1, sld, sch.
will help the roads into the woods much
Laura Al. Lunt, Boston; 2, sld, sells. S. M.
Honesty Grange Ilali Association held Bird, Philadelphia;
James W. Paul, Jr.,
their annual meeting last Saturday night. New York.
Charleston, Dec. 31. Ar, sch. Abbie C.
They will declare a small dividend on
stock_Don’t forget the entertainment at Stubbs, New York.
Providence, Jan. 1. Sld, sch. Willie L.
the Grange Hall this, Thursday, evening. Newton, Satilla River.
is
in
the
interest
of
the
new
It
Pensacola, Jan. 3. Sld, sch. C. I’. Dixon,
vestry.
given
New York.
Newport News, Jan. 4. Ar, schs. Van
EAST SEAKSMONT.
Allens lioughtnn, Carter, B ston; Wm. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Marceilus Goddard of Cam- Carnegie and N. T. Palmer, do.; Lucy E.
dan spent Dec. 25th with Her sister, Mrs. A. Friend, Portsmouth, N. H.
Satilla River, Ga„ Jan. 1. Ar, sch. PenII. Mahoney_Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ileald
dleton Sisters, Kennealy, Sagua via Brunswere
in
town
Dec.
Camden
the
of
27th,
wick.
guests of her sister, Mrs. Leslie Marriner.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sir. and Mrs. Henry Mahoney spent
Havana, Dec. 21. Ar, sch. Henry Crosby,
Christinas with her aunt, Sirs. Rodney | Port Tampa.
Weymouth, N. S., Dec. 23. Ar, bark J.
Sir. Josephs. Slalioney of
Witherspoon
H. Bowers, New York (will load for Buenos
Lawrence, Mass., spent Christmas week Ayres).
with relatives in this section_Mr. T.
Honolulu, Dee. 23. Sld, steamer AmeriHall and family have moved to their new can, Colcord, Delaware Breakwater, via
etc.
Ililo,
home which he recently bought of Joseph
San Juan, P. R., Dec. 22. In port, bark
G. Packard, and Sir. Packard and family Edward L. Mayberry, from New York ; sch.
have moved to their place, fo.merly known R. W. Hopkins, from Norfolk.
Barbados, Dec. 20. Ar, sch. Robert Mcas the Abel B. Marriner, Jr., farm.
Farland, Portland.
Black River, Jam., Jan. 3. Ar, sch. Star
of the Sea, Cartagena.
SANDTPOIST.
Sirs. Lydia Staples was called to WinterMARINE MISCELLANY.
Wreck of Sen. Laurel. Sell. Laurel
port last week by the death of her sister,
Sirs. Slargarer White—Srrs. Annie Goffe from Gloucester for Bay of Islands, N. F.,
while trying to beat into Beaver Harbor on
has gone to XeHampshire on business. the eastern coast of Nova Scotia
Monday
..James Staples went to Seboeis last week night, Dec. 28th, ran onto Pancake Island
from
about
the
shore.
fifty yards
with two horses for F. E. Perkins_Sirs. shoals,
The rudder and keel were ripped off, and as
Hannah Small, who has been at Edward
there was a heavy sea running the vessel
Clifford’s during tbe fall, left last Saturday soon pounded her bottom out and filled.
for Rochester, X. H., to spend the winter As there was no hope of saving the vessel,
Miss Veretta Crockett has Capt. Churchill and crew of six took to the
with her son
dories and rowed ashore, saving some of
returned to her home in Rockland_I). their effects. The schooner had 300
hogsE. White has gone to Seboeis to work for heads of salt and 4,000 feet of lumber
aboard.
The
Laurel
was
04
tons
Perkins & Danfoith...Monday morning
register,
built eleven years ago, and owned by Dr.
the mercury was 24° below zero_Capt. Rufus
Ilaggerthy oi Sedgwick.
Capt.
John Littlefield is at home from Boston for Churchill belongs in Orland and bad with
him two other Orland men. IIis son Howa vacation.
ard was mate, while Robert Hodgdon served as cook.

Massachusetts—The evening of Dec. 17th
Capt. John Berry, married in early life Mr. occurred the marriage of Jno. Robert Cook
Leonard Treat of this village, and they and Miss Sadie B. Call at the home of
Rev.

made their home here until their removal
to Kansas many years ago, where Mr. T.
died. After several years of widowhood
she became the .wife of Mr. Brown, who
died a few years since.
Soon after his
death she, in company with her sister, Mrs.
Paulina Collins, returned to her native
town and at the request of their nephew,

SHIP NEWS.

100 Head
!

Young (sha‘n7»") Horse-

in matched pairs, weighing from 20) 10 lbs.
3300 lbs., suitable foi farmers, lumberme
loggers, express, in fart, for most any bn*
ness. We have on hand the best lot of
olid-hand horses in Masselmssctts for sale
ail times, 3oo irom a well-known Ice o. t<» 1
sold. Each and every horse* hitched amt pa
ed, and if not as represented money retimed; we have some that ean step very fast
minutes' ride* from north and south station
>1. E. SI I.I.IVAN, Boston, MasTel. f.41-4 Tremont.
2wl

MLETINU OF CRFDIIORS.
U. S. District Court.
In Bankruptcy.

For the District of Ma

The Ilrst meeting of the creditors of Rufus
Brown of Sw'anville. Maine, adjudged bankr
upon his own i»)*tition, to prove their ela
against him and choose one or more trust
of his estate, will he held at the office of
referee*, Belfast. Maine, on the 23d day of ,lanu;
A. D. 1904, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
lwl
Referee for Waldo Distric

$
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Salesman Wanted
New England corporati
BY tooldsellestablished
machinery in New England. You
Previous
not

esspreferred.
experience
Salary moderate, but good opportunity
advancement. Best references required. Addr
53
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tial.
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-^DlCKEY’S-c-

Souvenir Postcards

:

SIX VIEWS OF BELFAST
FOB TEN CENTS.
Assorted and artistic.

53tf

At

ORK1N J.

bookstores or of
DICKEY, Belfast

H

